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Summary
Moment closure approximation (MCA) is a method of obtaining dynamic deterministic approxi­
mations to  models where spatiality is important. Such approximations track the time evolution 
of low-order correlations, for instance the correlation of disease status of nearest-neighbours in a 
square lattice. Thus they are able to  capture aspects of population dynamics which traditional 
mean-field approximations are unable to.
This thesis extends the techniques of moment closure approximation and develops novel applica­
tions for MCA in epidemiology. Most existing moment closures were intended as deterministic 
approximations to  static regular lattices. However we develop deterministic approximations for dy­
namic network models and continuous space models. The purpose of applying MCA to a different 
set of models is not only to demonstrate their flexibility; we also explore the dynamical properties of 
such models with the moment closure tools we derive and with simulation data. Comparisons are 
then made between processes on regular lattices and processes in dynamic networks and in contin­
uous space. Additionally, we answer questions relating to the epidemiology o f sexually transmitted 
diseases and epidemics in populations embedded in two-dimensional continuous space. Some of 
the new techniques we develop can be applied to other models in ecology and epidemiology. We 
conclude that moment closure approximations continue to  provide fertile ground for research, and 
that application of MCA to models other than static regular lattices can be worthwhile.
Chapter 1 consists of background material and an introduction to moment closure approximations. 
In chapter 2 we look at the properties of moment closure approximations near critical points 
and during transient phases and consider their accuracy in such cases. Chapters 3 and 4 cover 
the application of pair approximations to sexually transmitted disease models, and chapter 5 is a 
preliminary study of a pair approximation for a continuous space model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Background
If  a man’s wit be wandering, let him study the mathematics.
-  Francis Bacon
1
1.1 Preliminaries
This thesis is about the mathematical modelling of epidemics in structured popula­
tions. We are interested in the effect of factors such as spatiality and the network 
structure o f social contacts, and we are particularly interested in building analyti­
cal models incorporating these factors. The first chapter will present some relevant 
history and background from the beginnings of mathematical biology to  recent de­
velopments in moment closure approximations (MCA). But first we will make a few 
comments about mathematical modelling in general.
1.2 About Modelling
We group epidemic models into two categories. The first consists of empirical 
models, which use statistical and/or extrapolation methods to  predict the short- 
to middle-term progress of real diseases based on real data. The second category 
consists o f dynamical models which seek to incorporate assumptions about the un­
derlying biology into models which can be evolved through time to gain insight into 
the resulting dynamics. Many scientists restrict use of the term model to  the second 
category or even to the subset of analytical models of the second category. Dynam­
ical models focus on the more general aspects and basic principles of epidemics, 
while empirical models are more useful for prediction o f the course of a disease in a 
particular population. In this thesis we deal exclusively with dynamical models.
1.2.1 Three Viewpoints on Modelling
There are three approaches to biomathematical modelling. Models should not be 
simply put in one of these categories or another, but this division into three ap­
proaches can help us clarify our understanding of what we are actually doing when 
we model, or what we should be doing. We present the approaches here in order 
of increasing faithfulness to what mathematical biologists actually attempt to do in 
most cases.
M od ellin g  as D escription
In this view, mathematical models simply express mathematically what is already 
understood from verbal descriptions and empirical knowledge. They are therefore 
not really that useful although they might provide a slightly different angle. This 
view is rather disappointing because such models do not really provide any insight
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into biological systems. Rather they merely festoon established scientific truths. 
However this view about modelling is understandably held by many because many 
models (including some models we have developed) do not really go far beyond 
describing what is obvious to  intuition or what is already known.
M odelling as P rediction
In this view, models are used to predict the course of epidemics in real populations. 
However there are many factors in real populations that are not taken into account 
in the relatively simple dynamical models which have been developed thus far. So 
this kind of prediction is perhaps best left to empirical models.
M odelling  as Insight
Finally, there is the view that mathematical models are for gaining insight into 
biological systems. The modeller expresses real-world systems in terms of a small 
set of rules which are incorporated into the model, hopefully excluding unnecessary 
detail and retaining the essentials. If the results are similar to real-world systems, the 
model may have illumined the essential elements of real-world biological systems. If 
the model predicts novel phenomena, this can be sought out in empirical data to test 
the model and gain further insight. However different models m ight give the same 
behaviour, so care must be used. In this view of modelling, simplicity is a strength, 
not a weakness. O f course the real world might be too complicated to find a small 
and simple set of general principles and we may have to settle for rules of thumb, 
but only investigation will tell us whether or not these principles exist.
The study of nonlinearities is also an example o f how mathematical modelling can 
contribute to  insight about real biologies, in tha t nonlinearities can often produce 
seemingly random behaviour which is actually caused by simple deterministic equa­
tions. In fact, deterministic chaos, long thought to  exist in real ecologies, was found 
in the population dynamics of flour beetles in 1997 in a laboratory setting [20).
1.2.2 W hy Mathematical Modelling is a Good Thing
As mentioned in subsection 1.2.1 modelling first and foremost can provide insight into 
epidemic dynamics. Real data for ecological and epidemiological systems are often 
scant, or difficult to interpret, or complicated and involving much detail. Modelling 
makes the process of inference from data and interpretation of data easier. Inference 
from data is harder in biology than in physics or chemistry, but this fact can be seen
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as a stronger reason to seek models for biological systems instead of something to 
discourage us.
There are practical advantages to modelling as well. The time and cost involved 
in carrying out mathematical analysis and simulations are a small fraction of the 
time and cost of full-scale experiments on real biological systems. Furthermore, ex­
periments on biological systems often cannot be carried out because of ethical or 
environmental reasons. One example is the obvious difficulty of assessing the struc­
ture of sexual partnership networks for the purpose of studying sexually transmitted 
diseases.
1.3 Early Developments in Mathematical Biology
Mathematical biology is already a massive subject with a long history, although 
most progress has occurred in the twentieth century, and new possibilities have been 
opened up by increasing computer power in the last few decades. In this section we 
outline some o f the major historical developments of its early history.
Daniel Bernoulli is credited with being the first to apply mathematical methods 
to epidemiology in 1760 by analyzing the effectiveness of the technique of variolation 
against smallpox [10]. A century later work continued with empirical models by Farr
[37] and Brownlee [14], who fitted smallpox epidemic data to statistical distributions. 
A significant milestone was the work of Flamer [48] who in 1906 postulated the mass- 
action principle. This states tha t the course of an epidemic depends on the rate of 
contact between susceptibles and infecteds, which is modelled as the product of the 
density of susceptibles and infecteds in most cases.
Volterra was the first to  write down a dynamical, mechanistic model in ecology, 
applied to understanding the oscillations in fish stock population in the Adriatic Sea 
in terms of a predator-prey relationship [91]. Let N  be the number of prey and P  
the number of predators. Then the dynamics are described by the ODEs:
=  N ( a - b P )  
at.
j P  =  P ( c N - d )  (1.1)
In the absence of predators, the prey population N  grows exponentially at rate aN. 
Prey are eaten at rate b N P  (an application of Hamer's mass-action principle) and 
the predators thus grow at rate cN P . Finally, predators die at a constant rate dP. 
This model is known as the Lotka-Volterra model because Lotka studied the same 
equations in the context of chemical reactions a few years earlier; much of the history
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of mathematical biology, including recent history, involves the cross-application of 
methods and ideas in physics and chemistry to biological systems.
This simple model is capable o f exhibiting interesting dynamics such as oscillations 
and threshold behaviour. This is an encouraging step but the Lotka-Volterra model 
has its drawbacks. For one, many second-order ODEs exhibit oscillatory behaviour 
and so the fact that the Lotka-Volterra also exhibits oscillations may not indicate it 
has captured the cause of the oscillations seen in nature. Additionally the oscillatory 
solution curves are structurally unstable which is biologically unrealistic. Murray also 
points out an amusing example o f real world predator-prey oscillations where, if one 
assumes the Lotka-Volterra mechanism is governing the population dynamics, the 
prey appear to be eating the predator [80] The oscillations in this case must be 
caused by some other complicating factors like external forcing. Notwithstanding 
such complications, the application of ODEs by Volterra to a dynamical population 
biology model was a watershed event.
We discuss an extension o f the Lotka-Volterra model to epidemiological systems 
in the following section.
1.4 An Epidemic Model by Kermack and McKendrick
An epidemiological system can be thought of as a kind of predator-prey system, in 
the sense that the infectious agent 'eats' the host by causing mortality, or in the 
more general sense that the dynamics of the infectious agent are dependent on the 
host density. The infectious agent can be roughly classified as either a microparasite 
(e g. bacteria, viruses) or a macroparasite (e g. worms) This has a bearing on 
how the disease transmission is modelled. We consider only microparasite-caused 
infectious diseases in this thesis. Microparasites are characterized by small size, 
short generation times, acquired immunity of the host and in some cases a short 
time span of infectiousness relative to the lifespan o f the host. Also, the long-term 
macroparasite burden of an infected individual can be a function o f the size of the 
initial inoculation, and individuals w ith different levels o f macroparasite burden have 
different degrees of infectiousness and type of behaviour. Microparasites, on the 
other hand, quickly multiply in the host and so the final parasite burden is not as 
dependent on the size of the inoculation. The characteristics o f microparasites, and 
in particular their behaviour in hosts, allows us to make the simplification of dividing 
individuals in the population into compartments according to  their status: either 
susceptible, or infected, or recovered, etc. Models which divide the population into 
compartments are called (unsurprisingly) compartmental models. They are denoted
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by a sequence of letters, one for each possible compartment. For instance in an 
SEIR model, individuals move from the susceptible S state to the exposed E state, 
where they are infected but not yet infectious. From the E state they move to the 
infectious I state and from the I state they move to the removed R state (immunity 
or death). The E state is introduced because many diseases such as measles exhibit 
a latency period. Often the infectivity of an individual can vary throughout the 
course of an infection, as for instance with HIV where peaks in infectiousness occur 
shortly after infection and once again before the onset of AIDS. In such cases further 
compartments might be necessary.
The first compartmental epidemic models for microparasites using integro-differential 
equations were developed in the ground-breaking work of Kermack and McKendrick 
in 1927 [62] (reprinted in 1991 in [63]). They looked at a model where individuals 
can become infected and are thereafter removed to an immune state or die. Using 
a generalized force o f  infection kernel which determines the rate at which suscep­
tibles become infected, and applying the mass-action principle, they formulate the 
following equation o f motion for the spatial density S (t) o f susceptibles:
5 (t)
/»OO
= S(t) /  A(r)S(t — r)dr
Jo
( 1.2)
where A (t ) is the expected infectivity of an individual that became infected a time 
r ago. This equation is the model Kermack and McKendrick first proposed in 1927 
although variants thereof for particular choices of the infection kernel are in practice 
analyzed most often. Klaus Dietz [24] notes that Ross and Hudson constructed a 
similar model in 1917 which is thought to have had some influence on the work of 
Kermack and McKendrick [86], but Ross and Hudson did not go into the depth of 
analysis that Kermack and McKendrick did.
If we choose the infectivity kernel A (t ) to  have the form o f an exponentially 
decaying function in r:
A =  \e ~ VT (1.3)
and if we define the number of infecteds / ( f )  at time t as / ( t )  =  —  jj / 0°° A (r )S ( t  — 
r)dr and differentiate, equation (1.2) becomes:
¡ ¡ jS ( t)  =  - A  S ( t) I ( t )  (1.4)
j t I ( t )  =  \ S { t ) I ( t )  -  u l ( t )  (1.5)
j t R (t) =  *//(«) (1.6)
where / ( f )  denotes the population density of infected individuals and R (t) denotes 
the population density of recovered (immune) individuals. A is the rate at which a
0
susceptible makes effective contact with an infected and catches the disease, and v 
is the rate at which an infected is removed, corresponding to the recovery of infected 
individuals (but it could also be interpreted as mortality). Also note that the sum 
S + I+ R  is constant since we are dealing with a fixed population density. This special 
case of the Kermack-McKendrick model is more widely recognizable. We can also 
formulate the model in terms of the numbers of susceptibles infecteds and recovereds 
instead of their densities-the mathematics is the same but their interpretation may 
differ according to population size.
By making other choices for the infectivity kernel A ( t ) we can generate any num­
ber of possible states to describe what happens to  the individual after it is removed 
from the infected class, thus creating any number o f compartments. Individuals in 
the population are lumped into compartments according to which state they are 
in at time t. Usually when researchers refer to models such as ‘the SIR model’ or 
'the SIR equations' they mean compartmental models of this type, derived from the 
Kermack and McKendrick model. These kinds of compartmental models are one of 
the most widely studied models for epidemiological applications, in both their deter­
ministic form and their stochastic counterparts. However there are times when we 
will want to  retain the idea of being able to classify individuals into clearly defined 
disease status categories while abandoning the compartmental approach of defin­
ing transition rates between lumped population subgroups, in which case we will 
refer, for instance, to  an 'SIS type’ of infection, for a model where individuals move 
between infected and susceptible states but where we are not necessarily using a 
Kermack-McKendrick style deterministic model.
With the SIR equations (1.4) - (1.6) it is easy to  analyze aspects o f the epidemics 
such as threshold behaviour, time series, and final size. The original 1927 Kermack- 
McKendrick paper was followed up by further analyses in papers in 1932 and 1933.
One of the main conclusions of their analysis is that there exists a threshold 
susceptible density below which an epidemic dies out. This phenomenon is seen in 
real epidemics although the observed density at which the disease dies out is different 
from the critical density predicted by the mean-field compartmental models.
The existence of a threshold had been predicted two decades early by Ross [87] 
in a simpler mathematical model of malaria transmission formulated in 1909. Ross 
correctly hypothesized that malaria epidemics cannot occur if the mosquito density 
is below a certain value. Previously it was thought that as long as a few mosquitos 
were present, an outbreak could occur. This is a good example of how mathematical 
models can lead to new and surprising insights.
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Figure 1.1: An SIR model with birth and death.
Incorporating D em ographic Changes
Let us demonstrate one of the extensions of the SIR model by assuming that there 
is birth of fresh susceptibles into the population at rate /i, and that a removal rate 
7 (e.g. from death) is associated with each individual regardless of disease status. 
This model is depicted in figure 1.1. Introducing these changes to  equations (1.4) - 
(1.6) produces:
i 5«  = -7 S (t) +  p -  AS ( t) I( t ) (1.7)
5 7«  = -7 /(0  + A¿>(0/(0 -  «'/(O
( 1.8)
I t ™  = ~ ,yR (t) +  u l( t ) (1.9)
We note that at the demographic equilibrium the total population size N  is equal
to m/7 -
This variant model exhibits what is known as recurrent behaviour; for the correct 
parameters there is a recurring pattern of epidemic outbreaks alternating w ith quies­
cent inter-epidemic periods (figure 1.2). After an epidemic outbreak the susceptible 
population is depleted and must be slowly built up again by the birth process. Dur­
ing this time the number of infecteds remains at extremely low numbers. Once the 
susceptible density is sufficiently high, a new epidemic becomes possible and there 
is another outbreak which persists until there are not enough susceptibles to  sustain 
it. These repeated oscillations are damped and the system gradually settles down to 
an equilibrium state with a non-zero density of infecteds. This oscillatory behaviour 
is not possible in the system o f equations (1.4) - (1.6) w ithout birth and death.
These results are a useful illustration of the difference between the terms epidemic
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Figure 1.2: A phase portrait for the SIR equations with birth and death (1.7) - (1.9) in the 7- 
5  plane. Epidemic breakouts occur after susceptible density 5  reaches a sufficiently high value 
through immigration. Parameters: A =  25, v =  10, p =  0.02, 7  =  0.02. Initial conditions. 
S =  0.99, 7 =  0.01, f l  =  0.
and endemic. We say a disease is endemic when it persists in a population and the 
time scale of demographic change is of the same order as the time scale o f infection 
dynamics. An epidemic situation occurs when the time scale o f infection dynamics is 
faster than the time scale of demographic changes [6]. The transient orbits of figure
1.2 correspond to an alternation of epidemic phases where the number o f infecteds 
explodes suddenly, and endemic phases where the number o f infecteds remains un­
changed while the birth process slowly builds up new susceptibles. Eventually the 
system reaches a steady-state nontrivial equilibrium which we can also describe as 
endemic. However, we note the term epidemic can also be used to denote a more 
gradual invasion of infecteds into a susceptible population as well, and some define 
a disease as endemic when the fraction o f infecteds is bounded away from zero [52]. 
The terms are used in different ways by different researchers.
Although the SIR model with birth and death reproduces an important aspect of 
real epidemics, namely that of oscillations, it has drawbacks. The principal draw­
back is the unrealistically low numbers of infecteds which exist between epidemic 
outbreaks; /(<) often takes values in inter-epidemic troughs such that apparently a 
fraction of one person is carrying the infectious agent. The disease can persist and
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cause another outbreak no matter how few infected individuals there are between 
outbreaks, but in reality the disease is often wiped out by stochastic effects during 
the inter-epidemic troughs. Another unrealistic aspect of the SIR model is tha t the 
ratio of the peak infected density to the trough is larger than the ratio found in real 
time series for diseases such as measles [57],
Having explored one of the basic models used in mathematical epidemiology, we 
now turn to  a more general discussion of some of the aspects of epidemic modelling 
and some of the tools which are used in that endeavour.
1.5 Some Aspects of Epidemiological Modelling
1.5.1 /?o
One of the fundamental topics of study in epidemiology is that of invasion. If we 
inoculate a few individuals with an infection in an otherwise susceptible population, 
under what conditions does the epidemic occur and under what conditions does it 
die out before infecting a significant proportion of the population?
To answer this question, mathematical epidemiologists predominantly use the 
basic reproductive ratio Rq. This quantity is defined as the expected number of 
secondary infections produced by an infected individual, in a wholly susceptible pop­
ulation, during that individual’s period o f infectiousness. Therefore if  7?o >  1 an 
epidemic is possible whereas if  Ro <  1 the epidemic necessarily dies out. The fact 
that the density of infecteds is initially small compared to  the susceptible density is 
valuable for two reasons. Firstly, it corresponds to  many real world situations where 
an infection is initially acquired by a few individuals in an otherwise susceptible popu­
lation, and secondly it makes the infection process linear, since an infected individual 
is unlikely to  have an effective contact with another infected individual in these early 
stages of the epidemic; therefore /?0 is easier to calculate than the solution to the 
final equilibrium.
The fundamental insight behind the basic reproductive ratio was discovered by 
Ross in 1909 [87] (cited from [50]). He developed a simple mathematical model for 
malaria transmission, showing the existence of a quantity which, when less than 
unity, implies the disappearance of malaria from the population. This quantity 
depended on the ratio of the density of the mosquito population to the density o f the 
human population. Previously it had been thought tha t there was no such threshold 
behaviour, and that malaria could break out as long as at least a few mosquitos were 
present. This would make eradication and control o f malaria virtually impossible.
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Figure 1.3: Phase portrait the SIR equations with birth and death (1.7)- (1.9) for two values of 
Ro. Thick line is orbit for Ro <  1 and thin line is orbit for Ro > 1. Parameters: v =  10, p =  0.02, 
7  =  0.02, A =  10.9 for Ro >  1 and 9.9 for Ro <  1. Initial conditions: S =  0.999, I =  0.001 and 
R =  0 for both cases.
The hypothesis o f the existence of a threshold was later confirmed in empirical 
studies. Ross did not originally use the symbol Ro to denote his threshold equation, 
rather the symbol seems to have evolved over the course o f the twentieth century 
until it reached its present form.
Figure 1.3 shows an S-J  phase portrait for the SIR equations with birth and death 
(1.7) - (1.9) for Ro >  1 and Ro <  1.
We illustrate a derivation of Ro for the SIR model described by equations (1.4), 
(1.5) and (1.6), i.e. w ithout demographic processes. An infected individual remains 
infectious for a period of time \ / v  on average, and in that time has an effective 
contact with each susceptible in the population at rate A. Since the number of 
susceptibles is 5 , the rate at which secondary infections is produced is AS. Thus:
( 1.10)
Therefore there is a critical threshold susceptible density So below which an epidemic 
cannot occur.
Ro >  1 is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the disease to invade. Since 
the number o f infecteds is often low, it is possible that the disease may be wiped out 
in its early stages due to stochasticity, even when Ro >  1. If, on the other hand, the 
percentage of infecteds is small while the number of infecteds is large (so that the 
assumptions in the definition of Ro still hold), then Ro >  1 is a sufficient condition
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for invasion since the disease is unlikely to be wiped out by stochasticity. There are 
other factors which may mitigate the usefulness of Rq in ascertaining the probability 
of invasion, particularly the accuracy of the model on which the calculation is based. 
This is discussed in more depth at a later point in the thesis.
1.5.2 Variable Population Size Models
Most models assume that the population size is constant. This is valid in epidemic 
cases where the disease spreads quickly so that birth and death can be ignored, 
or endemic cases where births and deaths are balanced so that the population size 
remains constant over long periods. When these conditions do not hold one can 
take into account the changes in population size over the course of disease spread, 
either because one is interested in the effect of the epidemic on population size or 
because the population dynamics are coupled to the infection dynamics.
Models with variable population size often exhibit interesting behaviour not found 
in fixed-population models, such as multiple thresholds and multiple endemic equilib­
ria [4][5][51][52] . Disease-induced mortality can stabilize or destabilize the equilibria 
of population size as well.
Most of the work on variable population size models have focussed on compart- 
mental models and not on the kinds of models discussed in this thesis. We assume 
fixed population sizes in this thesis although some of the types of diseases we study, 
such as sexually transmitted diseases, can have a significant impact on both popu­
lation size and other interesting aspects of demography such as patterns of social 
and sexual behaviour.
1.5.3 Stochasticity
The term stochasticity refers to randomness in dynamical processes. According to  
the dynamical systems perspective, stochasticity is the result o f the projection of very 
high-dimensional phase spaces (which constitute, in principle, a full description o f 
the real world) onto the low-dimensional phase spaces one uses in models. Stochas­
tic effects are widespread in epidemiological systems, as in many physical systems. 
Sometimes these effects have only a limited impact a t the population level. For 
instance when the numbers of infected individuals are large the fluctuations from 
equilibrium are small and so deterministic models serve quite well. In other cases 
stochastic effects can have a major effect on global dynamics, for example when 
numbers are small or when the structure of the phase space is complicated w ith 
many interacting basins of attraction. In these cases, o f course, it would be ideal to
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understand and model deterministically the microscopic dynamics which are respon­
sible for the fluctuations. However because this can not usually be done we must 
use stochastic analysis in these situations.
One must consider stochasticity in deciding whether to apply deterministic models 
or stochastic models. Ultimately every deterministic model is an approximation 
to some stochastic model, because in writing down deterministic models we are 
averaging over microscopic states. Some information is thus excluded from the 
analysis.
The classic example of a fully stochastic epidemic model is the chain-binomial 
model of Reed and Frost formulated in a class lecture in 1952 [1] (anticipated by 
En'ko in 1889 [32]), although Reed did not think the model significant enough a 
contribution to publish [94], In the chain-binomial model, we define St (resp. I t )
as the number of susceptibles (resp. infecteds) at discrete times t =  0,1 ,2 ,3 -----
The population is well-mixed, and at each discrete time step the probability that 
a susceptible does n o t make an effective contact with an infected is p, thus the 
probability that a susceptible becomes infected, at time step t, is 1 — p r‘ . Individuals 
infected at time t become infectious at time t +  1, and infectious individuals at time 
t  are removed at time t  +  1. This process continues until there are no more infecteds 
in the population, at which point there may or may not be any susceptibles left. 
Much analysis of this model and its variants has been carried out in the past century 
with results being obtained for distributions of the time to extinction o f infecteds, 
number of susceptibles remaining, the existence o f thresholds, etc. (see Daley [22] 
for an in-depth treatment). Most stochastic epidemic models in use today also rely 
on similar discrete or continuous time Markov chain formulations.
For spatial models the stochasticity is localized. In this thesis our approach is to 
define a stochastic network model of an individual-based process, and then to  derive 
a deterministic approximation to  the stochastic model. In moment closure approxi­
mations some of this localized stochasticity impacts dynamics at the population level 
and we incorporate i t  into our deterministic model, and some of the stochasticity 
can be modelled as random noise and is discarded. This will be explored in section 
1.7.
1.5.4 H e te ro g e n e ity
Heterogeneity is an important aspect of virtually all infectious diseases. The fact 
that individuals have different ages, gender, personal habits, geographical locations 
etc. can all influence disease spread. Incorporating heterogeneous mixing o f one
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type or another continues to be one of the biggest challenges in epidemic modelling.
How much inaccuracy is actually introduced because of the assumption of homo­
geneous mixing? Anderson and May review measles data from England to answer 
this complex question [6]. They observe that while some evidence indicates consis­
tency with the homogeneous mixing hypothesis for certain aspects of the epidemic, 
the strongest evidence is against homogeneous mixing, as shown in data indicating a 
variation of the force of infection with age-if individuals are mixing homogeneously 
they should all experience the same force o f infection.
Because o f the variety of factors involved in heterogeneously-mixing populations, 
one must choose which factors to  average over and which to retain in the model. 
In the context of epidemiology, one way heterogeneity has its effect by altering the 
patterns o f social mixing among individuals. Compartmental models deal with this 
by lumping individuals into compartments according to age, gender, etc. A matrix 
is defined where the ( i , j )  entry o f this matrix tells us the rate at which an infected 
in group i  w ill infect a susceptible in group j .  This matrix is known as the WAIFW 
matrix (Who Acquires Infection From Whom).
Yet compartmental models with a WAIFW matrix are practically limited in how 
much heterogeneity they can incorporate. The assumption of homogeneous mix­
ing works well for school classrooms or the workplace but for larger groups such 
as universities, towns, cities and countries, that assumption is less convincing. For 
example, each individual in a human population has on the order of 10-100 dif­
ferent individuals with whom they have repeated, regular social contacts (talking, 
handshakes), and there are even fewer established sexual partnerships per person. 
This situation, if  modelled completely with a WAIFW compartmental model, would 
require hundreds of categories, making compartmental modelling impractical.
Additionally there are some aspects o f social mixing which compartmental models 
cannot cope w ith, such as the repeated contacts within social and sexual networks. In 
such cases one must seek other modelling approaches. This is one of the challenges 
o f this thesis. Examples of alternative approaches are given in section 1.6.
1.5.5 Waiting Times and the Principle of Universality
In most cases the probability distribution o f the time to recovery is assumed to 
be exponential, as in equation (1.3). The same is assumed for other processes 
such as removal. This assumption produces ODEs instead of the integro-differential 
equations obtained by other distributions. Assuming an exponential distribution is 
usually unrealistic. For example normal distributions better describe the time to
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recovery. Even so exponential distributions often work in practice, as pointed out by 
Hoppenseadt [53] (cited in [6]) and Grossman [47]. Another example o f this, from 
the area o f spatial modelling, is the work of Durrett et al. [29] who have proven that 
certain models which place individuals on a square lattice can reproduce features 
of dynamics in real populations which are not themselves restricted to  a lattice. 
These observations are behind the principle o f universality, formulated originally 
for statistical mechanics, which states that qualitative results at the population 
level are not generally affected by simplifying assumptions made about the rules for 
microscopic interactions.
There are nonetheless some interesting real-world situations where the assump­
tion of exponential waiting times for disease parameters can lead to inaccuracies. 
For instance Keeling and Grenfell [57] study a stochastic model which incorporates 
normally distributed infectious and incubation periods. Their model predicts the 
threshold population density of measles more accurately, and also captures high- 
frequency components in the Fourier transform of the time series data which are 
not captured with a model based on an exponential distribution. So qualitative as 
well as quantitative inaccuracies may result when an exponential distribution is used. 
Thus, although the principle of universality is referred to  as a ‘principle’ , it will not 
always be immediately clear whether or not it can be applied to a particular problem.
Very often, being able to apply this principle can make a huge difference in how 
tractable models are. For infectious diseases there is a great diversity of processes 
occurring at microscopic scales (much more complexity than for physical and chem­
ical systems) which may or may not be relevant for the qualitative behaviour of the 
system, and so the principle of universality is an important tool for mathematical 
epidemiology.
This issue of the relationship of microscopic dynamics to macroscopic dynamics 
leads to  an interesting related topic, that of individual-based versus phenomenological 
modelling, which we now describe.
1.5.6 Individual-Based vs. Phenomenological Models
Models can be classified according to the fundamental unit o f interaction. On one 
hand a model can be defined in terms of interactions between individuals, so-called 
individual-based modelling. In this case the time evolution of each individual is 
tracked. Individual-based models are usually implemented as simulations. On the 
other hand we can define the the basic unit o f interaction on the population level, in 
terms o f population densities and the rates of transition from one compartment of
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the population to  another. This is often referred to as phenomenological modelling, 
because they define phenomenological interaction terms between groups and not 
between individuals where the interaction actually occurs. Examples of individual- 
based models are given in section 1.6, and the SIR model o f section 1.4 is a good 
example of a phenomenological model.
Individual-based models have the advantage that the individual is in nature the 
fundamental unit o f epidemiological interaction [71][83]. Also, defining dynamics at 
the individual level provides a satisfyingly mechanistic foundation for a model. How­
ever these models lack analytical tractability and it is therefore much more difficult 
to glean insight or explore large regions of the parameter space. On the other hand, 
phenomenological models, although tractable, may not be able to incorporate inter­
esting phenomena such as localized stochastic effects, some kinds of heterogeneity, 
etc. on account of their procedure of aggregation into subgroups. Because they 
define interactions between groups and not individuals (where most effective con­
tacts actually take place) they are aptly described as phenomenological as opposed 
of mechanistic.
Some researchers have already sounded the death knell for analytical and phe­
nomenological models in ecology and the dominance of the individual-based model 
[54][55]. They rightly point out that individual-based models can incorporate a level 
of detail that analytical models are not able to. It is true that analytical models 
are more generalized and less detailed than their individual-based counterparts. The 
traditional counterargument is that individual-based models are hard to  interpret 
because of the large amount of information. But there is also the point that the 
capacity of analytical models to capture realism has not been fully utilized. We can 
make analytical models as complicated and realistic as we like, and that for each 
increase in computer power which allows us to  create more complicated simulations, 
we are also able to  improve the complexity of numerical solutions of equations of 
motion; it will still be more efficient to run a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration 
on an arbitrarily large system of equations than to run the equivalent stochastic 
simulation and we can explore much more easily issues o f stability, robustness and 
ubiquity. In lim iting regimes one gets simple expressions for measures like Rq. The 
fact that analytical models are usually more generalized and less complicated than 
they could be reflects, to some extent, the opinions of those individuals who use 
them about what is worth modelling.
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1955
Figure 1.4: Cholera epidemic of 1966 -  1971 showing spread across Eurasia and Africa. Taken 
from Cliff and Haggett p. 170 [17].
1.6 Spatial Models
The aspect o f epidemiological modelling which is most relevant to  this thesis is 
modelling spatial structure. Space is a salient feature o f epidemics; figure 1.4 shows 
the spread across Eurasia and Africa of the cholera epidemic of 1966 to  1971. Being 
able to predict how quickly infectious diseases spread across continents is clearly 
useful. Spatial models can help us devise control methods such as ring vaccination 
(where neighbours of an individual who is discovered to  be infected are vaccinated) 
and to assess their potential impact on real epidemics. Moreover spatiality can 
influence disease dynamics in other ways, and learning about the spatial aspect of 
epidemics can offer rewarding insights. Finally, thinking about events occurring in 
space makes the problem more concrete, and the opportunity to visualize data and 
present them graphically is satisfying to  the modeller.
Because conventional compartmental models are unable to capture spatial effects 
we must turn to  other methods. Perhaps the most widely-known analytical spatial 
models are reaction-diffusion equations (RDE), which represent continuous spatial 
structure explicitly.
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1.6.1 Reaction-Diffusion Equations
A reaction-diffusion system is a partial differential equation (PDE) with terms repre­
senting, in the continuous limit, diffusion o f particles and reaction between particles 
of different species. RDEs take the form:
Jmi =  f +  V • (DVu) (1.11)
where u is the dynamical variable o f interest (for instance a density vector u =  
(u i,  u 2, . . . )  o f species 1, 2, . . . ) ,  where f  is the reaction term between interacting 
species, and where D is a matrix describing diffusion of the various species. In 
epidemiology RDEs are used for instance to model the spread of epidemics across 
continents; see Murray [80] for analysis o f a model of the spread of rabies across 
Europe and a discussion of control methods. For infectious diseases the reaction 
term corresponds to  the infection being transmitted from infecteds to susceptibles 
at a point x  in a continuous space (usually one-dimensional or two-dimensional), and 
the diffusion term corresponds to migration of infected individuals. Thus in the RDE 
description a wave front of infection is caused by diffusion o f infected individuals into 
new areas and infection of the susceptibles in those areas. For modelling rabies on 
the spatial scale o f continents this is realistic, since rabid foxes are known to wander 
far afield from their home territory.
However RDE models are restricted in that they do not easily incorporate localized 
spatial correlations. The processes occurring at a given site are functions of the 
densities of organisms at that site, and the neighbourhood of position x  does not 
affect the dynamics occurring at x. Although the dynamics of an infection at location 
x  may be influenced by migration from nearby locations in continuous space, the 
concept that each individual sees a different environment does not have meaning in 
an RDE description. For example, instead of defining the transmission of disease 
in terms of interactions between two individuals, it  must be expressed as a product 
o f two species densities, and the variance of the number o f neighbours per person 
cannot be expressed as a density at a point in space either.
W ith discrete models it is often possible to take the lim it o f some discreteness pa­
rameter (for instance the size of an incremental box) to  zero to obtain an RDE. The 
advantage of doing this is that the mathematical theory o f PDEs is well-developed. 
However one is sometimes interested in retaining the discrete, individual-based de­
scription for reasons already given and for reasons which we discuss in future sections 
o f this thesis. Models which retain this kind of information about individual neigh­
bourhoods are reviewed in subsection 1.6.4 on network models.
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1.6.2 Patch Models
On the way from mean-field compartmental models to  explicit spatial models we find 
patch models. In these one considers a number of distinct patches, where each patch 
contains a population whose individuals mix with one another homogeneously, so 
that the within-patch dynamics are modelled by mean-field equations. The patches 
are linked with one another according to some interaction rule (for instance there 
is a defined rate o f disease transmission, or migration is allowed). This inter-patch 
interaction is explicitly included in the system of ODEs which describe the situation, 
so that for k patches with m  species each we have an order km  system of equations. 
This is a rather neat model for archipelagoes [46] or towns and cities distributed 
throughout a countryside [72]. They are less useful when the distribution of the 
population in space is not so lumpy, or when one wants to  ask what happens on the 
level o f the individual, or when the within-patch mixing is not homogeneous at all.
We now turn from population-level phenomenological models to review the individual- 
based models.
1.6.3 Interacting Particle Systems
Interacting particle systems (IPS), also know as cellular automata (CA), are mostly a 
simulation-based approach. First developed by mathematician John von Neumann, 
they have since been applied to many biological, chemical and physical systems. 
Both IPS and their cousins the network models (discussed in subsection 1.6.4) have 
become popular because the impressive increase in computer power over the past 
few decades has made possible the simulation of complicated systems evolving over 
long periods of time. Also, they are easily understood and implemented, and are 
thus accessible to  experts in a wide variety of fields.
In an IPS the population is thought of as a two-dimensional square grid isomorphic 
to Z 2, with an individual at each grid point. The grid maps toroidally at the edges 
if we consider a finite-size population; an infinite population is usually assumed for 
mathematical analyses of IPS. Individuals can have a finite number of possible states. 
The transitions between states can be defined deterministically or probabilistically, 
as long as the transition probabilities for a given individual are a function o f tha t 
individual's neighbourhood, i.e. the set of the 4 or 8 grid points closest to  the 
individual. Methods of updating can vary, with systems being discrete asynchronous- 
, discrete synchronous- or continuously-updated in time.
IPS show a rich variety of behaviour and are particularly useful for studying pattern 
formation and emergent structures. Their accuracy in modelling two-dimensional
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biologies in continuous space and time can be good notwithstanding their unnaturally 
regular structure. For instance Durrett [29] observes that an infection starting from 
a single grid point on a square grid has an approximately circular wavefront, as would 
be expected for epidemics in continuous space. Additionally, investigating IPS can 
provide intuition and can stimulate the formulation of hypotheses about real-world 
systems or help the modeller to make better deterministic approximations.
The biomathematical literature abounds w ith IPS models. Some examples of IPS 
models applied to  epidemiology are those o f Mollison [74] and Cox and Durrett [21],
T h e C ontact P rocess
A widely used IPS is the contact process (CP) model developed by Harris [49]. Its 
popularity stems from its simplicity, and also from the fact that the CP can be 
interpreted as an ecological as well as an epidemiological model.
In the contact process we consider an infinite square grid. Each node can be 
empty or contain one individual. Individuals can give birth to  any of the four nearest 
neighbour sites. Individuals give birth to  an empty neighbouring site at rate A, and 
individuals die at rate v. For implementation in simulations we must consider a 
finite grid, usually with some rule for mapping the edges to  one another. In the 
epidemiological interpretation, birth corresponds to infection and death corresponds 
to recovery, so that we have an SIS epidemiological process occurring on a square 
grid.
In this thesis we study the contact process in chapter 2 to  illustrate certain aspects 
of moment closure approximations.
1.6.4 Network Models
One response to the challenge of developing individual-based models has been net­
work models. Network models are closely related to IPS and are in some ways a 
generalization o f them. We use the term ‘network models' in this thesis to  denote 
dynamic, irregular networks as opposed to  the regular, static lattices used in IPA 
and the contact process. An excellent review of network models for epidemiology is 
provided by Andersson [7].
The population is modelled as a network where nodes represent individuals and 
edges represent possibilities for interaction, for instance through infection (figure 
1.5). The edges of a given node are often referred to as neighbours. Again, indi­
viduals may be in one of a finite number o f possible states and again transitions 
are defined according to their neighbourhood, in this case which nodes they are
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F ig u re  1.5: STD epidemic in a sexual partnership network model.
connected with through an edge. However with network models the network does 
not have to be a regular lattice embedded in one- or two-dimensional space. We 
can consider irregular networks, dynamic networks, networks where the strength of 
interaction depends on length and/or number o f links, etc. The advantage of net­
work models is tha t one can incorporate any of the wide variety of possible network 
structures and observe how it affects the spread of the epidemic. As w ith IPS, 
network models are primarily analyzed through simulation, although some limited 
mathematical analysis can be carried out.
Researchers have studied and attempted to apply network models to systems 
ranging from mobile phone networks and the internet [18][93] to  sexually transmitted 
diseases [77], Others have carried out questionnaire surveys to get an idea o f how 
real world social contact networks look [30] [36], since very little data is available 
on this important question.
There are aspects of networks which have a significant impact on real and model 
epidemics, and which cannot be captured by a mean-field or IPS approach. Diek- 
mann and Heesterbeek [25] note a few of the most obvious structural elements in 
networks which are relevant to  epidemiology:
1. Clusters -  members of a cluster are defined by the fact that they are more 
interconnected with one another than with those outside the cluster;
2. Loops -  the size and number of closed loops o f various lengths may be different 
from one network to  the next;
3. Degree distribution -  the distribution of number o f edges per node can vary.
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F igu re  1.6: A comparison of two networks with identical degree distributions but with different 
amounts of clustering The left- hand network shows the case of no clustering whereas a large 
amount of clustering is present in the right-hand network; in this case the clustering seems to 
reduce the dimensionality of the network from two-dimensions to  a network which is almost one­
dimensional.
These structures can radically alter disease dynamics. For instance consider the 
characteristic path length L  o f the network, which tells us the expected number 
of nodes we must go through, on average, in tracing a path via edges from one 
node to another node in the network. L  reflects the distribution of the number of 
loops in the population and the clustering pattern, and is an important measure for 
epidemiology because it tells us roughly the number of individuals a disease must pass 
through to get from an index case to  any other part o f the network. A few random 
connections between nodes in a network which has an otherwise long characteristic 
path length (for instance a square grid) can greatly reduce L. A network with a few of 
these random connections in an otherwise regular network is known as a small-world 
network. Watts and Strogatz find that the neural network of C. Elegans, the power 
grid of the United States and the network of acquaintances amongst film actors are 
small-world networks, and they argue that small-world networks are widespread in 
natural and man-made systems [93j.
We also give an example of how clustering can change disease spread. Consider 
a network where each individual has the same number of edges, but where there is 
a large amount o f clustering. In other words, an individual's neighbours are likely 
neighbours to one another as well. This clustering can slow down the spread and 
decrease the final size of an epidemic [75], since the disease becomes 'trapped' in 
clusters for some length of time and potentially infectious contacts are expended on 
other individuals in the cluster who are already infected.
Clearly, understanding how network structures such as loops and clusters affect
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epidemic spread is an important problem. It is also a difficult problem as far as finding 
an analytical approximation is concerned. One way to overcome this difficulty is to 
consider certain aspects of networks apart from the full network treatment (see 
Diekmann and Heesterbeek [25] for an example o f this approach). Another way is 
moment closure approximations. This thesis makes some progress in incorporating 
various types of network structures into an analytical form via such approximations. 
Moment closure approximations are discussed in greater depth in section 1.7.
N etworks and G eograph ica l Space
A short discussion of the relationship between geographic space and networks is 
in order. Sometimes network models are invoked to model populations which are 
well-described by a non-geographical network, as with sexual partnership networks. 
Morris and Kretzschmar apply a network model for studying STDs [78]. This is gen­
erally more accurate for diseases which spread through social connections that are 
not necessarily geographically distributed. Another example of this is the network 
of acquaintances among workers in an office building. On the other hand, most IPS 
models intend tha t the square lattice description be an approximation to some con­
tinuous two-dimensional geographical space such as trees in a field or towns across 
a countryside. This distinction between the two types of networks is important, and 
is reinforced by the observation that increasing the population density of a city will 
increase the prevalence of density-dependent diseases such as flu or measles, but will 
not generally change the prevalence of STDs [6], since the partnership network is 
not much affected.
However there is a fundamental unifying feature of network descriptions and 
explicit spatial descriptions, namely the idea tha t different individuals experience, 
or ‘see’ , different environments according to their location in the network. On the 
other hand, according to mean-field compartmental models, everyone experiences 
the same environment averaged over the entire population. Therefore we apply the 
terms space and spatial to both the pure network description and to  geographical 
spatial models.
1.6.5 Pair-Formation Models
After development of network and IPS models started, researchers sought analytical 
treatments to gain more insight into these models. One such group of dynamical 
models are known as pair models or pair formation models and are used to incor­
porate the repeated contacts within relationships which occur in social and sexual
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networks. This approach is particularly useful for studying STDs. It was developed 
for STDs by Dietz and Hadeler in 1988 [27] and will be discussed in more depth in 
section 1.8 on modelling sexually transmitted diseases.
Pair formation models can be seen as a special case of moment closure approxi­
mations, which are explained in the next section.
1.7 Moment Closure Approximations: To Second Order 
and Beyond
In the moment closure approximation we attempt to  capture spatiality by employing 
pairs, triples and other high-order correlations as state variables and seeking the 
corresponding equations of motion. When we derive the equations of motion for 
correlations of a given level, we w ill find that it is necessary to  know higher-order 
correlations to close the equations of motion. In fact what we have is an infinite 
hierarchy of equations of motion for correlations at every order. Thus, in practice, 
high-order correlations must be approximated as functions o f lower-order correla­
tions to close the equations of motion. We accomplish this closure by a suitable 
expression of the higher-order correlations in terms of lower-order correlations. We 
may also have to approximate combinations of higher-order correlations as random 
fluctuations around some mean value. The mean can hopefully be expressed in terms 
of lower-order correlations and incorporated into the equations of motion, and the 
remainder can be discarded or incorporated as noise into a stochastic differential 
equation version of the approximation. It turns out that higher-order correlations 
are in most cases wiped out by stochasticity, and so very often it  is sufficient to use 
lower-order MCA to get an accurate approximation.
In the case where only singletons (e.g. the number o f infecteds) are considered, 
we recover the mean-field equations, whereas increasing the order of the approxi­
mation to pairs, triples, etc. brings us closer to a full network model. So moment 
closure approximations can be thought o f as occupying a middle ground between 
the extremes of individual-based and phenomenological models, since they consider 
structures which are larger than individuals and smaller than the entire population.
1.7.1 The Pair Approximation
The most widely used moment closure approximation is the pair approximation (PA), 
where pairs (numbers of edges o f a given type) and singletons (numbers o f individuals 
of a given state) are the state variables.
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The first application o f pair approximations was in solid-state physics by re­
searchers such as Kikuchi [64], Bethe [11] and Burley [15]. More recently Nord and 
Evans [81] have applied them to dimer adsorption problems in chemical physics. Mo­
ment closure methods are also employed in the study o f fluid dynamics, in particular 
in the modelling of turbulence where the correlations between different points in the 
velocity field are tracked [82].
Researchers at Kyushu University were the first to  apply pair approximations to 
ecological systems [56][73][88], initially to  a spatial version of the Lotka-Volterra 
model. Pair approximation models have since been used to study a wide variety of 
problems in ecology, such as altruism [90], measles [58], invasion [70][85] and spatial 
games such as the hawk-dove game and the prisoner's dilemma [75]. In this section 
we give a basic outline o f the moment closure technique in a biological context. We 
illustrate it in greater depth with particular examples in the other chapters of this 
thesis. A survey of the pair approximation technique can be found in Rand [84],
Consider a network where nodes represent individuals and edges represent possi­
bilities for interaction between nodes, for instance through competition or infection. 
Let /  be a real-valued function of the state of the network at time t which can be 
approximated as continuous. The equation of motion for /  is derived by summing 
over all events in the population which affect / ,  and the amount of change produced 
by those events:
where r(e) is the rate o f event e, and A /„  is the change induced in /  by event e.
In evaluation of equation (1.12) we sum over each node in the network. A t 
each node we express the rates r(e ) and the change A f e at that node in terms of 
population-averaged expectation values o f r(e) and A f e plus the deviation of those 
values from the expectation values at that node. We must perform the summation 
and choose our substitution so that any effect of stochasticity which is nonzero when 
summed over the population is incorporated into the expectation values of r(e ) and 
A / e. Then, any left over stochasticity can be treated as random noise.
We denote the states of nodes by letters i, j ,  k, etc. and the number of such 
nodes in the population by [t], [ j ] ,  [fc], etc. We want to  derive the equations of 
motion for quantities such as [»]. When deriving the equation o f motion for [t], we 
end up with terms with quantities such as [ i j ]  the number of edges connecting an i 
node to a j  node. For instance in an epidemic model the rate at which susceptibles 
are infected is proportional the number o f susceptible-infected edges. So we end up
( 1.12)
e^Events
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with an equation o f motion for [i] which has the form:
Clearly we must know what the [ i j ]  quantities are in order to  obtain an ODE for [*]. 
Under a mean-field assumption, we use the approximation \ i j \  oc [ i][ j] thus eliminat­
ing any information about the impact of the network structure on the disease spread. 
However with the PA we accept a marginal increase in complexity by retaining [*7] 
as a state variable, and we write down its equation of motion. Since in an i j  pair 
the j  individual can be affected not just by the i neighbour but also by others, we 
are led to incorporation of triples [i j k \  when we write down the equations of motion 
for [ij} :
Continuing in this fashion produces an infinite hierarchy of equations, but for pair 
approximations we close the equations of motion at the pair level, finding ways 
to approximate triples in terms of pair and singleton quantities. Note that as we 
move up in the hierarchy, the number of required equations increases drastically: 
for two possible disease states the pair, (resp. triple, quadruple) approximations 
require 22 —  2° =  3, (resp. 23 —  2* =  7, 24 —  22 =  12) equations of motion 
before symmetries. So there are practical reasons not to go far beyond the pair 
level in addition to  the fact that at some point (depending on the system under 
study) higher-order correlations are swamped by stochastic noise. However it is 
sometimes possible to  boil the model down to a lower-dimensional set of equations 
by retaining the most important higher-order correlations and approximating the 
others (see Keeling et al. [58] for an example) with a minimal decrease in accuracy.
As important as the decision about where to close the hierarchy is deciding how 
to carry out the closure. The most widely used method is to assume conditional 
independence o f the various neighbours of an individual from one another. Katori 
et al. [56] formulate this assumption in the following way. Let q„/a’a" be the 
conditional probability that under a condition that a neighbour of a o ' site is a 
a "  site, another randomly chosen neighbour of a o ’ site is a a site. Under the 
assumption of conditional independence we have
qa/a'a" ' qa/a' (1.13)
This is known as the ordinary pair approximation (OPA) because we truncate the 
hierarchy at the level of pairs. Levin and Durrett [70] also make use of the OPA in 
their study of epidemics. Originally derived for the contact process, we will use it
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in this thesis to denote any pair approximation where this assumption of conditional 
independence is made. Note, however, that this assumption does not free us from 
taking the local underlying network structure into account. In other words, knowing 
that a o ' site has a o "  neighbour does tell us that there are at most Q  —  1 other 
o  neighbours, where Q  is the number of neighbours per node, since at least one 
neighbour is a o "  site.
The implications of this for our moment closure derivations is made more clear 
by using the notation of Morris, Keeling and Rand which we use throughout the rest 
of this thesis (see [75][84] for examples). Here we explain their notation and the 
form taken by the OPA under their notation for two widely used types of network 
structures, regular lattices and random networks. The moment closures are derived 
rigorously by Morris [75] but we only give a heuristic justification here.
Let Qx(i)  denote the number of state i neighbours of node x. Similarly let 
Qxy(i) denote the number of state i neighbours of a node x  which has node y as a 
neighbour. Also, let us denote the state of node x  by and the state of an edge 
involving x  and y by t lv . As mentioned in the introduction to this section, in order 
to close the equations, for certain quantities we must substitute the values of those 
quantities at a given node by their population-averaged value plus the deviation from 
the average at that node. So let Q (i \ j )  be the population-averaged value of Qx (i) 
when sx =  j ,  and let Q (i \ j k ) be the population-averaged value of Qxy(i) when 
<,xy =  jk ,  in other words it expresses the expected number of state i neighbours o f a 
state j  individual who has at least one state k neighbour. Since we are seeking a pair 
approximation we need to approximate third-order correlations such as Q (i \ j k )  in 
terms of second-order correlations. We note at this point that in our derivations in 
this thesis we will sometimes express third-order correlations in terms of numbers of 
triples [ij'A;] and sometimes in terms of expectation values such as Q (i \ jk ) .  The 
following identities relating the two apply for all network types:
i k
(1.14)
and for lower-order quantities:
(1.15)
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where the edge numbers are defined by:
[ i j ]  the number of edges connecting a state i individual 
to a state j  individual where i /  j .
[ii] twice the number of edges connecting a state i individual 
to another state i individual.
[ i jk ]  the number of triples connecting a state j  individual to 
individuals o f states i and k, i ^  k.
[i j i ] twice the number of triples connecting a state j  individual to
two state i  individuals.
Consider first the situation where we have a regular network, i.e. where the 
number of neighbours Q  per node is the same for all nodes. To find Q (i \ j k )  we 
must know how Qxy( i)  is distributed across the population. Given that we assume 
conditional independence and given that Q  is constant, a binomial distribution is 
appropriate: determining the distribution of neighbours is like a problem of sampling 
without replacement w ith  probability o f success Q (i \ j ) /Q .  We can derive the 
expression for Q (i | j k )  rigorously under this assumption, but from the assumption 
of conditional independence it is clear on heuristic grounds that:
where i ^  k. The firs t equation can be understood by observing that since the 
state j  individual has already at least one k /  i  neighbour, he can have at most 
Q -  1 state t neighbours. Hence the fraction Q  —  1 /Q . We are also making the 
implicit assumption th a t the state of the k individual does not influence the states 
of the other neighbours of the j  individual. The reasoning for the second equation 
is similar.
The expression is slightly different for a random network where Qx(i)  is assumed 
to obey a Poisson truncation which also allows for conditional independence in neigh­
bour status. In this case the higher order correlations take the form:
Also, we note this expression is more suitable for an OPA applied to a dynamic 
network. Although we refer to both equations (1.16) and equation (1.17) as OPA,
Q (i | jk )
Q(i I j i ) i + ^ r « ( ‘ i j ) (1.16)
Q (i | jk )  =  Q ( i | j )
Q (i | j i )  =  1 +  Q (i | j ) (1.17)
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sometimes one expression will be suitable and sometimes another. Therefore we also 
refer to binomial OPA and Poisson OPA at times.
Other closures which are more sophisticated than OPA have since been developed, 
and developing and analyzing better closures is one of the themes of this thesis. Once 
we have obtained a closure such as binomial OPA or Poisson OPA we have a set of 
relatively simple ODEs we can proceed to analyze. A full derivation of an MCA is 
presented in chapter 2.
Because o f the errors which may be introduced by moment closure, and especially 
because we cannot get an error estimate directly from the deterministic approxima­
tions (except for some kinds of moment closures, see Bolker and Pacala [12] for an 
example), the MCA is best used in conjunction with simulations.
Often there are constraints on the state variables and these constraints can influ­
ence how the moment closure is made. Constraints arise if  the network is static or if 
a dynamic network has reached an equilibrium, allowing us to impose a constraint. 
For a static network model where individuals can be in one of two possible states i 
and j ,  the following constraint on pair numbers holds:
Q N  = [ i i]  +  \jj)+2[ij] (1.18)
where Q is the average number of edges per node and N  is the population size. 
Note that the network does not have to be regular as long as Q  is known. For the 
equilibrium of a dynamic network we usually calculate the equilibrium value of the 
number of edges L, so tha t the above constraint takes on the form::
2 L =  [it] +  [jj] +  2[ i j ]  (1.19)
Triples [ i jk ]  and higher order correlations can be similarly constrained. These iden­
tities can be derived straightforwardly by thinking about the structure of networks. 
If necessary, the constraints can be extended to models where individuals have more 
than two possible states, but since this thesis focuses on SIS models we do not derive 
a general form o f the constraint for an arbitrary number o f possible states. The total 
population size N  is also constrained for all models we consider in this thesis:
N  =  [i\ +  [ j ]  (1.20)
and we note that the following identities apply which relate singleton to pair numbers:
[i] =  ([¿j] +  [n ]) /Q
bl = m  +  [Jj})/Q (1-21)
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PA for E pidem iologica l System s
Tracking pairs is a natural thing to do for epidemiological systems since the infection 
is transmitted through pairwise contacts; our main parameter of interest then is 
the probability of transmission per unit time in a susceptible-infected partnership. 
This description is closer to the fundamental event of real epidemics-transmission 
of infection between two individuals-than the phenomenological transmission rates 
defined between compartments in compartmental models or the density differences 
in RDE models.
An example of PA applied to epidemics is the study of measles by Keeling et 
al. [58][61] where a pair approximation to an SEIR network model is compared to 
the behaviour produced by a classical mean-field SEIR model. It is found that the 
pair approximation model captures aspects of real-world measles dynamics which are 
lacking in the SEIR model, for instance regular periodicity and less violent oscillations. 
Additionally the SEIR model predicts more frequent extinctions of the disease than 
is realistic.
However large-scale network structures such as loops and clusters are clearly more 
difficult to capture with pair approximations. These large-scale structures can be 
important for epidemic spread as noted in the subsection on network models, and 
this issue will be discussed in more depth in section 1.8 on STDs.
1.7.2 Higher-Order Clusters
A number of modellers have in fact gone one step further than the pair approxima­
tion and studied models with triples, quadruples or other higher-order correlations 
[15][64][75]. The motivation is that higher-order correlations are relevant in many 
systems, especially near critical points, so using higher-order approximations becomes 
necessary. Bolker and Pacala [12], for instance, note tha t higher-order approxima­
tions might be necessary to capture spatial patterns w ith sharp boundaries such as 
wavefronts. An epidemic model based on higher-order approximations is presented 
in chapter 2, where we see that such approximations can provide some advantages 
and have qualitatively different behaviour from the PA.
Before returning to the topic of MCA in chapter 2, we discuss in our final section 
of the introduction issues related particularly to the modelling of sexually transmitted 
diseases.
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1.8 Modelling Sexually Transmitted Diseases
According to the June 2000 UNAids Report on the Global H IV /A ID S Epidemic [33],
5.4 million people contracted the HIV virus in 1999 and 2.8 million died from AIDS 
that same year. The report notes that for some African countries
there is now compelling evidence . . .  that the trend in HIV infection will 
have a profound impact on future rates of infant, child and maternal 
mortality, life expectancy and economic growth . . .  AIDS is unique in its 
devastating impact on the social economic and demographic underpinnings 
of development.
Interestingly, the report notes that the 1991 forecast of the  disease prevalence for 
2000 was underestimated by a factor of three. Comparisons with the Black Death 
of the 14th century are sounding less alarmist.
Even less fatal STDs which have been endemic for a long time in human popula­
tions can still cause serious health problems. Chlamydia trachomatis and Neisseria 
gonorrhoeae are causative factors in pelvic inflammatory disease, sterility and ec­
topic pregnancies in women, who often are asymptomatic carriers of the bacterium 
[44], There are compelling reasons to better understand S TD  epidemiology.
1.8.1 What is Special About Modelling STDs
STDs differ from other infectious diseases in ways which affect how they are mod­
elled:
1. Carriers (especially female carriers) are often asymptomatic until much later in 
the course of infection.
2. There is little  or no acquired immunity.
3. STDs are restricted to the sexually active population.
4. The number of individuals from which one can catch the disease is usually lower 
than for many other diseases.
The last point suggests that the sexual contact structure o f the population will be 
particularly important and that the traditional mean-field assumption will be less 
viable for STD epidemiology. Indeed, there has recently been great interest in the 
role played by the pattern of sexual contacts in the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases (see [28][43][78][92]) and our discussion of network models in subsection
1.6.4 gave some theoretical reasons as to why the contact structure is significant.
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Even when considering compartmental models for STDs the choice o f the WAIFW 
matrix is particularly important and may reflect age, race, geographical and socioe­
conomic factors. M ixing can be either assortative, where individuals in a group mix 
with one another, or disassortative, where individuals mix with people outside their 
own group. Anderson and May [6] point out that
...most sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) cannot be understood w ith­
out acknowledging the marked heterogeneity in degrees of sexual activity 
within the overall population.
The importance o f the sexual partnership network structure is highlighted by the 
example of the AIDS pandemic. In Africa HIV is widespread among the heterosexual 
population, whereas in other countries it is predominantly found among homosexu­
als and IV drug users, both groups which engage in high-risk behaviour (although 
recently inroads have been made into the heterosexual population in India [35]). 
Some authors feel tha t the different demography of HIV in these two cases reflects 
the difference in the sexual partnership networks. In Uganda for instance data from 
high HIV seroprevalence areas indicate a low number of lifetime sex partners for both 
males and females, yet very high rates of concurrency, where individuals have more 
than one partner simultaneously [76] (cited in [77]). This is from the widespread 
practice of married men taking mistresses. On the other hand in most countries 
serial monogamy is the median behaviour, although the total lifetime number of 
partners is comparable to that of Uganda. The enormous difference in HIV demog­
raphy in these two cases could be due to the significant differences in the distribution 
of sexual partnerships in the populations.
The importance o f the structure of sexual partnership networks, and the role of 
mathematical models in stimulating and reinforcing this observation, has also been 
noted by those individuals who are close to HIV control programmes [34], who have 
devised questionnaires in order to get an idea of how real sexual networks look.
Sexual partnership network structure also has implications for the infection risk of 
individuals independent of the risk introduced by their own sexual behaviour. The rise 
in HIV among heterosexuals in India noted by Rodrigues [35] is among monogamous 
married women who claim no history of sex working. They have contracted the 
disease from their husbands who are part of high-risk core groups o f prostitutes and 
their clients. Figure 1.7 illustrates how the placement of an individual can impact 
their risk of getting an STD.
Collecting data on sexual networks in the general population is difficult because 
one must know the identities of each individual's sexual partners. Contact tracing,
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Figure 1.7: An illustration of the risk of acquiring an STD relative to  one’s location in a sexual 
partnership network. Individual A is at much greater risk than either individual B or C, although 
all three individuals have only one partner.
where the partners of infected individuals are themselves screened for infections, 
gives us limited information about sexual networks for certain subgroups of the 
population (those who come to STD clinics for treatment) [79] but the network 
structure of high-risk groups is not representative of the general population, and 
contact tracing usually only goes through a few nodes before stopping. So modelling 
is particularly important when it comes to STDs and sexual networks because of the 
lack of information about network structure on the one hand and the importance 
of network structure in STD transmission on the other hand. The best which can 
be achieved is to embody some assumptions about the global structure and to see 
whether the resulting dynamics can supply an explanation for real-world epidemics.
The natural history of STDs mixes two dynamical processes. Firstly, there are 
the partnership dynamics in which partnerships are formed and broken. This can be 
regarded as producing a dynamical network in which the nodes represent individuals 
and where edges connect individuals in a partnership. On top of this we have an 
infection process which is constrained by the network in that only an individual's 
partners can be infected. It is the combination of these two dynamical processes 
that makes the mathematical analysis of such systems more difficult than for disease 
models that assume homogeneous mixing [6] or a fixed network [84],
Bearing in mind these facts about the distinguishing features of STDs, we now 
describe the main classes o f STD models and their historical development.
1.8.2 Prologue: Compartmental Models
The first attempt at constructing a dynamical model for STDs was by Cooke and 
Yorke [19], who developed a compartmental model of gonorrhea transmission. This
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significant work was aimed at public health workers in the hope that it would have 
an impact on epidemic control. Since then the advent of the HIV epidemic has 
stimulated further research into all areas of STD epidemiology, including the use of 
mathematical models to  understand their transmission dynamics.
However there are some aspects of STDs tha t cannot modelled with compart- 
mental models. One o f their weaknesses is their assumption that each individual in 
a compartment makes an instantaneous one-time sexual contact with one of many 
individuals in the other compartments. Yet in reality, individuals make repeated 
contacts with a small set of other individuals they are in partnership with. This 
repetition o f contacts is present in non-sexual social networks as well but the node 
degree and characteristic path length L  for those are shorter and hence the mean- 
field assumption is not as unrealistic.
Dietz and Hadeler attempted to remove this deficiency with a new class of models 
called pair models (not be be confused with the pair approximation). We mentioned 
these in passing in subsection 1.6.5 and describe them in more depth now.
1.8.3 Pair Models Come Onto the Scene
Dietz and Hadeler introduced pair models into STD epidemiology in 1988 [27]. These 
models allow for monogamous partnerships between individuals through which the 
STD can be transmitted during the duration o f the partnership. Either a transmission 
rate per unit time is defined, or there is a per-partnership transmission probability. 
Thus one can study the impact of partnerships on STD epidemiology, something 
not possible with a compartmental model. It was thought that the existence of 
partnership could slow down the spread o f disease since an infection is 'locked’ 
into the partnership for its duration and once both partners are infected, effective 
contacts are wasted on individuals who are already infected. Indeed, they found 
it is possible for partnerships to slow the spread of STDs as in comparison with 
compartmental models. Hans Heesterbeek, using the model of Dietz and Hadeler, 
extends a calculation of Ro for compartmental STD models to  pair STD models 
[50]
Pair models are not without drawbacks, the primary one being ambiguity in the 
definition o f a partnership. If two individuals have two sexual contacts separated by 
one year, does that count as two partnerships separated by some length of time or is 
it counted as one long partnership? How quickly does the probability of transmission 
within a partnership approach unity as contacts are repeated throughout the duration 
of the partnership? Should we define a per partnership or per unit time transmission
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probability? In the formulation of Dietz and Hadeler a partnership starts with a 
sexual contact, however it would also be possible to define a partnership according 
to a certain rate of contact occurring over tim e for the duration of the partnership, 
as in [66] or even just a rate of disease transmission for its duration. Defining 
an exponentially distributed waiting time for disease transmission in a partnership is 
standard, and has the advantage that the equations of motion become ODEs instead 
of integro-differential equations. Debate continues over the relationship between the 
number o f effective contacts per partnership and the probability of transmission per 
partnership [6],
Although compensating for a major weakness of compartmental STD models, 
pair models still do not allow for the highly structured sexual partnership networks 
of real populations, because they cannot incorporate the existence of simultaneous 
partnerships. We want to  know about the impact of network structures such as closed 
loops, clusters and core groups of high-activity assortatively-mixing individuals. Can 
we create IPS models, or better still network models for sexually transmitted diseases 
which take these interesting features into account?
1.8.4 Enter Network STD Models and Moment Closure Approxima­
tions
Thinking o f a sexually active population as a network is natural for STDs. Mod­
elling STD transmission with a network model gives us freedom to define structures 
corresponding to various possible sexual behaviours defined on the individual level 
and we can assess their impact on network structure and STD epidemiology. The 
structure of a real-life sexual partnership network is much better represented by a 
network model than a compartmental or pair model. And the choice of the individual 
as the unit o f interaction is a natural choice for STDs as for all infectious diseases. 
One can control the distribution of partnerships per person, their duration, one can 
distinguish between different types of partnerships, etc. This mechanistic foundation 
gives the network models a satisfying concreteness not possible with compartmental 
models.
Kretzschmar and others [69] have used simulation models to predict the effect 
of various prevention strategies on the spread of gonorrhea and chlamydia. They 
have also looked at the impact of various network structures on STD spread. How­
ever network models have the drawback o f being analytically intractable. Although 
Kretzschmar [67] made some inroads into combining insights from deterministic pair 
models and stochastic network models, and one can also use results from percolation
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theory [89], what is still needed is an approach to constructing deterministic ODE 
approximations to network models, in order to  extend their usefulness in gaining 
insights into STD epidemiology. Moment closure approximations seem to be the 
way to proceed at this point.
H eterosexual versus H om osexual N etworks
Before continuing in this endeavour we make an aside about the use of homosex­
ual versus heterosexual networks. This is clearly important for cases where sexual 
behaviour varies between the two groups or where parameters such as recovery and 
transmission rates vary according to gender, or when age-structure and demography 
must be accounted for. But consider the hypothetical situation where the two sexes 
are identical in all respects, so that the only difference between a homosexual and 
a heterosexual network is the fact tha t in a heterosexual network a person can only 
form partnerships with members of the opposite sex. How does this affect epidemi­
ology? We carry out here an impromptu analysis based on the moment hierarchies. 
We do not derive the moment hierarchies here but a derivation for the contact 
process is presented in chapter 2.
Consider the following STD network model:
1. There is a 1:1 sex ratio in the population.
2. All epidemiological parameters are the same for males and females-in particular, 
the recovery rate to the susceptible class is u for both and the transmission 
rate is A for both.
3. Only heterosexual partnerships are possible.
4. Partnerships break up at rate a  and any two male and female individuals form 
a partnership at rate 2p /N , where N  is the population size.
We compare the moment hierarchy which describes this network model with the 
hierarchy which describes an equivalent homosexual network. By equivalent we 
mean the epidemiological parameters are the same, and the partnership formation 
parameters are such that the total rate of partnership dissolution and the equilibrium 
number of partnerships are also the same. Thus for an equivalent homosexual STD 
network model we require:
1. The infection is transmitted between partners at rate A and recovery to  the 
susceptible class occurs at rate u.
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2. Partnerships break up at rate a  and any two individuals form a partnership at
We adopt the standard notation to  describe the network variables w ith  subscripts to 
denote male or female. For instance [7mS /] denotes the number o f partnerships with 
an infected male and a susceptible female. We expect for a heterosexual network at 
equilibrium that:
since the partnership and transmission dynamics are the same fo r the two sexes: 
they are essentially m irror images of one other. We will use this assumption in the 
following analysis.
The equation of motion for the number of infecteds [ / ]hom in the homosexual 
network is:
j t [ I ]hom =  - v [ I ) holn +  A [S /]hom (1.23)
The equations of motion for [/m] and [ / / ]  for the heterosexual network are:
Using the identities [7],lei =  [ /m] +  [ / / ]  and [S /]he< =  [Sm/ / ]  +  [S / /m] the equation 
of motion for the total number o f infecteds in the heterosexual network is:
which is identical to  equation (1.23) for the homosexual network. At the level of 
pairs the partnership formation dynamics come into play. We do not present here 
an in-depth derivation o f the equations of motion for pairs, but the reader can refer 
to section 2.2 to better understand the derivation. The result o f this derivation is 
the equation of motion for [S7]hom:
rate p /N .
[ I f ]  =  [/m]
[/mS/] =  [/,S m] 
[ / /mS] =  [IlfS]
( 1 .22)
J t [h\ =  - v [ I f ] f X [ S f I m] 
j t [Im\ = - i/ [ /m] + X[SmI f ] (1.24)
-1- j (1.25)
\hom
(1.26)
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For the heterosexual network, the equations of motion for [S //m] and [Sm/ / ]  are:
Combining them with the identities [5 / ] ,lel =  [5 / /m] +  [S'm/ / ]  and [ I I ] hei =  [/m/ / ]  +  
[ I f l m ]  gives, after some simplification:
which is identical to  equation (1.26) except for the j^ ( [ /m] —  [7/])2 term. If we 
are considering an equilibrium situation where we can assume [ / / ]  =  [ /m] (equation 
(1.22)), equations (1.26) and (1.28) are identical. Whenever [ I ¡ \  /  [ /m] the [S /]het 
dynamics are different from the [S /]hOTn dynamics, even if  [/]* * ' =  [ / ]kom. Thus the 
fact that the network is heterosexual instead of homosexual can have a non-trivial 
effect on the transient dynamics of [S I] and [/]. To settle definitively the question 
of the impact on transient behaviour one would have to  investigate the stability o f 
the [ /m] =  [ / / ]  manifold.
However this still does not answer the question o f the differences in equilibria, 
since we do not know generally if [ IS I ]hom =  [ /S / ]kei or if [IS S ]hom =  [IS S ]het. 
However if  we use a Poisson OPA, we get:
and then we find that the equilibrium behaviour of the solutions [ / ] k,t and [ / ]h"m are 
the same (w ith constraints in accordance to the definition of the two models), since 
equations (1.26) and (1.28) with the above closures are identical. A more rigorous 
argument would require induction on the fcth level of the hierarchy of equations of 
motion.
Therefore the existence of heterosexuality in a network can change the transient 
behaviour of the total number of infecteds but not the equilibrium, a conclusion
— <r[5 //m] +  - ^ [ 5 / ] [ /m] +  v [ I / I m] -  "[Sy/m] 
+ A [Sf SmI ]  -  X [IS ,Im] -  X[Sf I m]
- a[SmI , ] +  ^ [ S m][ / / ]  +  i' [ ¡m lf ]  ~  v[SmI j }  
+ \ [S mSf I ]  -  \ [ I S mI f } -  X[SmI f ] (1.27)
j t \ s i ] hct =  - o [ s i r ‘ + - £ [ s r [ / r + £ « / m] -  m 2 + -  w s / r
+ A [ /5 5 ]hei -  A [/S /]het -  A [S /]het (1.28)
[ I S I ]het
[IS S ]het
[5S ]het[5 / ]ket
[IS S ]i hom
[5S ]',om[S /]'lom\hom
[5 ]hom
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which does not disagree with what our intuition tells us. A general theory based 
on moment hierarchies about the effect on epidemiology of the partition of the 
population in to  k disassortative-mixing subpopulations in network models would 
prove a useful tool and should be feasible. In this thesis we use homosexual networks 
exclusively bu t we keep in mind the differences with heterosexual networks which the 
models are actually intended to study.
1.9 Summary
In this introductory chapter we have reviewed some o f the history and background 
to epidemic modelling, the basic ideas behind moment closure approximations, and 
some of the particularities o f modelling sexually transmitted diseases.
In the next chapter we will explore in greater depth the use o f moment closure 
approximations in modelling invasion and the behaviour of MCA near the threshold 
values, i.e. near critical points. We will use the contact process as an example to  
illumine these features of moment closure approximations.
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Chapter 2
Critical Points, Invasion and 
Moment Closure 
Approximations
For every complex problem, there is a solution that Is simple, 
neat, and wrong.
-Henry L. Mencken
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2.1 Introduction
We now study two situations where moment closure approximations sometimes do 
not work very well Qualitative and quantitative inaccuracies can occur near critical 
points (e.g. low endemicity) and in the case of transient dynamics (particularly 
invasion). Critical points are points in parameter space where there is a qualitative 
change in the behaviour of the stable equilibrium solutions, i.e. a stability-exchanging 
bifurcation. In solid state physics they are associated with phase transitions, and 
in epidemiology with the threshold phenomenon discussed in chapter 1. The two 
problems are related to one another because they both deal with situations where the 
infected individuals occupy a relatively small part o f the lattice and, more importantly, 
they both are caused by phenomena such as clustering which involve high-order 
correlations (by clustering we mean, in this chapter and others, not only a clustering 
of the underlying network structure but also clustering of infecteds w ith one another, 
superimposed on the network structure). There are two approaches to  overcoming 
the inaccuracy of MCA in such cases; in part I of this chapter we attem pt to improve 
the MCA by going from pairs to higher-order clusters, and in part II we consider 
alternative pair approximations, one of which is novel. We will study the contact 
process, where each node o f the regular lattice has Q neighbours, where the rate of 
infection transmission in infected-susceptible edges is A and where the recovery rate 
is v  and the population size is N.
To help us visualize invasion and the equilibrium situation near to  and far away 
from the critical point, we present stochastic data from the contact process. Figure
2.1 shows snapshots of the time evolution of the contact process on a square lattice 
after a small number of infecteds have been introduced, and figure 2.2 shows popu­
lations at equilibrium for low and high endemicity for the contact process. Clustering 
is obvious in both cases but seems to be reduced in the last frame o f figure 2.1 on 
account of the large density of infecteds.
The inaccuracy of moment closure approximations near critical points has been 
noted by researchers from their first applications in solid-state physics to recent 
applications in ecology [70]. Near critical points, long-range correlations develop 
which are poorly modelled by most low-order approximations [89]. The effect of such 
long-range correlations can be seen in figure 2.2. Researchers found tha t it is possible 
to increase accuracy by using higher-order approximations until the size of the basic 
element of the MCA reaches the typical length scale of the relevant correlations 
[15][75][81]. We will use the term cluster approximations to refer generally to  higher- 
order moment closure approximations as opposed to pair approximations, but the
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F ig u re  2 .1 : Time evolution of contact process on a square grid. Parameters: A =  0 .1 , v - 0 .1 , 
N =  2 50 0 . Number of iterations =  10, 2 0 0 , 1000, 2 0 0 0 , 8 5 0 0 , 4 0 0 0 0  respectively for snapshots 
a.b.c.d.e.f. Dark gray sites are infected individuals and light gray sites are susceptible individuals.
term has been used previously to denote MCA generally.
Triple approximations for instance may well capture features of spatial spread with 
sharp boundaries [12] [13] such as wavefronts. However in ecology and epidemiology 
(unlike in solid-state physics) there has been little  effort to extend moment closures 
beyond the pair level. In the case of epidemiology this has often been motivated by 
the observation that pairs are the fundamental unit of interaction in epidemiological 
systems, and hence it  is inferred that low-order correlations dominate dynamics. 
Although this is true, there are many examples in epidemiological models where pair 
approximations are highly inaccurate. The accuracy of the PA seems to have more 
to do with a high average number of neighbours Q  per individual than with the 
biological systems under consideration [13]. However, for the CP at least it will 
turn out that cluster approximations do not provide much improvement over OPA 
in predicting the final size of the epidemic, whereas alternative pair approximations 
fare much better.
Pair approximations were basically developed for equilibrium analysis, and there­
fore the behaviour o f PA near critical points has been studied. However the inac­
curate behaviour of PA transients has received less attention. Figure 2.3 illustrates 
the phenomenon we are talking about. The left-hand side of figure 2.3 shows the 
predicted time series o f the contact process according to a pair approximation, and 
the right-hand side shows the equivalent simulation time series for corresponding
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F ig u re  2 .2 : The contact process in two dimensions at equilibrium. A =  0 .1 , N =  2 5 0 0 , v =  0 .1  
for left-hand lattice and i> —  0 .2  for right-hand lattice. Dark gray sites are infected individuals and 
light gray sites are susceptible individuals.
initial conditions (we go into detail about the derivation o f the pair approximation 
later in this chapter). Although the time scale for the simulation has not been ad­
justed to fit the time scale of the PA time series, it is clear that there is qualitative 
disagreement. The moment closure approximation predicts logistic growth, i.e. it 
is initially exponential in time, but the simulation exhibits linear growth for most of 
the transient phase until the epidemic starts to approach steady-state. The linearity 
of the stochastic time series stems from clustering in a spatially-distributed popu­
lation where the disease can only spread through neighbours. Figure 2.1 shows the 
process of invasion whereby fairly well-defined patches expand and coalesce. As we 
can see, infected individuals w ithin patches will often ‘waste’ effective contacts on 
other infecteds. The problem w ith moment closure approximations with respect to 
this inaccuracy is that they are not explicit spatial models. They, too, are mean-field 
models in a sense; while they do not assume that each individual sees the same envi­
ronment, they do assume that each type o f pair or cluster sees the same environment. 
Therefore, as with a mean-field model, each pair or cluster can be in contact with 
any other pair or cluster, and so the transient appears to grow exponentially for early 
times. The assumption of conditional independence under OPA ignores clustering, 
and so the only way clustering can come into the picture to  produce more realistic 
time series is through choosing a PA which incorporates clustering or by going to 
sufficiently high-order clusters. Filipe et al. devote some attention to this interesting 
question of transients and pair approximations and employ more rigorous analytical 
arguments, although their explanation and the spatial epidemic models they study 
differ from ours [39][40][41].
This inaccuracy however does not preclude all use o f moment closure approxi-
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F ig u re  2.3: A comparison of stochastic model and cluster approximation time series for number 
of infecteds [/]. The right-hand graph is the stochastic data, the left-hand graph is the data from 
the cluster approximation. (For these parameters the pair approximation gives almost an identical 
curve to the cluster approximation). Parameters: A =  0.1, v =  0.1, N =  2500. Initial Conditions: 
<po =  0.01, ipf =  0.04, ipQ =  0.95, corresponding to  inoculation of 25 randomly chosen individuals 
in the population.
mations for transients and the study o f invasion, and there are examples o f good 
agreement between stochastic time series and pair approximations for certain types 
of models. For instance Filipe and Gibson [41] consider the contact process on a 
square lattice w ith  the possibility of infection from nearest neighbours as well as 
some background probability from long-distance sources (this is the same model 
analyzed by Filipe in [38]). In the presence of background infection risk, the time 
series takes on a linear shape in both stochastic data and the pair approximation. 
Flowever as the contribution from the background force of infection falls the pair 
approximation tim e series takes on a logistic shape, unlike the stochastic model 
which retains its linear shape. Another example is the work by Ellner et al. [31] 
which combines the equilibrium predictions of the OPA with random walk analysis 
to obtain good estimates of the speed o f infection wavefronts in lattice populations 
models. However their derivation rests on assumptions about the shape of the wave 
front, and it is more desirable to  obtain expressions for wave speed directly from the 
lattice transition rules, if possible.
There are other examples where pair approximations have constituted useful im­
provements on the time series from mean-field models. For instance Keeling [58], 
Morris [75] and others have studied time series of measles dynamics and compared 
them to real-world data for England and Wales. They find that the pair approxi­
mation can capture the annual and biannual cycles of measles dynamics more re­
alistically than mean-field SEIR models, particularly by preventing the number of 
infecteds in inter-epidemic troughs from falling to unrealistically low levels. Finally, 
we will see in this chapter and others th a t moment closure approximations can in
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limited ways capture qualitative features of invasion such as the time evolution of 
local network structure; this is not possible w ith conventional mean-field models 
and it makes valuable insights possible and can give us improved calculations for 
quantities such as Rq.
In the next section, part I, we derive two moment closure approximations to the 
contact process: the ordinary pair approximation, and a higher-order cluster approx­
imation, and we analyze their behaviour near critical points and during invasion.
2.2 Part I-Deriving the Cluster Approximation and the 
OPA for the Contact Process
This section presents a full derivation of two moment closure approximations for the 
contact process. The basic procedure was outlined in chapter 1. We start with the 
derivation of the pair approximation.
2.2.1 The Ordinary Pair Approximation
Our state variables are [5 /], [ I I ]  and [SS], the number of susceptible-infected, 
infected-infected and susceptible-susceptible edges respectively. We will derive the 
equation of motion for [S /] as an example, using the notation introduced in chapter 
1.
The first step is to list all possible network events affecting [5 / ] :
SS  recovery
I I  infection
S I  infection
S I  recovery
Infection events will generally involve triples since individuals can be infected by more 
than one neighbor, while recovery only involves a single individual. Next we want to 
sum over all nodes in the population where such events can occur, using equation 
1.12 and our knowledge of the effect of each event on the [5 / ]  pair numbers. Thus 
the equation of motion for [S /] before simplification is:
Jt[si] = £  t/(-<W / )) + £  U(+Qx(i))
c*  = S  i i = /
+  £  AQly ( / ) ( - l ) +  £  AQIV( / ) ( + l )
<ixy= S I  i i j i= S S
S I
S I  -> 
SS — > 
I I  -»
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Next we substitute for the QX( I )  and Qxy( I )  quantities their population-averaged 
means plus the stochastic fluctuations of those quantities from the means at the indi­
vidual nodes x  and node pairs xy. For instance we substitute Q xy( I )  =  Q(1 \ S I)+  
yxy( I  \ S I)  where Q ( I  | S I)  is the mean and r)xy( I  | S I)  is the stochastic fluctua­
tion from the mean:
j t [S I] =  - 5 > ( 9 ( / | S )  +  i f c ( / |S ) )  +  £ . / ( Q ( / | J )  +  .h ( / | / ) )
< .x = S  < * = /
-  Y l  X ( Q ( I \ S I )  +  Vxy( I \ S I ) )
<ixy= S I
+  ¿ 2  \ ( Q ( I \ S S )  +  r,xy( I \ S S ) )
<ixy= S S
Next we can take the constants such as Q ( I  | S I)  and the parameters out of the 
sums. Also we note tha t terms such as ^2^ ^S T)X( I  I &) which represent fluctuations 
are zero by definition. Evaluating the sums produces:
4 [ S / ]  =  - i/ [S T ] +  iy [II] -  X [S I]Q (I | S I)  +  A[S S ]Q (I \ SS) (2.1) at
Now we apply the binomial OPA since we are on a regular network (see equation 
(1.16)):
Q ( i  I s i )  =  i  +  ^ z ! q { i \ s )
Q ( I  I SS) =  ^ - 0 ( 7  | 5 ) (2.2)
Inserting these into equation (2.1) produces an equation of motion for [57] in terms 
of pair numbers only. Similarly for [ / / ]  and [SS] we get:
> =  — 2i^[/7] -1- 2A[S/]Q (7 | S I) (2.3)
=  2u[S I\ -  2A[SS]Q(7 | SS) (2.4)
the factor o f two comes from the counting convention for SS and II pairs. Finally, 
applying the constraint
Q N  =  [ / / ]  +  2[S7] +  [SS]
which is true for all regular networks reduces the dimensionality to two, and we are 
ready to do some analysis with our closed equations of motion.
2.2.2 A Cluster Approximation
The second moment closure approximation we use in this chapter is a cluster approx­
imation. Our clusters consist of an individual and his Q  neighbours. The individual
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in the centre of the cluster is called the central individual while the neighbours are 
sometimes called peripheral individuals. Let c£ denote a cluster where the central in­
dividual is in state £ 6 { / ,  S} and where n of his neighbours are infected, 0 <  n <  Q. 
Similarly we define 0* as the density of type c£ clusters in the lattice. Therefore 
E k=0..Q(<PÍ +  0 Í ) —  1 Also [/] =  N J2k=o..Q K  where N  is the population size, 
although the equations of motion will be scaled out so that we consider only cluster 
densities. W ith this formulation, we know how many infected neighbours the central 
individual has but not which ones are which.
The hope is that this model has advantages because the number of infected 
neighbours of a central individual is known exactly, and so there is no ambiguity in 
the force o f infection experienced by a susceptible from his infected neighbours (the 
term force o f infection was originally used in mean-field models to  denote the rate 
at which susceptibles become infected; the meaning is not so different here). Hence 
the calculation of the final size o f the epidemic should be more accurate. Also, 
larger clusters will be able to capture more of the higher-order correlations. Finally, 
the local structure evolution of the cluster approximation will be different from tha t 
of the pair approximation and we will be able to  see how the neighbourhoods o f 
individuals evolve over the course o f the epidemic.
These clusters can be created or destroyed either by events which affect the central 
individual or by events which affect the neighbours. For events relating to recovery 
or to infection of the central individual, no approximation is necessary. However in 
order to  close the equations of motion we will have to  introduce an approximation 
when it comes to considering infection of peripheral individuals. A list o f all possible 
events affecting cluster numbers is:
c'n  - > CS recovery
c n - >
r l
c n —\ recovery
« * - ► c'n+l infection
C n  - + Cn infection
X sc n - l recovery
c n - + X sc n + l infection
We derive the equations of motion again using equation (1.12). Let Aix(£) denote 
the set of state £ neighbours of the individual at node x, where £ € 5, / .  if some 
node y  is in the set Aix(£) o f x, we write y 6 Aix(£). Consider first the equation o f
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F igu re  2 .4 : Illustration for derivation of ¡¡jip'n . Black circles represent infected individuals and 
white circles represent susceptible individuals.
motion for <t>'n, 0 <  n <  Q:
N j t * i  =  £  £  aq , ( / ) ( + i ) + £  \ q v(i ) ( - i )
s»=c'_! yeJVi(S) 4z=c' ye^VifS)
+  £  A Q i( / ) (+ 1) +  ^ 2  £
<*=c£ tieMx(f)
+  £  £  £  " ( + 1 ) (2-5)
Sz=ci Cz=c' +1 y€Art ( I )
We know that in the third term QX( I )  =  n. The other Qy( I )  terms, where y  is 
a peripheral individual of some known cluster type, will require approximation. We 
substitute for the Q y( I )  terms as follows:
Qy( l ) =  Q(l I Sin) +  T)v(i | 5 / „ )  y e  K ( S ) , x e  c '  (2 .6 )
Qy( l ) =  Q ( I  I S ln- i )  +  r)v{ l  I 5 / „ _ , )  y e  K ( S ) , x e  c '_ ,
where Q ( /  | S In) is the number of infected neighbours of a susceptible with at 
least one infected neighbour who is the central individual of a c'n cluster, averaged 
over that entire subpopulation. Q (I  | S / n _ i )  is similarly defined. Figure 2.4 depicts 
a typical situation. Using the substitutions, taking the constant parameters and 
averages from equation (2.5) out of the sums and noting that terms for fluctuations 
sum to zero produces:
=  A Q ( / |S /« - i)  £  ¿ 2  - A Q ( / | S / n) £  £
C«€c'_, Cv6Ws(i) <«€e'c,6A/s(x)
+n\ ^  £  £
CiCc® <1 €c' <»€W/(l)
- " £  + " £  £
C»6c' i*€ c ' +1 x)
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Finally evaluating all sums and dividing through by N  results in:
j/ n  =  -  1)Q(J I SI„-i)<l>ln_ i -  X n Q (I I S /„)0 '
+n\4>s  -  nu<j>'n -  v<t>'n + (n + l) i/0 '+, (2.7)
Next we must approximate Q (I \ S In) and Q ( I  | S7„_ i). We start by ignoring 
the information about the peripheral individuals, an assumption which follows from 
conditional independence:
Q (I  | S In) =  Q ( I  | S In- i )  =  Q ( I  | S I)  (2.8)
So the only information we are keeping so far is the fact that the susceptible has at 
least one infected neighbour. Because we are working on a regular lattice, we can 
use the binomial OPA closure from chapter 1:
Q ( / | 5 7 )  =  l  +  ^ i g ( / | 5 )  (2.9)
Substituting this into equation (2.7) produces a coupled ordinary differential equation 
o f motion for <f>'n for 0 <  n < Q. It seems wasteful to  throw away so much
information by using the approximations (2.8) and (2.9). However in our research
we tried a number of simple ad-hoc closures, and some other not-so-simple closures 
as well, in order to  retain more cluster information, and we found that none of them 
worked better than this simple closure, and many were even worse.
We can follow a similar procedure for <j>'0 to get:
j t K  =  -v t fo  +  t'lfi'i -  Q X Q (I | SI)<p'0 (2.10)
and when n =  Q w e  have:
j t 4>q =  ~ Q v<I>q ~  v<t>'Q +  Q W q +  * Q { I  I 5 / ) ^ _ ,  (2.11)
A similar derivation produces the following for the equations o f motion for susceptible 
clusters 1° these equations the higher-order correlation Q ( I  \ SS) appears in­
stead of Q ( I  | S I) .  According to binomial OPA, Q ( I  | SS) =  ^=1q ( /  | s). When
0 <  n < Q:
Jt<t>Sn =  -nv<t>l +  (n + 1)ia ^ +1 +  - n\<t>sn
~ (Q  ~  n )X Q (I | SS)<fisn +  (Q +  1 -  n )X Q (I \ S 5 ) ^ _ ,  (2.12)
Similarly when n =  0 we have:
=  i /0 f  +  i/0 ' -  Q X Q (I | SS)0£ (2.13)
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(2.14)
and when n  =  Q w e have:
j t <t>Q =  -Qv<t>q +  v<t>Q -  Q *4>q +  \ Q ( I  | SS)<t>sQ^
After applying the total population density constraint J2k=o q ^k +  <Ajt =  1 we are 
left with a nine-dimensional system o f equations, difficult to  analyze with pencil and 
paper but amenable to  numerical analysis.
Although this cluster approximation is somewhat more complicated than the pair 
approximation, the formulation and motivation are clear, which is most important. 
In the next section we look at what we gain for this loss of simplicity.
2.2.3 Comparison of the Contact Process and the Pair and Cluster 
Approximations
Com parison o f  Equilibria
We use the notation [/]oo throughout this thesis to  denote the final size of the epi­
demic, either derived from numerical methods, direct calculation or measurement 
from simulations. To compare [/Joo in the stochastic model and its deterministic 
approximations we looked at a case where Q =  4 and we implemented the contact 
process as a stochastic Monte Carlo model. We measured [7]oo as a function of v. 
Results are shown in figure 2.5. The cluster approximation is only marginally more 
accurate than the pair approximation, and both are particularly poor closer to the 
critical point. So it seems, for this range of parameters at least, that the cluster 
model does not have much better accuracy than the pair approximation. A triple 
approximation which distinguishes between collinear triples (i.e. where the three 
nodes are collinear on the lattice) and triples w ith a ninety degree angle (i.e. the 
three nodes form a right triangle) m ight do better than the cluster approximation 
since the cluster approximation does not distinguish between the various cluster con­
figurations possible for each value n o f infected individuals per cluster, and so there 
is some averaging over configurations. Morris finds that the triple approximation 
has significantly improved accuracy for a similar ecological IPS [75], the spatialized 
hawk-dove model.
C om parison  o f  T im e E volution  o f  L ocal Network Structure
Here we look at the time evolution o f the stochastic model and its deterministic 
approximations, focusing on invasion and the evolution of local network structure. 
It is in the time series o f the state variables that differences between PA and cluster 
approximations will most likely emerge.
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F igu re  2 .5 : A comparison of the equilibrium predictions of [ / ]  for the stochastic model, pair 
approximation and the cluster approximation Parameters: A =  0 .1 , N  =  1600 . Each diamond is 
a long-time average of one stochastic run at a given value of v
Figures 2.6 through 2.9 show time series of the cluster densities fa  for the stochas­
tic model and the pair and cluster approximation, along w ith the corresponding time 
series for [ / ] .  In the case of the pair approximation, the cluster densities are recon­
structed using the assumption of a binomial distribution for Q X(I) .
The stochastic time series of figure 2.6 exhibit three basic types:
1. Exponential decay -  e g. fa
2. Growth followed by decay -  e g. fa , f , fa .
3. Monotonic growth -  e g. fa2, fa3, </>[, fa ,  fa .
The type o f time series of a particular cluster density will, o f course, vary according 
to the parameters chosen. This particular set o f time series captures all three types 
of behaviour. Here we have chosen v —  0.1, producing a large final size and rapid 
growth.
Notably, for the fa0 time series there is a rapid initial decline to fa0 «  0.002 
before the cluster density recovers and starts its upward climb. This local minimum 
is present in the data of figure 2.6 but is not visible because the time scale of this 
process is small compared to the time scale o f the process o f reaching equilibrium. 
However, the data for the fa0 time series for this short in itial phase are shown in
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figure 2.7. This minimum is only seen in the time series data for and not the 
other cluster densities, at least for this choice of parameters.
We interpret this local minimum as the establishment of a characteristic local 
network structure after the initial inoculation, followed by a spreading through the 
rest of the network. The characteristic local structure is in quasi-equilibrium and 
changes only slowly over the course of the epidemic, relative to the time scale of 
the first phase. Such behaviour during invasion has been observed by others in IPS 
models [90] and we can describe such a stochastic invasion as consisting of three 
parts [9]:
1. Inoculation phase. The first stage is largely stochastic and relatively quick: 
a number o f infective individuals (with [/] N )  are randomly placed in the 
population and start infecting their neighbours.
2. Establishment phase. If the disease does not die out, then there is a second 
stage which is characterized by the fact that at its beginning we still have [/ ] C  
N  but now the individual infectives have grown into small local populations with 
a well-defined local correlation structure that can be calculated.
3. Development phase. Here, the disease may either die out or grow until it 
reaches some equilibrium. If the disease grows, the characteristic local corre­
lation structure undergoes changes as the various patches of infection start to 
come into contact with one another.
Regarding the other time series, it is apparent that the number of clusters with 
low n increases rapidly early in the epidemic, and then decreases as more individuals 
in the population become infected. However the cluster densities with large numbers 
o f infected neighbours increase monotonically in time. 4>q decreases monotonically, 
which is unsurprising. Thus the relative densities of clusters change somewhat as 
the disease invades and the network becomes more crowded with infecteds.
We now turn to  the moment closure approximations to  compare their predictions 
o f the cluster density time series. Figure 2.8 shows the time series for the pair 
approximation constructed from the binomial assumption. The qualitative features 
o f time series of the pair approximation match the data of the stochastic model, 
however there are some problems. The decay of <j>„ is monotone but not exponential. 
Also the curves tend to have a logistic shape, but the stochastic data indicate linear 
growth in the early phase of the epidemic. Yet we do find that as n increases, the 
time series adhere more to type 3, as we would like them to. Also, the time series for 
<p'0 shows the local minimum for early times which we interpret as the establishment
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of the pseudo-equilibrium, given those initial conditions. As the disease spreads 
through the network, <t>'0 increases and then declines as the density of infecteds 
increases dramatically. This behaviour is also what is expected for growth from a 
small initial number of infected individuals to a large final size..
Given the similar accuracies of the cluster and pair approximation in predicting 
[/joo, it is not surprising that the cluster approximation produces very similar results 
for the time evolution of the local epidemic structure, including the local minimum 
in the time series for <t>'0 (see figure 2.6).
We also compared the time evolution of the measures Q (I \ S), Q ( I  | S I)  and 
Q ( I  | SS) in a similar way. These data are shown in figures 2.10 through 2.12. 
Figure 2.10 shows the stochastic data from a single simulation run. The data for 
v  =  0.08 show a linear increase in Q (I \ S), but the growth is concave in time t for 
Q ( I  | S I)  and convex in time for Q ( I  \ SS). It is less clear what is happening in 
the cases u =  0.20 and u =  0.24.
Figures 2.12 and 2.11 show the data from the pair and cluster approximations. 
These data are uninteresting except for the fact that they both predict logistic growth 
curves for Q ( I  | S), Q ( I \ S I)  and Q ( I  \ SS) for all values of v, which is clearly at 
odds with the stochastic data.
So, in summary, the cluster approximation for these parameter values does not 
offer a significantly better prediction for the time series of the cluster densities than 
the pair approximation does. Going to higher-order does not always increase accu­
racy. This is surprising because higher-order correlations become more important 
near the critical point, so we would expect a higher-order moment closure to better 
capture the dynamics near the critical point. Yet both deterministic approximations 
are deficient; for higher values of n, they predict exponential growth in early times 
instead of linear growth. Also, their predicted decay for <t> is  not exponential as it is 
in the simulation data. However they do give meaningful time series fo r <f>b and are 
a significant improvement on the mean-field approximation which cannot capture 
spatial structure at all.
We now attem pt to improve our moment closure approximations by looking more 
closely at the data from the stochastic model to gain insight into the epidemic 
processes.
2.2.4 Scrutinizing the Stochastic Model for More Clues
To derive better moment closures we analyzed data from the stochastic model. Data 
on measurements of Q (I  | S), Q ( I  \ S I)  and Q (I \ S S) in the stochastic model are
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0 <t>
2000
1000
0
# iterations
F ig u re  2 .6 : Time evolution of and in the stochastic model. Parameters: N — 2500 , 
A =  0 .1 , v — 0 .1 . Initial Conditions: 25  randomly chosen individuals are inoculated. Each datum 
at time t is the average o f values from eight different simulation runs at time t for the same 
parameters and initial conditions.
F ig u re  2.7: Early time evolution (up to  1500 iterations) of </>□ in the stochastic model. Parameters 
and initial conditions are as in figure 2.6
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Figure 2 .8 : Tim e evolution of 4>'u and 0 *  in the pair approximation. Parameters: N =  2500, 
A =  0 .1 , v =  0 .1 .  Initial conditions: </>„ =  0 .0 1 , 0 f =  0 .0 4 , 0* =  0 -95  (corresponds to  inoculation 
of 25  randomly selected individuals). From top left to bottom left are time series for <t>'0 to <t>{, 
and from top right to bottom right are time series for </>jj to  0 f . Also shown is a time series for 
the number of infecteds, at bottom.
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F ig u re  2 .9 : Time evolution of <t>'n and 0 jj  in the cluster approximation. Parameters: A =  0 .1 , 
v =  0 .1 , N =  2 5 0 0 . Initial conditions: 0q =  0 .0 1 , 0 f  =  0 .0 4 , 0 jf =  0 .9 5  (corresponds to 
inoculation of 2 5  randomly selected individuals). From top left to  bottom left are time series for 
0o to  04. and from top right to bottom right are time series for 0q to 0f . Also shown is a time 
series for the number of infecteds, at bottom.
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Q(i|S) Q(i|Si) Q(I|SS)
Q (I|S ) Q (I|S I) Q (I|S S )
Q (I|S ) Q (I|S I) Q (I|S S )
F ig u re  2 .1 0 : Time evolution o f Q{I \ S), Q(I | SI), and Q(I \ SS) in the stochastic model. 
Parameters: N  =  2 5 0 0 , A =  0 .1 , v  =  0 .0 8  (resp. 0 .2 0 , 0 .2 4 ) for the top (resp. middle, bottom) 
row Initial conditions: 25 randomly chosen individuals are inoculated.
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Qd|S) Q (I|S S )Q (I|S I)
100
Figure 2.11: Time evolution of Q(I | S), Q(I \ SI) and Q(I \ SS) in the pair approximation. 
Parameters: N =  2500, A =  0.1, v =  0.08 (resp 0.20, 0.24) for the top (resp. middle, bottom) 
row. Initial conditions: [S / ]  =  100, [ / / ]  =  0
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Q(i|S) Q(i|Si) Q(I|SS)
F igu re  2 .1 2 : Time evolution of Q(I \ S), Q(l \ SI) and Q(I | SS) in the cluster approximation. 
Parameters: N =  2500 , A =  0 .1 , v =  0 .0 8  (resp. 0 .2 0 , 0 .2 4 )  for the top (resp. middle, bottom) 
row. Initial conditions: <t¡'a =  0 .0 1 , </>f  =  0 .0 4 , =  0 .9 5
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1 2 3 4 5 6
t [/] Q(I 1 SI) Q(I | SS)
1 + 0 . 7 5  x
Q(115)
0 .7 5 x  
Q(I 1 S)
%  erro r  
c o l . 5 w rt  3
%  error  
c o l .  6  w r t  4
5 1 0 2 3 4 .3 1 .823 0 .1 0 6 1.139 0 .1 3 9 3 1 .3  % 3 7 .5  %
1870 6 0 1 .7 2 .1 7 8 0 .2 3 3 1.339 0 .3 3 9 4 5 .5  % 3 8 .5  %
3 0 3 0 8 6 3 .6 2 .2 8 5 0 .3 2 3 1.482 0 .4 8 2 4 9 .2  % 35.1  %
5 5 2 0 1 29 1 .6 2 .6 2 6 0 .5 5 4 1.862 0 .8 6 2 5 5 .6  % 2 9 .1  %
8 1 3 0 1571 .1 2 .8 4 5 0 .8 8 2 2 .304 1 .304 4 7 .8  % 1 9 .0  %
1 02 4 0 1 79 5 .6 2 .9 6 8 1 .4 6 2 2 .766 1 .7 6 6 2 0 .8  % 6 .8  %
2 1 5 6 0 1 973 .2 3 .1 7 5 2 .1 6 2 3 .172 2 .1 7 2 0 .4 6  % 0 .0 9  %
T a b le  2 .1 : A comparison of local structure evolution for the stochastic model and the binomial 
assumption. Snapshots of time series at various values of time t for parameters A =  0 .0 8 , v =  0 .1 , 
N =  2 50 0 . Initial conditions: 25 randomly chosen individuals are inoculated. Times are chosen to 
match with values of [/] found in table 2 .2 . Each datum at time t is the average o f nine samples 
from points at times t +  10fc, k =  - 4 . . .  4.
presented tables 2.1 and 2.2. In table 2.1 we look at equilibrium values for various 
final sizes as controlled by u, and in table 2.2 we look at how these measures evolve 
over the course of an invasion. In both tables we compare the stochastic values 
for the third-order correlations Q ( I  \ S I)  and Q ( I  | SS) to the predicted values 
for those measures assuming an OPA for Q (I \ S I)  and Q (I \ SS) based on the 
stochastic data for Q ( I  \ S). Such a comparison allows us to determine how much 
of a deviation there is from the OPA and will give us some idea of what corrections 
we need to make. Also, note that the times t at which the snapshots are taken in 
table 2.1 are chosen so that the number of infecteds [/ ] at those times correspond 
approximately to the equilibrium number of infecteds for the values o f u in table 
2.2. This will help us to compare and contrast the situation of low endemicity to 
the situation of the early stages o f invasion when [/ ] is low. We can also consider 
figures 2.1 and 2.2 in our comparison.
The data on epidemic growth in table 2.1 show that the error of the binomial 
truncation peaks in the middle phase of the epidemic and goes to almost zero at 
equilibrium. Even close to the equilibrium at f =  10240 the error is still high. 
These results mean that the network structure of the epidemic does not converge 
significantly to  the equilibrium structure until very close to the equilibrium. On the 
other hand for the corresponding data in table 2.2 we see that the error increases with 
increasing recovery rate u. As expected, in both cases Q(I | SI) >  1 +  0.75 x Q(I \ 
S) and Q(I \ SS) <  0.75 xQ(I | S) always because of clustering. Comparing figure 
2.1.b to the low endemicity case o f figure 2.2 also describes the difference between
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1 2 3 4 5 6
V [ /] Q(I | SI) Q(I | SS)
1 +  0 .7 5  x
Q(I 1 S)
0 .7 5  x
Q(I 1 S)
%  e r r o r  
c o l .  5  w r t  3
%  e r r o r  
c o l .  6  w r t  4
0 .24 2 3 1 .9 1.602 0 .1 5 7 1 .1 8 5 0 .1 8 5 2 6 .0 3 0  % 1 7 .8 3 4  %
0.22 6 0 3 .0 1.797 0 .4 6 9 1 .5 2 7 0 .5 2 7 1 5 .0 4 4  % 1 2 .3 6 7  %
0 .2 0 8 6 6 .4 1.983 0 .7 3 7 1 .8 0 3 0 .8 0 3 9 .0 7 7  % 8 .9 5 5  %
0 .1 6 1 2 9 3 .0 2 .382 1.232 2 .2 9 7 1 .2 9 7 3 .5 6 8  % 5 .2 7 8  %
0 .1 3 1 5 7 1 .3 2 .702 1.571 2 .6 4 2 1 .6 4 2 2 .2 2 1  % 4 .5 1 9  %
0 .1 0 1 7 9 5 .9 2 .975 1.921 2 .9 5 6 1 .9 5 6 0 .6 3 9  % 1 .8 2 2  %
0 .0 8 1 9 7 6 .7 3 .2 1 0 2 .1 9 4 3 .2 0 6 2 .2 0 6 0 .1 2 5  % 0 .5 4 7  %
T a b le  2 .2 : A comparison of local structure evolution for the stochastic model and the OPA 
assumption; Equilibrium data for several values o f u for the parameters A =  0 .1 , N  =  2 50 0 .
equilibrium behaviour near a critical point and the behaviour in early stages o f an 
invasion.
We can understand the results o f table 2.1 by looking at figure 2.1, where we 
clearly see the qualitative differences between a growing epidemic and the equilibrium 
state. The growing epidemic is divided into well-distinguished patches. The fact that 
the error is high even close to the equilibrium in the time series data implies that 
the local network structure is relatively constant and only changes very close to the 
final size.
The results mostly confirm our intuition about invasion and the behaviour o f the 
stochastic model near the critical point. In the next section we use these insights to 
improve pair approximations.
2.3 Part II-Better Pair Approximations
We have seen in the first part of this chapter that the cluster approximation does 
not improve significantly on the pair approximation, at least for the contact process 
in the parameter regime we considered. In this section we try the other approach 
to improving the MCA, i.e. seeking better pair approximations. Improving the pair 
approximations instead o f going to  higher-order has the advantage that we do not 
end up with unwieldy and complicated systems of equations. However finding good 
pair approximations which capture higher-order correlations can be tricky.
One recently developed approximation which works well for the contact process 
is the hybrid pair approximation (HPA) o f Filipe [38][40], The hybrid pair approx­
imation works by creating a hybrid of two other pair approximations, one which 
overpredicts higher-order correlations and one which underpredicts them. When
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these are balanced we have a hybrid pair approximation where the higher-order cor­
relations are well-approximated. The HPA is discussed in more depth in derivation 
of the steady/casual model of chapter 3. We do not go into depth here about the 
HPA for the contact process because Filipe has already considered this application
[38][40]. The HPA works much better than the OPA near critical points. For in­
stance, under HPA the location of the critical value vc of u for the contact process 
is given by:
* - * 2 * 5 + 2 i E ® i l  (2. , 5)
For the parameters of figure 2.5, the critical point according to HPA is located at v =  
0.258, which is significantly closer to  the stochastic value of approximately u =  0.24 
than the predictions of other pair approximations and the cluster approximation (i^ =  
0.30). Since HPA has been studied for the contact process we do not investigate 
it further. Also, there are some limitations to HPA so that it cannot be used for 
certain types of models. However we do attempt to  apply it to  the dynamic network 
models of chapters 3 and 4.
In the next two subsections, we consider two alternative pair approximations 
designed to improve upon the ordinary pair approximation.
2.3.1 The Improved Pair Approximation
We have noted from the data of tables 2.1 and 2.2 that the OPA overestimates 
Q (I  | S I)  and underestimates Q ( I  \ SS). This is because o f the clustering of 
infecteds; if  we know tha t a susceptible already has one infected neighbour, it is more 
likely to have other infected neighbours as well. It is difficult to  find a mechanistic 
foundation for these results and to  incorporate them into a pair approximation, but 
one can try half-measures.
For instance, based on the observation that the the deviation in table 2.2 generally 
increases as the ratio [7J/./V decreases, we could introduce a multiplicative term of 
the form [ I ] / ( N k +  [ / ] )  (the Michaelis-Menten functional form) into equation (2.2). 
However we found tha t neither this function nor any other simple functional forms 
we tried could fit the curve well. Another more effective correction is to introduce a 
parameter which contains the missing information about clustering. Such an analysis 
will at least help us get a better feel for how correlations affect the infection dynamics, 
and perhaps suggest a mechanistic treatment for clustering. The new parameter e 
is introduced into the equation for Q ( I  \ S I):
Q ( I  | S I)  =  l + c ^ p Q ( / | S )  (2.16)
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For Q (I  | SS) we use the following identity which applies to  regular lattices:
This technique is the improved pair approximation (IPA) and was developed by Sato 
et al. [88] for a similar model with host mortality. We implement the IPA for the 
contact process described by equations (2.1) and (2.4). We use e as a free parameter, 
although one could estimate e from the simulation data as Sato et al. do. Also, 
we could incorporate the (Q  —  1 ) /Q  factor into the e parameter, but we choose to 
leave it separate because e is used as a measure of clustering.
The introduction of a new parameter is perhaps not as much a setback as one 
might think, r very neatly encapsulates much information about clustering and we 
can carry out our analysis with this in mind. The drawback is that it incorporates 
other information besides clustering, and in fact all error in the moment closure 
approximation comes in through e.
Figure 2.13 shows [/],*, as a function o f the recovery rate u for various values 
of f. Also, bifurcation diagrams for the stable nontrivial branches of [ S / ]  and [ / / ]  
are shown in figure 2.14. The results are interesting. The agreement w ith the 
simulation data is best for moderate to high endemicity for e =  1, as expected. This 
means conditional independence applies when the density o f infecteds is moderate to 
high. When r >  1 the IPA underpredicts [/]oo for moderate to  high endemicity but 
again overpredicts [/]oo for low endemicity. This is not surprising since the higher- 
order correlations are much stronger at low endemicity than high endemicity and so 
different amounts of correction to  the OPA are necessary. Since the deviation of 
table 2.2 of the binomial OPA approximation for Q { I  \ S I)  from its actual value 
depends on [/]/VV, we would not expect any one value o f e to give a good fit for 
all values o f the recovery rate v. However for a given value of u it is clear that 
increasing clustering decreases [/]oo-
What is notable about figure 2.13 is tha t the stable solution branches converge 
at u =  0.3, [ / ]  =  0 for all values o f t. Thus we can infer the existence o f a critical
Q =  Q { I  | S I)  +  Q(S  | S I)
=► Q(i \ ss) = (Q -Q ( / |5 / ) )M
(2.17)
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F igu re  2 .1 3 : A comparison of [/],*, as a function of u for the stochastic model and the IPA. Values 
of e are, from top curve to bottom, 0 .5 , 1 , 2 , 3 . Parameters: N  =  1600 , A =  0 .1 .
value i/c at u =  0.3 which, interestingly, has no e dependence, e, which is supposed 
to determine clustering and hence influence the final size of the disease, might also 
be expected to have an impact on the value of the invasion threshold. We can also 
examine this by considering the nontrivial equilibrium solution [/](» derived from 
applying the IPA to equations 2.1 and 2.4:
— A - f  A Q  —  u
[ ](X> Q XQ2 _  _  X Q  _  J / i
Solving for [/]oo =  0 in terms of u we get:
(2.18)
"c =  A ( Q - l )  (2.19)
which has no dependence on t. On the other hand, the relative size of [/]oo for 
various values of e in the limit u — > uc does vary according t. To see this consider 
two values e' and t "  o f e, and consider the limit:
l im  W c c ^ )  =  ■■ A Q 2 —  i/Q + i/e"Q — \Q — vt" e"
»-*»c [/]oc (i") "-»"c AQ 2 —  uQ +  v t'Q  —  AQ —  u t' t '
Notwithstanding this result, the behaviour of the IPA near uc must be treated with 
caution because of the lack of agreement with the stochastic model in this regime. 
More fundamentally, this lack of agreement near uc has to  do with the fact that in 
spatial models, what is happening locally at the level of individuals is important and 
determines whether or not the disease can invade. For invasion, the description of 
local structure evolution given in subsection 2.2.3 applies. Because of the significant 
changes in the local structure in the early phase of invasion, no single value o f e
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F ig u re  2.14: Bifurcation diagrams of [S /] and [ / / ]  versus u. Parameters: N =  1600, A =  0.1. 
Values of e are, from top curve to bottom, 0.5,1,2,4.
will be able to  capture what happens for different values of i/ near i/c. To capture 
the effect of clustering on the ability to  invade, we need a pair approximation which 
models more explicitly the long-range correlations which develop near the critical 
point. Such an explicit, mechanistically-based PA will be able to model how long- 
range correlations are altered by different parameter choices and how they change 
throughout the course o f the early phases of invasion. HPA is an example of a 
pair approximation which manages this, and predicts uc more accurately than IPA. 
In contrast to  spatial models, this dichotomous relationship between the invasion 
process and the final size does not exist in mean-field models. For instance equation 
(1.10) for Ro in the mean-field SIR model has the same form o f the [/]oo =  0 
threshold solution of the SIR model.
We illustrate this point further by considering the calculation of Ro on a square 
lattice. For a spatial model, the number of secondary infections produced by an 
infected individual depends on the status of the neighbours o f the infected individual. 
In the case o f a square lattice, the rate at which an infected individual produces 
secondary infections in a susceptible population is AQ (S  \ I)inv, where Q (S  | I)i„„ 
denotes the value of Q (S  \ I )  for the invading patches of infecteds. The expected 
length of time an individual remains infected is l / v .  Therefore:
^  AQ(S I I ) inv
v
In an initially susceptible population, the first individual to be infected has Q =  4 
susceptible neighbours. However, thereafter each infected has at most Q —  1 = 3  
susceptible neighbours since they have each received the infection from one of their
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F ig u re  2 .1 5 : Illustration of how clustering reduces Q(S | / ) „ ,  in early stages of an epidemic on 
a square lattice. Black circles denote infected individuals and white circles are susceptibles.
neighbours. Thus, in the absence of clustering, Q (S  \ I )  =  Q —  1, so:
Ro =  ^  (2.20)
which is consistent with figure 2.13. However if  we consider the actual situation 
where clustering occurs early in the development of the epidemic, the derivation is 
wrong. In a real square lattice, infecteds will start to interfere with one another 
early on, so that Q (S  | / )  <  Q —  1. Recovery will tend to weaken this interfer­
ence but the interference is zero only when the recovery rate is so high that the 
disease dies out anyway. Figure 2.15 shows an example of this phenomenon: most 
of the infected individuals in this invading cluster have less than three susceptible 
neighbours. Because of this effect, in order to get a realistic expression for Ro fo r 
a square lattice, our moment closure must incorporate clustering and our deriva­
tion for Ro must take this clustering into account. For such a derivation it is not 
necessary to discard IPA or even OPA. In fact we can use them along with these 
insights about stochastic invasions in order to get a simple analytical expression fo r 
Ro which captures invasions in spatial populations more realistically. An example o f 
this is discussed in chapter 4.
We now turn our attention to figure 2.16, a bifurcation diagram of [/] versus e. 
Apparently, [/ ] — ► N  as f  —* 0 for all values of u. When r =  0 we have Q (I  | S I)  =  1 
and Q ( I  \ SS) =  0 always. This means that if there is an SI or SS pair, they do no t 
have any infected neighbours. This is a contradiction unless all individuals in the 
population are infected (in which case there are no SI or SS pairs); hence [/] =  N  
necessarily. However the case of very small r is not physically realistic so we do not 
have to be too concerned with this limit. The important region is e >  1, and we
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F ig u re  2 .1 6 : Bifurcation diagram of [ / ]  versus e. Parameters: N =  1 60 0 , A =  0 .1  Values of u 
are, from top curve to  bottom, 0 .0 1 , 0 .1 , 0 .2 , 0 .2 8 .
note that [/ ] is monotone decreasing in c here. This means that the clustering of 
infecteds decreases the equilibrium size of the epidemic. By considering the slope of 
[/¡□o as a function of e in figure 2.16, it seems tha t [/joo is most sensitive to  changes 
in ( when o(i>) =  o(A). For large or small values of v, changing r has less effect on 
the equilibrium size of [I], The fact that this holds for small v  is not surprising since 
when most people are infected, higher-order correlations do not matter as much. 
However when v is large this is more interesting because it implies that even when 
higher-order correlations are present, changes in clustering can have smaller effects 
on the final size of the epidemic. This is not obvious; one might be led to conclude 
the opposite on the basis of table 2.2 since as u decreases the divergence between the 
actual value o f Q ( I \ S I)  and the value o f Q ( I  \ S I)  according to the assumption 
of a binomial OPA increases.
2.3.2 The Invasory Pair Approximation
Having reviewed some of the existing improvements to the OPA we now present a 
novel pair approximation which is based on knowledge of the invasion process gleaned 
from results of the stochastic model and analysis of IPA. It is a quite straightforward 
restructuring of the OPA.
One of the drawbacks of OPA has to  do w ith  its inability to incorporate clustering. 
For instance we expect in a real network tha t Q ( I  | S I)  >  1, yet for the binomial
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OPA, Q (I  I SI) is approximated by:
=  1 +  ^ Q ( / | S )
To see why OPA does poorly, consider the situation where the number of infecteds 
is small relative to the number of susceptibles. Then, in the lim it [ / ]  -» O w e  have 
[57] —>• 0, but also [S] —» N , and so Q(I  \ SI) —> 1. This contradicts what we 
would expect, since a local structure measure like Q(I  | SI) should not depend on 
N , and it  also contradicts simulation data showing independence o f Q(I \ SI) from 
N  in the early stages of the epidemic.
A more appropriate moment closure which corrects for this particular flaw of OPA 
is:
where [5 ] in„ is defined as the number of susceptible individuals w ithin or bordering 
the active infected patches. Once we obtain an expression [S ]in„ we need only 
Q(I  | SS)  to  have a closed system of equations. Applying the constraint Q = Q(I | 
SI)  + Q(S \ SI) and going through a similar calculation to that which resulted in 
identity (2.17) produces an expression for Q(I  | SS):
However this is inaccurate because the heuristic calculation for Q (I  \ SI) is intended 
to apply only within the invading cluster whereas Q(I  | SS) applies to the whole 
population. In our numerical analysis, when we implemented this expression for 
Q(I  | SS), the approximation unsurprisingly became highly inaccurate. In fact what 
we should do is to  divide Q(I  | SS) into contributions to Q(I \ SS)  from within the 
invading clusters (Q(I \ SS)inv) and contributions external to the invading clusters 
(Q(I  | SS)cxt). Within the invading cluster we have
Q(I  | SS)ext =  0
In the master equations (2.1) and (2.4) we could equally well have used the term 
A [55 ]in„Q (7 | SS)in„ instead of X[SS]Q(I \ SS), since infection events by definition
=  1 +  ^ ^ Q ( / | S U (2.21)
Q(I  I SS) = I S W
Q(I  I SS),'inv \ i ’)™ . ( 2 .22)
and outside
can only happen at the boundaries of or within the invading clusters:
[S S ]Q (I | 5 5 ) =  [755] =  [SS}invQ ( I  \ 5 5 ),„„
and so we do not actually have to  use the expression (2.22) for Q ( I \ S S )inv  or 
derive a new one for [55 ]i„„; we can simply use the usual binomial OPA expression 
for Q ( I  | 5 5 ), at least for the equations of motion for this model:
Q ( I  | 5 5 )  =  ^ Q ( 7  I S)
This convenience of being able to  use the old OPA expression for Q (I  | 5 5 ) applies 
to  all the models we analyze in this thesis.
We call this pair approximation the invasory pair approximation (IVPA), although 
it could also be thought of as a modified IPA approach where e is estimated from 
empirical knowledge of spatial dynamics. IVPA basically corrects for the existence 
of patches of purely susceptible individuals in the population; with the OPA these 
pure patches of susceptibles ‘weigh down' the approximation and cause it to be 
inaccurate. At all times, both before and after equilibrium is reached, there will 
be at least some pockets of susceptibles which are distinct from the active infected 
patches, and so we expect [5]¿n„ <  [5] always if  [5]¿n„ is well-chosen. Therefore with 
IVPA we should see improved accuracies for all values of [7]oo and for the transient 
phase as well. However one problem is that the IVPA does not correct for all of 
the long-range correlations which determine Q ( I  \ S I) .  And a more fundamental 
problem with IVPA is robustness, since [5 ],„„ is calculated differently for different 
models and the derivation is often heuristic; we often do not know how good the 
approximation will be until it is implemented and investigated numerically.
Here we give an example o f deriving an IVPA for the contact process. From 
figure 2.1 and similar data in the literature [29][40], and from observations which 
have been made about invasion in the CP [31], we know that behind the advancing 
wavefront, the system has reached a local pseudo-equilibrium which resembles the 
final equilibrium when the infection has spread throughout the network. In fact 
the process of invasion in some sense continues even at final equilibrium as active 
patches of infecteds migrate across the lattice In this case we will define [5],„„ as the 
number of susceptibles inside an active infected patch, excluding those susceptibles 
at or near the patch border. We can calculate the final equilibrium values under 
OPA and use these to  calculate
1. the number of susceptibles within active infected patches, and
2. how large the pockets of susceptibles are in the final equilibrium.
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Both factors can be incorporated into the derivation of (S]m„.
The equations of motion for the contact process under OPA are:
d_
dt
[ 5 / ]  =  -u[SI) + v[II)-  A [S /]  ( l  +  2 — 1 ® )  + A [ 5 5 ]
Q - 1 [S i]
Q  - 1 [s i ]
[5]
dt
[SS] =  + 2 v [S I ] - 2 \ [S S ] -
Q [S]
and the equation of motion for [/] is:
=  - u [ I \  +  A [S/]
At equilibrium in a population of size N  on a lattice we have:
[S IU  =  vQ N
(2.23)
(2.24)
M o
[SS]0
Wo
A(AQ2 - X Q - w )
A2Q 2 -  A2Q -  2j/AQ  +  j/2 +  v \ ) Q N
Q N  -
A(AQ2 -  A g  -  «/) 
2[S/]oo -  [ I I U
(2.25)
where the notation [-joo denotes the nontrivial equilibrium value of quantity [•]. The 
local network structure of the epidemic is approximately constant for large values of 
v as the disease spreads through the network (see figure 2.10). For smaller values of 
v the local structure changes more significantly over time. Thus we say Q(I \ S)mv 
at equilibrium has the same value Q(I \ S)'nv as it does during the transient phase, 
as long as we restrict ourselves to the infected patches:
Q ( I \ S ) i’"’ =  Q ( / | S ) r  
reri fen
(2.26)
[S ],m' [s)i
We need to  approximate [S ]^ ” in order to  simplify further. We know that [5 ] " ” < 
[5]oo since there exist pockets of susceptibles even at equilibrium. Therefore to get 
[S]|£" we must subtract those individuals. The probability that a susceptible does 
not have any infected partners, i.e. is a member of such a pocket of susceptibles, 
we take to be (Q (S \ S )ao/Q )Q. Therefore:
\Q ( S \S ) 0
[ s i r  =  [sic
L  _  (  | x
Substituting this expression into equation (2.28) gives an expression for [5 ]"
1[s j0O( i - ( Q ( 5 | s w g ) q )
[ s i u
[st"” = [siy-
(2.27)
(2.28)
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2500
F ig u re  2.17: A comparison of the accuracy of IVPA and OPA for the contact process. [/]oo is 
plotted against the recovery rate v. Each black diamonds represents a long-time average of a 
single stochastic run, Parameters: N =  2500, A =  0.1.
where [S/],*, and [S],*, are obtained from equations (2.25). We retain the binomial 
OPA expression for Q(I \ SS).
This derivation of [S],» is imperfect in a number o f ways. One drawback is the 
time independence of Q(I \ S)inv. One expects some variation in Q(I  | S )i„„ 
with time, especially for cases of smaller recovery rate v, as suggested by the time 
series for Q(I \ SI) in figure 2.10. However this derivation for [£]*„„ does not 
incorporate any time dependence. Also, the only difference between Q(I  | S)eq and 
Q(I | S)'™ comes in through equation (2.28), which is a rough and conservative 
estimate and will seriously underestimate the size o f the invading clusters when [/]oo 
is low. However in chapter 3 we will see a derivation of [5]oo for an STD model 
which works much better than this derivation for the contact process. We presented 
the IVPA for the contact process first because the contact process, in all other ways, 
is an easier introduction to moment closure approximations
We compare the predictions for [Z],*, under OPA and IVPA in figure 2.3.2. IVPA 
has slightly increased accuracy for all values of u but, as expected, does not provide 
a perfect f it to  the simulation data. Also it predicts a wrong threshold value of 
v =  0.3, the same value predicted by the IPA and the OPA.
The IVPA also changes the speed with which the epidemic spreads through the 
network Figure 2.18 shows time series for [/ ] for OPA and IVPA. The IVPA time 
series shows slower epidemic growth for the same initial conditions and parameters,
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Figure 2.18: Time Series of [/] under IVPA and OPA. The solid line is the OPA time series and the 
dashed line is the IVPA time series. Parameters: N  =  2500, A =  0.1, v =  0.2. Initial conditions:
S I =  4, 11 =  0.
reproducing the slowing effect of clustering seen in stochastic simulations. From 
our distinction between Q ( I \ S) and Q ( I  \ S)inv we would expect IVPA to have 
a slowing effect on the transient phase of the epidemic. Additionally, we note that 
if  we set =  [S]e’  in equation 2.27, then the final size of the epidemic is the 
same for IVPA and OPA for all parameter choices, but the IVPA time series still 
approaches equilibrium more slowly than the OPA time series. The slowing which is 
observed is entirely because the IVPA partially accounts for the largest-scale patches 
in the network but not for the intermediate-scale correlations.
The trickiest part of IVPA approximations is defining and calculating [S]in„, since 
numerous possibilities exist and some empirical knowledge of the infection correlation 
structure may come into the derivation (for instance if we want to include susceptibles 
near the patch border). Approaches may be very ad-hoc or more rigorous. We will 
see other examples of IVPA in chapters 3 and 4 for STD models.
why this is a bad example....
2.4 Discussion
This chapter investigated the applicability of moment closure approximations for 
modelling invasion and the equilibrium behaviour near critical points, using the con­
tact process on a square lattice as a subject o f study.
In part I we considered improving the moment closure approximation by using 
a higher-order cluster approximation, an approach not often used in MCA work in 
ecology and epidemiology. We found that a cluster approximation in this particular
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application does not improve on the ordinary pair approximation (OPA). This illus­
trates the fact that going to higher-order is not always desirable. Also, both cluster 
and pair approximations share some deficiencies. For instance both are unable to 
reproduce the linearity of the time series in the transient invading phase of the con­
tact process, and both are equally bad in predicting [/]<*, accurately near the critical 
point.
In part II we looked at alternative pair approximations. We implemented the 
improved pair approximation o f Sato et al. [88] in order to study the problem of in­
vasion and behaviour near critical points. We found that not all pair approximations 
are able to characterize well the epidemic near critical points and in the invading 
phase of the epidemic. This is on account o f the localized, individual-based nature 
of invasion in spatial populations and the importance of higher-order correlations 
near the critical point We also introduced a new pair approximation called the inva- 
sory pair approximation, which relies for its derivation on certain phenomenological 
knowledge of spatialized invasions. We found that IVPA is more accurate than OPA 
in predicting [/]oo, at least for the parameter choices we studied. More importantly, 
IVPA slows down epidemic spread because it incorporates clustering, and it predicts 
values of [/]oo which are marginally closer to  the simulation data. Also, IVPA is 
based on a simple insight into the spatial dynamics, is intuitive, and can be applied 
to all moment closure approximations in ecology. However one of the drawbacks is 
that for each new model we must derive a unique expression for [5]¿n„ (the number 
of susceptibles within the active infected patches of the network). Also, and partially 
because of this first weakness, there are questions about the robustness of the IVPA 
approach. For some choices o f [5]¿„„ it can underpredict the final size significantly, 
in the case of the contact process.
Most attempts to improve the pair approximation have used approaches similar to 
the ones reviewed and/or introduced here. That is, they have resorted to higher order 
approximations or applied heuristic arguments to  get better pair approximations. As 
we can see, such approaches can prove difficult. Perhaps what is needed it a more 
exhaustive survey of the physics literature of the twentieth century, where the issues 
of criticality are investigated. Certainly some powerful tools could be cross-applied 
from solid-state physics to ecological PA models. However, to our knowledge, this 
has not been attempted yet by ecology PA theorists.
This takes us to the next chapter, where we shift our focus from static regular 
lattices to dynamic network models for sexually transmitted diseases. Although we 
will be studying a different kind of network, much of what we have discussed in the 
first two chapters is relevant, and the differences between the epidemiology of the
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Chapter 3
STD Dynamics in a 
Steady/Casual Partnership 
Network
They certainly give very strange names to diseases.
— Socrates
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3.1 Introduction
As discussed in chapter 1, population heterogeneity, and particularly the structure 
o f the sexual partnership network, are especially important when it comes to under­
standing the epidemiology o f sexually transmitted diseases. One of the most salient 
forms of heterogeneity in sexual partnership networks is the existence of two types 
o f partnerships: long-term monogamous partnerships and short-term casual part­
nerships which are often concurrent to  the long-term partnerships [67] (concurrency 
is the term used in STD epidemiology to describe the situation where individuals 
have more than one partner simultaneously). Because this appears to be a com­
mon feature of real sexual networks, it is worthwhile to  study the impact of this 
dichotomy on STD epidemiology. Evidence from sociological surveys indicates that 
sexual behaviour in the two types of partnerships differs, for instance with individuals 
in casual partnerships being more likely to practice safe sex with their casual partners 
than with their steady partners [66]. Such differences can be incorporated into our 
steady/casual model and their effect studied.
Dynamic and irregular networks are more well-suited to  modelling STDs than reg­
ular static networks are. Some of the qualities of such networks have been discussed 
in chapter 1. The characteristics that make these networks different from regular 
static lattices are that:
1. edges can be created and destroyed;
2 . the network does not necessarily correspond well to an n-dimensional geograph­
ical space as regular lattices do;
3. there can be variation in the number of edges per node.
Also, for the steady/casual partnership model in particular (and for many STD 
network models) there are two further differences:
1. the average number o f edges per node is lower;
2. there are two types o f edges.
The special characteristics of dynamic and irregular networks must be taken into 
account in deriving a moment closure approximation. For instance if the network 
is very disconnected and the average node degree is low, then the neat picture of 
spatial invasion with spreading patches of infecteds for regular lattices discussed 
in chapter 2 must be altered. For one thing, the nature of clustering is different; 
triangles are rare in the networks we use and so clustering will not have the slowing
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effect on invasion tha t it does in regular lattices where one finds triangles. This is 
because individuals can be partners with anyone else in the population, and so the 
probability that an individual's two partners are also partners with one another is 
negligible for large population sizes. O f course one could also define dynamic and 
irregular networks where this is not the case.
Also, as noted in chapter 1, we have the two dynamical processes of partnership 
network formation and disease transmission through the partnership network. The 
network of the infected-susceptible contact structure is superimposed on the under­
lying partnership network structure; so effectively we have to concern ourselves with 
two networks instead o f just one. This makes the analysis more complicated. For 
instance, the relative time scales of partnership dynamics and infection dynamics 
can be important. As the time scale for edge creation and dissolution decreases, the 
model approaches a mean-field situation. Another difference of the MCA for the 
steady/casual model is that there are two types of edges, which is not a common 
assumption.
Previous researchers have studied models with steady and casual partnerships 
using simulations and pair formation models. Kretzschmar et al. [66][67] have ana­
lyzed a stochastic model with steady and concurrent casual partnerships, concluding 
that a small number of concurrent casual partnerships can have a significant impact 
on epidemic spread and final size. They reach similar conclusions with a determinis­
tic pair formation model where individuals can have either steady or casual partners 
but not both simultaneously. Our model is the same as the model in [67], the 
steady/casual partnership model with concurrency. Although we do not necessarily 
expect any new epidemiological insights, we are providing more flexible and realistic 
deterministic approximations for sexual partnership networks, and this is a valuable 
step forward.
This work is also an opportunity to  begin exploring moment closure approxima­
tions for dynamic and irregular networks. To our knowledge little  research has been 
done in this area, and certainly not for any biological applications. Most models 
analyzed have been regular lattices or irregular static networks where the number 
o f neighbours Q  per person is constant (in the latter case, a novel pair approxima­
tion must be used to incorporate the clustering which characterizes irregular static 
networks where all nodes have the same degree [60][75][90]). The fact that most 
models considered are square lattices stems partially from the fact that they are 
simpler to analyze, and partially from the fact that the original area o f application 
of pair approximations was in solid-state physics, where one finds regular crystalline 
structures.
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It is also possible to modify the pair approximation for regular lattices in other 
ways to  incorporate some aspects of dynamic, irregular networks. For example, 
allowing for empty sites in an SIR model on a regular lattice can result in a binomial 
distribution for the number of occupied neighbouring sites per site, which is closer 
to the reality o f social networks than assuming a fixed number of neighbouring sites 
per site [59], A lattice model which allows for the existence of empty sites could 
thus give similar results to a dynamic, irregular network which does not have empty 
sites. However even with this approach there are limitations and it would not be the 
ideal solution to  apply such an model to sexual and social networks.
In this chapter we will describe the stochastic model, derive a number of mo­
ment closure approximations and compare them, and analyze the model to answer 
epidemiological questions. We derive several moment closure approximations to il­
lustrate the unique and significant challenges of applying MCA to dynamic, irregular 
networks. Once we have derived our approximations we will analyze them in order 
to answer questions of epidemiological interest, although some of these questions 
have been explored by other research, as already noted.
3.2 Description of the Stochastic Model
We start w ith a population of N  individuals. They can form steady partnerships 
(which are monogamous and long-lived) with one other individual, and can also form 
casual partnerships (which are short-lived and may be concurrent to one other and 
to steady partnerships). Thus, an epidemic of an STD does not change people's 
sexual habits in this model. Rates are defined for the formation and dissolution 
of both types of partnerships, for transmission of the disease from an infected to 
his susceptible partner, and for recovery to a susceptible state. A more detailed 
description o f parameters is in table 3.2. This model is not written with any particular 
STD in mind, however many common diseases fit the SIS description we use, such 
as gonorrhea and syphilis. On the other hand this model is unsuitable for infections 
such as HIV which require a more complex description.
As we have defined the model, the infection dynamics are decoupled from the 
network dynamics; individuals do not die from the disease (i.e. there is no disease- 
induced mortality) and having the disease does not affect behaviour (i.e. there is 
no disease-induced morality). Vet this simplifying assumption does not mean that 
correlations o f disease states between sites are not present, and we still expect to 
find clustering of infecteds in areas of the network where node degrees are higher. 
There are other ways in which this model is unrealistic. In real sexual networks,
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X n u m b e r  o f  s in g le  in d iv id u a ls  (i .e . la ck in g  a  s te a d y  p a rtn e r )
N p o p u la t io n  s ize
$ ra te  a t w h ich  a n y  t w o  s in g le  in d iv id u a ls  fo r m  a  s te a d y  p a r tn e rs h ip
ra te  a t  w h ich  a n y  t w o  in d iv id u a ls  fo rm  a  ca su a l p a r tn e rs h ip
Gm s te a d y  p a rtn ersh ip  s e p a r a t io n  ra te
° c ca su a l p a rtn e rsh ip  s e p a r a t io n  ra te
f fra c t io n  o f  n e w ly - fo r m e d  p a rtn e rsh ip s  w h ic h  a re  s te a d y
Am d isea se  tra n sm iss io n  r a t e  in a  s te a d y  S I  p a r tn e rsh ip
Ac d isea se  tra n sm iss io n  r a t e  in a  ca su a l S I  p a r tn e rs h ip
V re c o v e ry  ra te
T a b le  3.1: Parameters for steady/casual partnership model.
we find core groups, which are high-activity assortatively-mixing subgroups of the 
population. They are very im portant for STD epidemiology because the STD is 
often able to  persist in the general population only because of the presence of core 
groups. The large average node degree and within-group mixing makes it easier 
for the disease to persist within the core group. Our model, however, does not 
incorporate them.
The question posed in the introduction about the impact of casual partnerships 
can be investigated by considering the behaviour o f the model under changes in / ,  a 
parameter which neatly encapsulates information on the relative numbers of steady 
and casual partnerships.
In practice, when running a simulation we will first allow the partnership dynamics 
to come to an equilibrium. Then we will introduce the disease into the wholly 
susceptible population by inoculating a few individuals, and we will study the resulting
epidemic.
Figure 3.1 shows the time series for [7] for the stochastic model. As can be 
seen, the invasion of the disease is linear in time until it approaches equilibrium. 
In this respect the invasion on a dynamic irregular network is the same as invasion 
in regular lattice models such as the contact process. Data on the local structure 
evolution would also be valuable, bu t for this we need to average over many realiza­
tions, and our computational speed was too limited to accomplish this. However we 
expect that some of what applies to  the contact process also applies here, with the 
disease establishing some initial pseudo-equilibrium (inoculated individuals quickly 
infect their steady and casual partners) and then spreading through the rest of the 
network as the partnership network reforms itself gradually.
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F ig u r e  3.1: Stochastic time series for [/]. Parameters: p =  0.001, ac =  0.005, a, =  0.00012, 
A, =  Ac =  0.14, v =  0.00125, /  =  0.95, N  =  1500 Initial conditions: 15 randomly selected 
individuals were inoculated with the infection.
[S ]1 n u m b e r  o f  s in g le  s u sc e p t ib le s
\n x n u m b e r  o f  s in g le  in fe c te d s
[ s i y n u m b e r  o f  ca s u a l in fe c t e d -s u s c e p t ib le  p a rtn e rs h ip s
[ i i y tw ic e  th e  n u m b e r  o f  ca su a l in fe c t e d - in fe c t e d  p a r tn e rs h ip s
[SS]C tw ice  th e  n u m b e r  o f  ca su a l s u s c e p t ib le  p a r tn e rs h ip s
[ s i r n u m b e r  o f  s te a d y  in fe c t e d -s u s c e p t ib le  p a rtn e rs h ip s
[ / / I ™ tw ic e  th e  n u m b e r  o f  s te a d y  in fe c t e d - in fe c t e d  p a r tn e rs h ip s
[ S S ] m tw ice  th e  n u m b e r  o f  s te a d y  s u s c e p t ib le -s u s c e p t ib le  p a rtn e rs h ip s
T a b le  3.2: State variables for steady/casual partnership model.
3.3 Derivation of Master Equations
In this section we derive the master equations up to the pair level. The state variables 
for the approximation are shown in table 3.3. The notation for the state variables 
could be simplified but we choose this notation for conformity w ith the notation in 
the rest of the thesis. Because there are two types of edges, superscripts m and c 
denote steady and casual partnerships respectively.
Because of our assumption tha t partnership dynamics are at equilibrium when 
the disease is introduced into the population, the following constraints on the state 
variables apply:
2 C  =  2 [S I]C+ [ I I ] C+ [S S ]C 
2 M  =  2 [S I]m +  [ I I ] m +  [SS]m
X  =  [S]1 +  [ / ]*  (3.1)
where C  is the equilibrium number of casual partnerships, M  is the equilibrium
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number of steady partnerships, and X  is the equilibrium number of single individuals 
('single' means they do not have a steady partner). These constraints reduce the 
number of equations from eight to five. We also note that the number of infecteds 
[/ ]  is given by [ / ]  =  [/ ]*  +  [S /]m +  [ I I ] m.
We extend the notation o f previous chapters in straightforward fashion using 
superscripts and subscripts m  and c to denote the two types of partnerships. For 
instance, Qc(i | j mk) is the expected number of state i casual partners of a state j  
individual who has a state k steady partner. Sometimes it will be convenient to use 
‘Q ’ formulation (e g. Qc( i \ j mk ))  and at other times it will be better to use bracket 
[ i jk ]cm formulation. We use both in this chapter and the following identities which 
relate the two conventions come in handy:
Qc( i 1 j )  = f
Q m(i 1 j )  = w
Qc( i | j mk) = I P
Qc( i | f k )  = w
Qc( i 1 f i )  = w + p
Qm(i 1 j ck) =
Qm(i | j mk) = 0
1
We illustrate the pair approximation with a full derivation o f the equation of 
motion for [S /]m. We must extend slightly the notation used for the derivation 
in chapter 1 because the steady/casual model involves edge formation. Let =  
(state description) denote the state of individual x. For instance <,* =  (M ) indicates 
that individual x  is in a steady partnership, and may be infected or uninfected. Let 
<;xy =  (state description) denote the state of two individuals (x ,y )  who may or 
may not be in partnership. For instance <,*„ =  (S, X;  I , M ) indicates that x  is a 
susceptible and single, and y is infected and in a steady partnership, but not with x. 
On the other hand a statement such as <;xy =  (SmI )  indicates that x  is susceptible, 
y is infected, and they are steady partners.
We write terms for each o f the processes of partnership formation, partnership
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¿ s i r  =  £  y [i ]X {+ 1 )~  £  * ( - i >  +  £
< , = ( S , X )  S z y = s m l  < „ = S " ' I
+  £  AcQ : ( / ) ( - l ) +  £  AcQ ^ ( / ) ( + l )
i » y = 5 m /  ? i y  =  5 m 5
+  £  * / ( - ! ) +  £  «/(+1)
y —S m I Sty — Im l
We expand terms such as QCZ( I ) as <5C( /  | Sm7) +  ?j2(7 | Sm7) as usual; we take 
the averages out of the sums, and note that the sums of the r; fluctuation terms are 
zero as before:
j t [SI]m = —erm[S7]m +  ^ [ S ] X[I]X -  Am[57]m -  w[SI]m +  iz[77]m 
-A c  £  (Q c(7 | SmI) + 77^ (7 | SmI))
+Ac £  (Q c( I \ S ,nS) +  Vl ( I \ S mS))
i , , = S m S
=  — a m[S7]m +  ^ [ S \ X[ I ]X -  Am[57]m -  u [S I]m +  v [ I I \ m
— Xc[S I]mQ c( I  | SmI )  +  Xc[SS]mQc( I  | SmS) (3.3)
which leaves us with higher-order correlations QC( I  \ SmI )  and QC( I  \ SmS) which 
must be approximated. Both terms arise because of the presence o f concurrent 
casual partnerships.
The master equations for [77]m and [5S ]m are derived similarly:
dissolution, in fe c tio n  and recovery as in chapter 2:
=  - a rn[ I I ) m +  ^ ( [ 7 ]*)2 -  2*477]"*
+2Am[57]m +  2Ac[S7]mQc(7 | SmI ) (3.4)
¿ s s r =  - a m[ S S r  +  ^ ( [ S ]1)2 +  M S I \ m
-2 X c[SS)mQ c{ I  | SmS) (3.5)
For casual partnerships we follow the same procedure. For [S I]C:
¿ s i r  =  £  * c( - D  +  £ ^ A t] ( + i )
( t y — SCI  ( 1 —S
+  £  K - i ) +  £  " ( + i )
i.,=Se/ <.,,=lcl
+  £  Ac( - Q : ( 7 ) ) +  £  AC( + Q ‘ (S ))
< .. ,= S 'I  < .,,= S CI
+  £  Am ( — Q '( 7 ) ) +  £  Am (+<?‘ (S ))
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=  - a c[ S i r  +  ^ - % ] [ / ]  -  W S /]C +  v { I I ) ‘
-A c  X !  (Qc( ' | S c/ ) + % c( / | S c/ ) )
<„=sc/
+ A C E  ( Q ' ( S | S c/ ) + r £ ( S | S c/ ) )
< « , = S ' /
— Am (QC(/  I 5 m/ ) + ^ ( / | 5 m/))
*»z y — S"m /
+Am E  (Qc( 5 | 5 m/)  +  ^ ( S | 5 m/))
(z,=sml
= - a c[5 /]c +  ^ ^ [ 5 ] [ / ] - „ [ 5 / ] c +  I, [ / / r  
— AC[S7]CQC(7 | Sc7) +  AC[S7]CQC(S | 5 C7)
— Am[57]mQc(7 | 5 m7) +  Xm[S I]mQ c(S  \ SmI )  (3.6)
And for [SS]C and [77]c the derivation is similar:
=  - ° A U \ C +  p{1N f ) U ?  -  2<477]c
+2Ac[S7]cQ r (7 | SCI )  +  2Xm[S I}mQ c( I  | SmI) (3.7)
J t ^ c
=  - a c[SS]c +  - (1^ - - [ g ] 2 -  M S I ] C
-2 X C[S I]CQ C{S  | SCI)  -  2Xm[S I\mQ c{S \ SmI ) (3.8)
For the equation of motion o f [7]*, the number of infected individuals who do not 
have a steady partner, we do not have to calculate any third-order correlations:
Jt \i]x = E  Y l/)I(-1)+ £  y \ [i]x(~2)+ XJ ffm(+1)
<iz= S x  S t — I *  S t y — S m I
+  E  CTm ( + i ) +  E  " ( - 1 ) +  E  Ac<5j (7 ) (+ i )
Szy —  Im  I  S z — I x  S z — S x
= -^-[S]X[I)X -  ^ ( [ 7H 2 + (7m[57]m +  am[77]m -  u[I}x
X  X
+AC E  (W  I sx) + 1S’ ))
Sz = S x
=  - p f [ I \ x +  o m[S I ]m +  <rm[77]m -  v [I)x +  AC[7S]“  (3.9)
where [7S]CI is the number of casual susceptible-infected partnerships where the sus­
ceptible individual has no steady partner. [77]“  is similarly defined. These pairs are 
ordered, so we do not count I I CX partnerships twice (as we do with 77c partnerships 
for instance). Luckily, we can express [7S]CI and [77]“  exactly in terms o f the state
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variables:
[ I I ] CX
[S/]CI
[ I I ] C -  [ I IS ]cm -  [ I I I ] cm 
[S /]c -  [S IS ]™  -  [S I I ] cm (3.10)
which give the following identities:
Qc( i \ n  =  — ([i i y - i i i s ] ^  - [ / / / ] “ *)
q v \ s x) =  i J p a s / p - i / s s r - t / s / p )
Similarly for [S]1 we have:
|[S]* =  -p /[S ]*+ a m[5/]m +  am[SS]m+ !/[ /]* - A c[/5]“
(3-11)
(3.12)
From the master equations (?? - (3.9) it is possible to determine the quantities 
M , C  and X  o f equation (3.1): 
p f N
M  =
C  =
X  =
2 {p f  +  CTm)
P( l - / ) i V
2<7c
OmN
f , (3-13)
PJ +  Om
For the master equations (3.3) -  (3.12) to  be closed, the higher-order quantities
QC( I  | S’" / ) ,  QC( I  | SmS), QC{S  | SCI ) ,  QC( I  | SCI )  and QC(S  | SmI )  must be 
approximated. Our firs t attempt at closure is with the OPA.
3.4 Closing the Master Equations with the OPA
The OPA for the steady/casual model is obtained in heuristic fashion by considering 
conditional independence and also taking network structure into account. From 
these considerations, we arrive at the expressions:
Q c( i IS '/)  = i + Q'
>i - 1 [ s i r  
Q c [5]
Q C(S 1 S ' l )  = Q U  -  
Q c
1 [SS]C 
[5]
Q V  1S mI )  =
[ s i r
[5]
QC(S| S mI )  =
[SS]C
[5]
Q V  1S m S )  = [ s i r[5]
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where Qc>x is the expected number of casual partners of an individual who has at least 
one casual partner. This quantity is calculated from knowledge of the distribution 
of casual partners per person, i.e. a Poisson distribution with mean 2 C /N :
nc _  P(* ~  / )
ac( \  -  e - * ' - ' ) / * )
(3.15)
The last three approximations hold because of the independence of the processes 
of casual and steady partner acquisition, while in the first two approximations we 
need the factor (Qc>{ —  l ) / Q c to account for the fact that the susceptible individual 
already has at least one casual partner. This is similar to the multiplicative factor 
(Q  —  1 ) /Q  used in the binomial OPA for regular lattices.
3.4.1 Comparison of OPA with the Simulation Data
A stochastic Monte-Carlo simulation was implemented to test the stochastic model 
and compare it with the deterministic approximations. Once partnership dynamics 
have equilibrated, N /b  randomly selected individuals are inoculated and we start to 
take a running time-average for [/ ] and other variables after the infection dynamics 
have apparently reached an equilibrium. Although N /b  is a large inoculation, we 
were interested only in comparing the predictions for [T],*, o f the stochastic model 
and the deterministic approximations.
Figure 3.2 shows poor agreement of the OPA and the simulation data. The 
OPA is much more inaccurate here than in the other biological models to which 
it has been applied since Katori's first paper [56]. The most likely reason is that 
the number o f edges per node is typically lower, and thus higher-order correlations 
are much more important and the assumption o f conditional independence breaks 
down. This inaccuracy for low Q has also been seen in regular lattice models. For 
other parameter choices perhaps agreement would be better, but the parameters we 
have chosen were not arbitrary but rather based on what what we would expect for 
real sexual networks and real STDs. The high values of transmissibility Xc and Am 
also make the higher-order correlations more important, since the disease is spread 
quickly within steady-casual triples, and slower relative partnership dynamics move 
us away from the mean-field lim it where conditional independence applies. The 
agreement worsens closer to the critical point for much the same reasons as in other 
moment closure approximations.
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F ig u re  3 .2 : Comparison of results from stochastic model and OPA. The epidemic 
plotted against the recovery rate u. Other parameters are p  =  0 .0 0 1 , <rm  =  0 .0 0 0 1 2 ,
/  =  0 .9 5 , Ac =  0 .1 4 , A m =  0 .1 4 , N  =  1500 .
3.5 Four Other Moment Closure Approximations
With these observations in mind we seek alternative moment closure approximations 
which are more accurate. We consider in this section an invasory pair approxima­
tion, a triple approximation, a pseudo-equilibrium pair approximation and a hybrid 
pair approximation. Although the work required to check and compare all four ap­
proximations is significant, we feel that an improvement on the OPA is definitely 
necessary, and that comparing various approaches will help us gain an intuition for 
when certain approximations work and with what types of models.
final size is
<rc =  0 .0 0 5 ,
3.5.1 Invasory Pair Approximation
The IVPA for the contact process was described in chapter 2. We implement an 
IVPA for the steady/casual model by following a similar procedure:
QV \sci)  =
Q'
1 +  — >. - 1 [SIY 
Qc [S]i„„
QC(S 1 s ci)  = Qc> i -
Qc
1 [SS]C
QV 1SmI) = [siy
[S ]m „
Q C( S | SmI) =
[SS]C
[•S’linti
Qc(l 1 CO is II
[ s i r
[5 ]
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We note that the issue of constraints does not come up in deriving the IVPA for 
the steady/casual model. Th is is because the variance in node degree guarantees 
that QC[S/]C ^  [/SS]CC + [/S7]cc; an individual with large (resp. small) node 
degree is more likely to have proportionately more (resp. less) infected partners. We 
must take a different approach in defining and deriving [S]in„ than we did for the 
contact process because the network structure is somewhat different. The fact tha t 
the network is dynamic and the average node degree is low means that we use a 
somewhat different picture o f spatial invasion than the one developed in chapter 2. 
So for the steady/casual model let us derive [S]jn„ by saying a susceptible is part of 
an active infected patch if it  is connected to an infected individual through a steady 
or a casual partnership. We can approximate the number o f susceptibles who fit  this 
description as:
The negative cross term accounts for those susceptible individuals who are members 
of both a casual and a steady partnership. This expression overestimates [S]j„u 
somewhat because the subtracted term is a conservative estimate for the
number of overlapping partnerships.
As a side note, another possible choice for [S]j„„ which leads to less accurate 
values for I&, is [S]ln„ = [S7]m + [SS]m[/]/W + [S]1. This estimate is more con­
servative and only applies when most individuals in the population are in a steady 
partnership.
3.5.2 Ordinary Triple Approximation
In the ordinary triple approximation (OTA) we go to a third-order moment closure 
approximation. The qualifier ‘ordinary’ is used because the assumption of conditional 
independence of disease status is also made in the OTA as in the OPA. The m oti­
vation for OTA is as follows. In the steady/casual model we are usually interested 
in the effect of a small number of casual partnerships in a population where steady 
partnerships dominate. We look at areas of the parameter space where there are only 
a few casual partnerships around, and when [/Joe is not too large we expect most 
of the epidemic activity to be happening where individuals have both a steady and 
a casual partner. This is a different situation from other network models where the 
number of edges per node is higher and where there is only one type of edge. Thus, 
the seeming importance of steady-casual triples suggests that for the steady/casual 
model we need a third-order approximation.
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Our OTA is therefore based on concurrent steady-casual partnerships. Although 
the dimensionality and complication of the new system of equations is considerable, 
the extension from the pair case is mostly straightforward and the reader can skip 
the derivation w ithout loss.
Consider the state variable [ijfc]“7 which is the number of triples where a state j  
individual is in a type 7  partnership with a state k  individual and a type n  partnership 
with a state i  individual. We will consider only steady-casual triples in this approx­
imation, and not the casual-casual triples which also occur (these are rare when /  
is close to  one). The total number of cm triples T ” ”  is constant when partnership 
dynamics have equilibrated, thus:
T cm [ I I I ]cm +  [ / / S p  + [IS I]™ +  [ /S S p  
+ [ S / / p  + [S /S p  + [S S /p  + [sssp (3.17)
Because the cm  triples are ordered, we do not count any of them twice. On the 
other hand we count cc triples twice because of the counting convention used in 
moment closure approximations, which simplifies the final approximation. We can 
calculate the value o f T m  from the partnership network dynamics. Because the 
casual and steady partnership dynamics are independent from one another, we have 
T*™ =  M C /2 N ,  which gives us:
¿ 7 (1  -  / )
(P f +  <Tm)<7C
(3.18)
We derive the equation of motion for [ S S / p  as an example of the OTA. The 
dynamical processes affecting [S S /p ‘ are:
ScSmI  -> scsms recovery
SCS"7 -> ScI mI infection
ScSmI  -> r s mi infection
ScSmS - t ScS mI infection
S 7 ’7  -» S cSmI recovery
r s mi  -» ScSmI recovery
ScSmI  -> SCS +  I steady partnership dissolution
ScSmI  -> s + sm/ casual partnership dissolution
scs +  /  -> scsm/ steady partnership formation
S +  SmI  -> scsm/ casual partnership formation
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Therefore our equation of motion is:
[^ss/r = y  *'(-1> + E AcQr,(/)(+i)
< i , . = S c S m /  < „ , . = S ' S " > S
+ E + \cQcv(im-i)
u ,t= scs,* i
+ E (AmQSW + AeQSi/W-l)
< x y z = S c S m l
+ Y k+i)+ E "(+1)
<* x y z = S c  I m  I  *ixyz— I c  S m  I
+ E ct"*(-i) + E ffc(-1)
<* x y t= S c  S m I  Cx y z = S c S m I
+ E y [i]X{+1)+ E ^V^[5](+1) (319)
< ;„ = S 'S ‘  < « » = S " * /
We apply the substitutions for the higher-order correlations much as before:
Q l ( I )  =  Q C( I  I ScSmI) + t£(7 | ScSmI) sxy, =  ScSmI
Q ’xn( I )  =  Qm( /  | ScSmI) +  rff(I  | SCS">/) Ciy« =  ScSmI
Q y { I )  =  Q C( I  I 5 < ;s,) + r/J(7 I 5  <c4 )  = ScSmI
Q ?(I )  =  1 W  =  ScSmI
Q CZ( I )  =  Q f ( /  | 5 m5 cS) +  »£(/ | SmScS) sxyz =  ScSmS (3.20)
where Qc( /  | S <mS/)  is the expected number of infected casual partners of a 
susceptible w ith  an infected steady partner and a susceptible casual partner. As 
usual the stochastic fluctuations represented by the ;/ terms sum to zero by definition. 
Taking constants out of the summations and evaluating sums produces:
j t [SSI]cm = -i/[SS/]™  -  (Am + ACQC(I | S < ms,))  [SSI]m
- ( A mQm(I | ScSmI) + ACQC(I | ScSmI))[SSI]cm 
+ACQC(I | SmScS)[SSS}cm + u[SII]cm + w[ISI]cm
—(Pm+<TC)[ss/r+p{1^-f)[s}[sir
+  ^ [ I ] x([SS]c -  [SSI]™ -  (555]CTn) (3.21)
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[ / / / ] " ”  =  -3u[III]cm +  (Am +  \CQC(I | SmIcI))[IIS]cm 
+ (A m +  ACQC(I | S < ; /i ) ) [ /S / ]cm 
+ ( A CQC{I | ScImI) +  AmQ m (7 | ScImI))[SII]cm 
~(ac +  <rm) [ 7 7 7 p  + p{1~ f \ l}[II]m
+ ^ [ / ] t ( [ / / ] c -  [ / / S p  -  [ I I I ] cm)
[ I IS ]™ 1 =  — 2 i ' [ / /S ]cm -  (Am +  ACQ C( I  | Smr i ) ) [ I I S ] cm 
+ (A CQC( I  | 5  < J S) +  0)[IS S )cm +  u [ I I I ] cm 
+ (A CQC(7 | ScI mS) +  XmQm( I  | SeI mS )) [S IS ]cm 
~((TC +  +  ---1 ~ / ) [ / ) [5 / ]m
+ ^ r [S ]x( [ I I ] c -  [ I IS \m  -  [ I I I ] cm)
si.
[ IS I ]m  =  —  2 t^ [/5 /]cm -  (ACQC(7 I 5  < 7 )  +  Am) [ / 5 / ] cm 
+ (A CQC( I  | SmScI )  +  0)[7SS]cm +  u [ I I I ] cm 
+ (A CQ C(7 I ScSmI )  +  XmQm( I  I ScSmI) ) [S S I ]em 
~{oc +  om) [ IS I \cm +  P(-^ / ) [ / ] [ 5 / ]m
+ ^ [ 7 ] X([S7]C -  [S7S]cm -  [ S / / ] " ” )
A
=  - i / [ / 5 S ] cm -  (ACQC{ I  | SmScI )  +  0)[7SS]cm 
- ( A CQC(7 | S < J s )+ 0 ) [ IS S ]cm 
+ (A CQC(7 I ScSmS) +  XmQm( I  I ScSmS ))[S S S ]cm 
+ v ( [ I IS ]cm +  [7S7]cm)
-(< tc +  orm)[7S5]cm +  P-{- N  f ) [I][S S ]m
+  ^ r [S ]x( [S I]c -  [57S]cm -  [S77]cm)
A
S im ila rly  fo r the  o th e r tr ip le  quantities:
(3.22)
(3.23)
(3.24)
(3.25)
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j t \SII]cm =  - 2 v[SII}m  +  (AcQc(I | 5 <'„?,) + Am)[S5/]cm 
~(\cQc(I I Sc/m/) + AmQ m(/ | 5c/m/))[S//]cm 
+(ACQ C(/ I SmIcS) +  \m)[SIS]cm +  v[III]cm
- ( * c  +  a m ilS // ] “  +  ^ A s ] [ / / r
+ ^ r [ I ] x{[S I)c -  [S IS ]cm -  [S I I ]em) (3.26)
A
^ [ 5 / 5 ] cm =  - i / [ 5 / 5 ] cm -  (ACQC(7 | SmI cS) +  Am)[S IS ]cm
- ( A CQ C( I  | ScImS) +  AmQ m(7 | 5c/m5))[5/5]cm 
+ (ACQ C(7 | S < ;ss ) +  OJISSS]"" +  i ' ( [ I I S ]cm +  [S //]™ *) 
-(P c  +  on )\S IS \m  +  p{1j~  f ) [S][Sir
+ ^ [ S ] I ([.r 7  -  [S IS ]cm -  [S IJ ]m ) (3.27)
A
^ [5 5 5 ]"” = ~(ACQ C(7 | ScSmS) + AmQm( I  I 5cSm5))[5S5]cm 
- ( A CQ C(7 | S <lss ) +  0)[SSS]cm 
- ( A CQ C( I  | SmScS) +  0)[SSS]cm 
+ v ( [S S I]cm +  [S IS ]cm +  ( /5 S ]cm)
-(<Tc +  ^m )[5 S 5 ]cm +  P(1-~ / } [5 ][5 g ]m
+  ^ - l 'S ’]* ([5 S ]c -  [SS7]cm -  [S S S ]"") (3.28)
A
These equations involve pair quantities such as [S7]m. For these we can use the 
pair master equations (3.3) - (3.12) except that we do not have to approximate the 
third-order correlations. To reduce the dimensionality of the system o f equations 
one could also express the pair quantities in terms of the steady-casual triples using 
constraints.
To close the equations we must express the fourth-order correlations in terms of 
lower-order correlations. Let us use conditional independence again, making adjust-
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merits fo r the  partnersh ip  netw ork structure :
QC(I I ScSmj )  «  
QC(I I ScI mj )  «  
Qm(I I Scj mk) «  
QC(I I Smj ck) «  
Q V  I 5  < 3 )  «
Qc(/ I 5 <J}) «
Qc( /  I Sc5 )
QC( I  I Sc7)
g m(/1 s ' j )
QC(I I Smj)
I Smj )
1 +  I 5mJ')
I 5 )
1 +  % V ( /  I S)
c/1cm
(3.29)
where Qm( I  \ S) =  [5 / ]m/[S ] and QC( I  \ S) =  [S /]c/ [5 ] .  Most of these approxi­
mations are straightforward application of conditional independence to higher-order 
cases. The last two for QC( I  \ S <m®) and QC( I  \ S < m j) are special because of the 
T-shaped element they involve. We lose more information in approximating these 
than we do with the other correlations because we carry out a pair approximation 
when we neglect the disease status of the attached casual partner. However this set 
of approximations should be sufficient and we do not want to  increase the complexity 
of the OTA more than necessary.
3.5.3 Pseudo-Equilibrium Pair Approximation
In the pseudo-equilibrium pair approximation we employ heuristic arguments and 
apply certain assumptions to boil down the system to  only the most important 
higher-order correlations. We exploit the fact that steady partnerships are long- 
lived. We also assume concurrent casual partnership are rare. Then we calculate the 
pseudo-equilibrium of the local structure and can thus approximate the higher order 
terms in equations (3.3) - (3.12), incorporating them into a pair approximation. 
Although this approach is complicated, the resulting equations are not worse than 
the OTA, and it is hoped that we can simplify things by capturing the most important 
correlations. We calculate the pseudo-equilibrium values for each o f the higher order 
correlations Q C( I  \ SmI) ,  QC(S \ SmI ) ,  QC( I  \ SCI )  and QC(S  | SCI )  individually 
according to  this method. Again, reading the first derivation for QC( I  \ SmI )  and 
QC(S  | SmI )  is enough for the reader to understand the method; the succeeding 
four derivations can be skipped over.
Calculation  o f  Q C(I | S m/ )  and QC(S \ SmI)
Consider two individuals in a steady partnership and assume that the partnership does 
not break up over the time scales we are considering (the time scale o f infection,
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Figure 3.3: Detailed balance diagram for calculation of QC(I \ SmI) and QC(S | SmI).
recovery and casual partnership dynamics). Furthermore, assume one of the partners 
is infected and remains infected for all time; we call him the fixed individual. His 
partner, the variable individual can switch between infected and susceptible states 
and can have up to  one casual partner. This assumption o f a fixed individual is hard 
to justify but it w ill be seen that the method works well notwithstanding this gross 
simplification.
Let (¡i (resp. gs) be the expected proportion of time the variable individual is 
infected (resp. susceptible) and has no casual partners; let gscs (resp. <7/cs) be the 
expected proportion of time the variable individual is susceptible (resp. infected) and 
has one casual susceptible partner; let gsci (resp. gjci )  be the expected proportion of 
time the variable individual is susceptible (resp. infected) and has one infected casual 
partner. We have g i+ g s + 9 s cs + g ics+ gsci+ g ici  =  1- The rates at which the steady 
pair moves from one state to another are determined from the model parameters; 
the detailed balance diagram from which we calculate the pseudo-equilibrium for this 
arrangement is shown in figure 3.3.
The extra factor K  we take to be — jf},]' where Q m is the average number 
of steady partners per person. This constant is included as a partial correction for 
the unrealistic assumption that the fixed individual is infected for all time. The 
equilibrium of this configuration must be calculated to give us the quantities gs, gi, 
9scs. 9sci, g ics and gici  in terms of pairs and singletons. We use these equilibrium
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values to obtain the expressions for higher order correlations:
QC( I  I S mI )  =  
QC(S I SmI )  =
9sci
.9.Sc/ +  gscs +  9s 
9scs
(3.30)
9sci + 9scs +  9s
The explicit solutions for QC( I  \ SmI )  and QC(S \ SmI )  are not written down 
because they are too large and cannot be simplified. The same is unfortunately 
true for the other higher-order correlations which are calculated in the remainder of 
this subsection. Thus pencil-and-paper analysis is not feasible under the pseudo­
equilibrium approximation and we must stick to numerical methods. However this 
complexity at least partially reflects the complexity of the model itself since we have 
so many processes occurring at once.
C a lc u la tio n  o f  QC(I \ SCI ) and QC(S | SCI)
The derivation here is very similar to the derivation for Q C( I  \ SmI )  and Q C(S \ 
SmI) .  We again assume the existence of a fixed infected individual and a variable 
individual, connected this time by a casual partnership. The partnership is also 
assumed to last for a sufficiently long time, even though in this case the assumption 
is much less accurate. Let g¡ (resp. gs) be the expected proportion of time the 
variable individual is infected (resp. susceptible) and has no extra casual partner, 
let gscs (resp. gies) be the expected proportion of time the variable individual is 
susceptible (resp. infected) and has one casual susceptible partner, and let gsci  
(resp g¡ci) be the expected proportion of time the variable individual is susceptible 
(resp. infected) and has one infected casual partner. The detailed balance diagram 
for this arrangement is shown in figure 3.4 and we calculate the equilibrium solution 
to get QC( I  I SCI )  and Q C(S \ SCI )  as before.
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Figure 3.4: Detailed balance diagram for calculation of QC(I \ SCI) and QC(S \ SCI)
C a lcu la tio n  o f  QC(I | SmS) and QC(I \ Sx)
QC( I  | SmS) can be calculated from the other state variables:
3.5.4 Hybrid Pair Approximation
The final approximation we apply to  the steady/casual model is the hybrid pair 
approximation [38][40], described briefly in chapters 1 and 2. For the HPA it is 
necessary for the stochastic model to incorporate events which have the opposite 
effect of nearest-neighbour infection, i.e. events which hamper the clustering caused
[ I cSmS] [S /]c
[si]c [ss]m
=  (Q "‘ -  Qm( I  I SCI) )  ^
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by disease transmission through edges. We will see how this is necessary to form a 
pair approximation that overestimates the local correlations, so that we can combine 
it with the underestimating OPA to obtain a hybrid pair approximation in which the 
effects are balanced. Therefore we must incorporate nearest-neighbour recovery in 
our steady/casual model. In nearest-neighbour recovery, there is a certain probability 
that the infected neighbours of a recovering individual also recover. We do not have 
to consider this effect in the eventual analysis of the model, and we are able to take 
the lim it where the probability of nearest-neighbour recovery is zero while still using 
HPA. Nearest-neighbour recovery has a real-world analogue in STD epidemiology 
and corresponds to  the practice of contact tracing.
The extent of nearest-neighbour recovery in the population is controlled by the 
parameter a, where 0 <  a  <  1. For a  =  1, all infected partners of an infected 
individual recover when he recovers, and for a  =  0, none o f them do. For other 
values o f a  there is a probability a  tha t a given infected partner recovers. Here are 
the altered equations of motion for the steady/casual model w ith  nearest-neighbour 
recovery:
- a m[ 5 / r  +  -  A">i5 / r  -  • ' W + u \n \m
- A c t / S / p  +  Ae[/S S ]cm +  a » [ I I I } cm -  a » [ I IS ] 'm 
- a m[ I I \ m +  ^ ( [ / n 2 -  2v [ I I \ m 
+2Am[S /]m +  2Xc[ IS I ]cm -  2 a u [ I I I ]cm
- o m[SS]m + ^ -([S ]1)2 + 2 u[SI}m 
-2 A c[/55]cm + 2«i/[//S]cm
- oc[SIY +  ^ ^ - [ S W I ]  -  »{SI}' +  » [II } '
—Ac([/S/]cc + [SI]') +  AC[SSI}" -  Am[/5/]CTn + Am[SSI}'m 
+a»[III]cm + oa>[lII\" -  a»[SII}cm -  au[SII\"
- o C[II}' +  ^ 1-  ^ ) [/]2 -  2u[II]' + 2AC([/S/]“  + [/S]c) 
+2Am[/S/]cm -  2av[III]cm -  2a»[III]cc
—<tc[55]c + P(-~ N f i [S}2 -  2»{SI]' -  2AC[SSI}"  
-2 A  m [SSI]cm + 2 a » [S I I\ cm + 2 a v [ S I I \ "
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j t[i)x = -pf[i)x + o m[ s i r + * m[ n r - v [ i r  
+ ac([s /]c -  [issy™ -  [isi\cm)
- a w ( [ I I ] c -  [ I IS \cm -  [ / / / ] ” ")
¿[S]1 = -pf[S]x +  <7m[5/]m + am[SS\m +  w[I]x
at
— Ac( [5 / ]c -  [IS S ]m  -  [7 5 /]” " )
+ a v ( [ I I \ c -  [I I S ]” "  -  [ / / / ] cm) (3.31)
We illustrate the process o f deriving HPA for this fearsome system of equations, 
analyzing first the equation o f motion for [5 / ]c. Under the OPA we have the following 
approximation for the triples appearing in £ [S I ]C which represent nearest-neighbour
recovery:
aw( [ I I I ] cm + [ / / / ] “  -  [5/7]” " -  [5 //]“ )
l \ " \ V i \ "  . ([''I')’ |s/]-[//p [s /|'[;/n
■  l - v r ~  T i  p t  rn  j  ( '
where n =  (Q>, —  1 ) /Q c. We know that the OPA overestimates the final size 
of the epidemic. The triples in equation (3.32) represent the process of nearest- 
neighbour recovery, which counteracts the clustering caused by nearest-neighbour 
infection. We can construct a pair approximation th a t underestimates the final size 
of the epidemic by approximating the triples for nearest-neighbour recovery in the 
equation o f motion (3.31) for j t [S I]c differently from the triples for infection; i.e. to 
overestimate clustering we want to make those triples smaller than they really are:
m / ( - [ S / / ] ” "  -  [ 5 / / ] “  +  [ / / / ] ” "  +  [ / / / ] “ ) 
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where the * denotes an individual who can be either susceptible or infected. The 
approximations of terms w ith  * in them leave out even more of the local correlation 
structure than the OPA, and therefore the [ /  * / ] ” "  —  [7 5 /]” "  and [7 * 7]cc —  [757]cc 
terms are more positive than under the OPA, contributing to overestimation of the 
triple density (i.e. clustering).
What remains is to  find a way to  balance these under- and over-estimating ap­
proximations. We combine them into the equation o f motion for [5 / ]c as follows,
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using a mixing parameter <5:
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and the other equations of motion are similarly modified. Because we are interested 
in a network w ithout nearest-neighbour recovery we need to  consider the case a  =  0 . 
In the lim it a  —> 0 we want to know what happens to the product A  =  aS. For the 
square lattice model studied Filipe et al. [40] it is possible to  define and calculate 
the value of 6 exactly by solving the equations of motion, and to use this value o f 
<5 to take the lim it. For this model it is not easy to fix a value for 6 because the 
solution to the equations of motion is too large. Also the same criterion used by 
Filipe to fix 5 (he takes the least value of <5 for which the transition from a stable 
trivial solution to  a stable nontrivial solution is continuous) cannot be used because 
there is no such discontinuity in the steady/casual model.
Therefore we must fix 6 empirically. This might not be a problem for a fixed 
grid because once the value of 6 is set it should apply fo r all possible parameter 
choices (for the model of Filipe, <5 depends only on Q which is usually fixed). But 
for a random dynamic network, the value of S can only be fixed for a given choice 
of parameters since different partnership dynamics are expected to give different 
networks and hence different values for 6. Short of any other way to approximate <5 
we cannot get around this limitation with a model as complex as the steady/casual 
model. This is a general drawback in applying HPA to dynamic networks. All we 
can do is choose a value for <5 which provides the best agreement in one case, and 
then compare the agreement produced in other cases.
So we must simply assume that A  is nonzero in the lim it a  — ► 0. Therefore
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equation (3.34) becomes:
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where T cm and T cc are given by:
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The expression for T cm is the same as for the OTA. The first line in the derivation for 
T cc comes from counting the contribution to T cc from each node-type o f degree k, 
according to its frequency nk. T cm and T cc constrain the densities o f casual-steady
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and casual-casual triples:
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3.5.5 Comparing the Four Alternative Approximations
Figure 3.5 compares the alternative moment closure approximations to the simulation 
data and the OPA from figure 3.2. There are improvements for most of the new 
approximations, although some of them do not capture the qualitative aspects of 
the stochastic plot. The IVPA offers improvement for low recovery rates but lacks 
accuracy nearer to the critical point. However the pseudo-equilibrium approximation 
and particularly the OTA approximation offer significant improvements over the other 
approximations, although at the cost of increased complexity. The HPA deserves 
some special comment on account o f the uncertainty in choosing A . Here we 
have rather arbitrarily set A  —  0.6. Other choices o f A  for the same parameters 
produce curves shown in figure 3.6; none of them really fits the stochastic data 
very well and so the conventional HPA as we have implemented does not work 
for the steady/casual model as well as it worked fo r the contact process. This 
certainly reflects some of the lim itations of the HPA as we have implemented it, 
in particular our choice of only one mixing parameter <5 instead of separate mixing 
parameters for each possible nearest-neighbour recovery event ( [ / / / ] " "  — ► [5 5 / ] “ ", 
etc.). The difficulty in choosing a value for <5 basically comes from the complexity of 
the steady/casual model and the inability to find simple solutions to the equations 
of motion. Perhaps for other parameter choices in the steady/casual model, HPA 
will produce agreement as good the other alternative approximations.
The overall conclusion from these comparisons is th a t taking triples into account 
is necessary for the steady/casual model and probably for any model where Q  is 
low. This also reinforces our intuition about the relative importance o f higher order 
correlations in such networks as in comparison with regular lattices with higher values 
of Q. The OTA is the most accurate approximation as long as /  is not too small, 
and so we use it for the following analyses.
3.6 Analysis of the OTA of the Steady/Casual Model
This section consists of bifurcation diagrams and several time series of the equations 
of motion under the OTA. We vary the parameter /  and study the properties of
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VFigure 3.5: Comparison of results from stochastic model and five different moment closure ap­
proximations. The number of infecteds at equilibrium is plotted again the recovery rate v. Other 
parameters are p — 0.001, am =  0.00012, ac =  0.005, /  =  0.95, Ac =  0.14, Am =  0.14, 
N  =  1500.
Figure 3.6: HPA for various values of A. Parameters: p =  0.001, Ac =  Am =  0.14, <rc =  0.005, 
rrm =  0.00012, /  =  0.95. Values of A  are, from top curve to  bottom, A  =  1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 
0.2.
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nontrivial stable solution branches. As /  is varied, the relative numbers of casual 
and steady partners are also varied. Changes in the nontrivial solution branches may 
reflect changes in the relative composition of steady and casual partners, or it may 
reflect changes in the absolute number of partnerships P  =  C  +  M . Ideally one 
should hold P  constant while varying /  to differentiate the effect of changing the 
distribution and number of casual partnerships from the change in the total number 
of partnerships. However for the parameters we choose, changing /  has only a small 
impact on P  so we do not hold P  constant as /  varies.
3.6.1 Early Time Evolution of Local Network Structure
Figure 3.7 shows the early time evolution of two measures of the local structure, 
QC( I  I SmI )  and QC(S  | SmI) ,  for the OTA. Also shown is the time series of [/] 
for the same period of time. The population size is N  so the illustrated time span 
covers only the earliest phase of the epidemic. The time span covers about one year 
and the establishment of pseudo-equilibrium requires approximately 50 days. The 
initial conditions are one infected person with a casual and a steady partner. The 
time scale over which these two individuals are infected is o ( l /A a) =  o( 1 / Ac) =  7 
days, explaining the speed of the initial jump in [/]. However the maxima for the 
local structure measures QC( I  | S " l I )  and QC(S \ SmI)  occur somewhat later. The 
time scale for casual partnership dissolution is o( 1/ ítc) =  200 days, and the location 
of the local maxima of QC( I  | S ,nI )  and QC(S \ SmI )  are influenced by the rate 
of turnover o f casual partnerships. According to figure 2.9 it takes on the order of 
100 days for the pseudo-equilibrium to be established, which is consistent with the 
fact that 1 /a c —  200 days. A fter the first approximately 100 days, the transients 
(whose characteristics depend on the initial conditions) have died down and the local 
network structure reaches a pseudo-equilibrium which changes only slowly over the 
course of the epidemic.
These data show that the description of early local structure evolution in regular 
static lattices also applies to dynamic, random lattices, and that this effect can be 
captured by an appropriate moment closure approximation. Also, although one must 
be careful in drawing conclusions about real-world epidemiology with these simplified 
models, we can say that the patterns of susceptible and infecteds in local areas of a 
sexual partnership network will remain relatively unchanged as the epidemic spreads 
through the population at large, unless there are disease-induced modifications in 
sexual behaviour. Certainly this conclusion would be altered by considering the high 
degree of clustering and the existence of core groups in real sexual networks.
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Figure 3.7: Evolution of local structure of OTA. Parameters are: p =  0.001, rrm =  0.00012, 
Oç =  0.005, /  =  0.95, Am =  0.14, \c =  0.14, v =  0.002, N =  1500. Initial conditions are one 
infected person with one steady and one casual partner: [S /]m =  [S /S ]'"1 =  [S /]c =  1.
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Figure 3.8: Time series of [/] and log [/] as a function of / .  Parameters are: p =  0.001, 
a, =  0.00012, ac =  0.005, Am =  Xc =  0.14, v =  0.0015, N  =  1500. Values of P  are: C =  7.8, 
M  =  665.9 for /  =  0.95, C  =  15.0, M  =  661.8 for /  =  0.90 and C =  37.5, M  =  646.6 
for /  =  0.75. Initial conditions are one infected person with one casual and one steady partner:
[S /]m =  [S /S ]cm =  (S /]c =  1.
3.6.2 Time Series of [/] as a Function of /
Figure 3.8 shows several time series of [/Joo for various values of / ,  starting from 
a single infected individual who is inoculated with the disease. As /  decreases the 
growth rate and final size of the epidemic increase. Moreover, this large difference 
is caused by very small changes in the number C  o f casual partnerships.
3.6.3 Bifurcation Diagrams for (/]
Figure 3.9 shows data from a bifurcation diagram of [/] versus / .  The shape of 
the curve and the existence of the threshold are typical of epidemic systems. There 
is a stability-exchanging bifurcation where the nontrivial solution branch intersects 
the trivial solution branch. What is significant is that the bifurcation diagram shows 
how a small number of casual partnerships can have a very significant impact on 
[ / ] „ .  Also shown in this figure is the tota l number o f steady and casual partnerships
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P =  C + M  as a function of / .  The total number of partnerships is roughly constant 
for most values of /  but decreases significantly fo r small / .  Thus we conclude it is 
the relative numbers of casual and steady partnerships which have this huge effect.
In figure 3.10 we consider a bifurcation diagram of [I] versus Ac. The motivation 
for this is the observation that individuals are more likely to  practice safe sex with 
their casual partners than with their steady partners [66], and so studying the depen­
dence of [/]oo on Ac can help us design control strategies for STDs. The two curves 
show two different recovery rates. In both cases there are regimes where reducing 
Ar has little  effect on [/]<*, and regimes where reducing Ac can eradicate the disease. 
Thus safer sex practices will not necessarily reduce the incidence of STDs unless the 
endemicity is already close to the threshold. In practice one would have to be able 
to approximate the threshold value in a real population to assess the impact of more 
widespread condom use in casual partnerships. We also observe that as Ac —► oo, 
[/]<*, appears to asymptote, which reflects the restriction of the active disease spread 
to the small number of casual partnerships and those few steady partnerships which 
are concurrent to the infected casual partnerships.
In figure 3.11 we compare nontrivial solution branches for several values of Ac. 
The impact of changing Ac on the location of the critical point is not significant in 
comparison with considering the variation in [/],*, in a vertical cross section for a 
fixed value of / .
There are two factors which could be allowing casual partnerships to  impact the 
dynamics so much: their short lifespan and the ir concurrency. It is useful to distin­
guish the relative contribution of these factors. Chapter 4 deals in greater depth with 
the issue o f concurrency, but here we present some analysis as well by considering 
specified regions o f the parameter space. Such analysis also demonstrates the flexi­
bility of th is model. Figure 3.12 shows that for the case of no casual partnerships, 
/  =  1, faster partnership dynamics still increase [/]oo. So the rapid turnover of 
casual partnership contributes to a larger final size and more rapid spread. However 
the concurrency o f casual partnerships also has something to do w ith the increase 
in the final epidemic size, as shown in figure 3.13 where we set ac =  a m, ensuring 
that casual partnerships turn over at the same rate as steady partnerships. Thus the 
only change in the network as /  is decreased is the addition of more concurrency.
3.7 Computation of R o
The calculation of Ro for compartmental mean-field STD models is straightforward 
[26] but when we have the process of partnership formation and dissolution, or where
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Figure 3.9: Bifurcation diagrams of [/] versus /  (left hand side) and P  =  C +  M  versus /  (right 
hand side), nontrivial stable branch only. Parameters are: p =  0.001, om =  0.00012, ac =  0.005, 
Am =  0.14, \c =  0.14, v =  0.0015, N  =  1500.
Figure 3.10: Bifurcation diagram of [/] versus Ac. Parameters are: p =  0.001, rrm =  0.00012, 
oc =  0.005, Am =  0.14, /  =  0.90, N =  1500. For the upper branch, v =  0.0015 and for the lower 
branch, u =  0.0028.
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Figure 3.11: Bifurcation diagram of [/] versus /  for several values of Ac. Parameters are: p =  
0.001, am =  0.00012. ac =  0.005, Am =  0.14, /  =  0.90, v =  0.0028, N =  1500, Ac =  
0.01,0.02,0.14 from bottom branch to top branch.
Figure 3.12: Bifurcation diagram of [/] versus p for constant ratio rr, /p  =  0.1 and no casual 
partnerships. Parameters are: A, =  0.15, v =  0.04, N =  1500, /  =  1.
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F ig u re  3 .1 3 : Bifurcation diagram of [ / ]  versus /  for case where am =  ac. Parameters are:
p =  0.01, <7m - a c =  0.005, v  =  0.01, Am =  Ac =  0.14, N  =  1500.
there is concurrency, the analysis is more formidable.
However there are some methods for calculating R q for other types of models 
which might be applicable to  the calculation o f R q  for the steady/casual model. 
One way is to consider the invasion process in spatial systems. It is the structure 
of the localized invading patches which determines whether or not the infection can 
actually invade, a fact not accounted for in mean-field derivations. Taking this spatial 
phenomenon into account is a more realistic way of determining R q and modelling 
invasion, as has been discussed in connection w ith application o f IPA to the contact 
process (see chapter 2). In the spatial approach, we work from the definition o f the 
basic reproductive ratio given in chapter 1 and take R q to  be:
Rq =  ^ Q C(S  \ +  ^ Q m(S I (3.38)
where QC(S  | and Qm(S  | denote the values of QC(S  | I )  and Qm(S  | / )  
at the establishment of local pseudo-equilibrium (i.e. £ «  50 days in figure 3.8).
We would like to find simple expressions for these two quantities. One way is 
to write down the equations of motion for QC(S \ I) and Q’n(S | I) and exploit 
the fact that ftQc{S \ I) «  0 and j -tQm(S \ I) «  0 after establishment. Then 
we can calculate the equilibrium of those equations of motion under the simplifying 
assumption [/ ]  <C N  which applies during invasion [9][60][84]. This procedure was
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implemented for the steady/casual model under OPA but even after simplification 
the expression for Rq is too unwieldy. This is because of the complexity o f the 
steady/casual model. However the approach is successfully demonstrated in chapter 
4 for a different STD model.
Another method for calculating Rq for pair formation models has been derived 
by Diekmann et al. [26][23][50]. Their method involves linear stability analysis 
of the trivial stable solution. This method is applied by Kretzschmar et al. to  a 
steady/casual model without concurrency, where an individual can have either a 
steady or a casual partnership, but not both at the same time [66][67], In their 
derivation there is no recovery but there are the demographic processes of recruit­
ment (the addition of new susceptibles to  the population) and removal. They derive 
the following expression for Rq\
Here n  is the removal rate of individuals from the sexually active population, k  is the 
constant recruitment rate, X' is the number of individuals in neither a steady nor 
a casual partnership, and the other parameters are defined as in our steady/casual 
model. In the case where demographic processes are slow compared to infection 
processes, o(/i) o(am) and o(/t) o(rrm), equation (3.39) simplifies to:
Since erc >  <rm, this tells us that Rq decreases linearly in /  for slow demographic 
changes w ithout recovery.
O f course, the limitation of the linear stability approach is that it cannot be 
applied to  network models with concurrent edges. Also, the complexity o f the re­
sulting expressions for Rq can be considerable. For the steady/casual model without 
concurrency, incorporating the recovery process makes the expression too large to 
analyze easily.
Our approach is to consider the spatialized invasion process and use a very 
ad-hoc approach to calculate the pseudo-equilibrium quantities QC(S \ I)i„v and 
Q"‘ (S \ I ) in v  We draw detailed balance diagrams depicting the possible states 
and the transition rates between them, and we calculate the steady-state to  deter­
mine Qr(S | I) inv and Qm(S \ /),„„. This derivation is somewhat related to the 
pseudo-equilibrium pair approximation o f section 3.5.
( ( 2a*
(3.40)
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F ig u re  3 .1 4 : Detailed balance diagram for calculation o f  Q m ( S  | / ) ( „ » ■
C alcu lation  o f  Qm(S |
We want to know how many new cases an individual produces while infective. To 
estimate Qm(S  | we consider a fixed individual who remains infected for at least 
time l / o c. This individual may have a steady partnership with a variable individual 
who can be infected only by the fixed individual. We assume three possible states: 
let gi be the expected proportion of time the fixed individual is single, and let gim[ 
(resp. <7/ms) be the expected proportion o f time the fixed individual is in steady 
partnership with an infected (resp. susceptible) individual. The transition rates 
between these states are determined by the model parameters. The detailed balance 
diagram for this is shown in figure 3.14. From the diagram we can calculate the 
steady-state and hence the quantities g i, g jmt and gims- Because of the assumption 
of a fixed individual, we need the recovery rate v to be sufficiently low to allow the 
configuration of figure 3.14 to come to equilibrium before time \ / v  has passed. At 
equilibrium the the variables gi, g imi and g /ms satisfy the equations:
9 l ms(<7m  +  K n )  — 
9imi(om +  v) -
9 i{ p f)  =
1 =
Solving these for <//, g/mi 
QC(S  |
9 i mi W  +  9 l ( p f )
9Sml^m
9 lms(<7m) +  9 lml(Pm )
9 l ms  +  9 l m l  +  9 1
and gims and combining them gives us an expression for
Q m(S  | I ) inv
_____ 9sml_____
9smi  +  9imi  +  9i
1___________
1 4 _  A m  I g m f g f w  4 - C + A m )  
om+i/ ' pf(om+1/)
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oFigure 3.15: Detailed balance diagram for calculation of QC(S \ /)* „ „ . 
C a lc u la tio n  o f  QC(S | I)inv
The derivation for QC(S  | /)*„„ is similar to  that o f Q m(S | /)*„„  except that 
we make a small adjustment to allow for concurrent casual partnerships. Consider 
the fixed individual and some other individual in the population. Let gi be the 
expected proportion of time the fixed individual is not in partnership w ith the other
individual. g ics  (resp. g ici )  be the expected proportion of time the fixed individual 
is in partnership with the other individual who is susceptible (resp. infected). Figure 
3.15 shows the detailed balance diagram which describes this situation. The following 
equations can be derived from the diagram for the equilibrium:
9 t cs ( a c +  A c) -  S/./M + 9 / (  N  )
9 iA ° c +  v ) =  g i c s K
- O V ) =  9 ic s (& c )  +  g ici ( a c )
1 =  9 i cs  +  9  h i  +  9 i
Leading to:
Q C( S | / )  = N  9lcS 
9 l cs  +  9 l cl  +  9 i
N
i  , ac(a c+v+Xc) 
ac+i' e i f - l l (<rc+l/)
where the multiplicative factor of N  comes from the fact that the fixed individual 
can form a casual partnership with any member of the population.
Combining these two derivations 3.41 and 3.41 for Q C(S \ I ) inv and Qm(S \ I ) ,
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we obtain the expression for Ro based on the spatialized invasion process:
N  Ac
, Mffc+v+Ac)
f- ^ - ( o c+u)
(3.41)
The strengths of this method for deriving Ro are that we can account for concurrent 
casual partnerships and that it is tractable for nonzero recovery rate w >  0, unlike 
the linear stability approach.
3.7.1 Analysis of R q
We analyze equation (3.41) to see what the effects of casual partnerships are and 
whether or not our derivation gives sensible results.
Figure 3.16 shows plots of equation (3.41) against various model parameters. 
We have chosen a relatively slow recovery rate, u =  0.001, so that equation (3.41) 
should be valid and the assumption of a fixed individual not too unrealistic.
Equation 3.41 indicates that Ro is linearly decreasing in / .  Equation 3.40 fo r Kret- 
zschmar's steady/casual model without concurrency also predicts that Ro decreases 
linearly in / .  We contrast this linear dependence with the nonlinear dependence 
of [/]«) on /  in figure 3.9. The linearity probably has to do with the linearity of 
the infection process during invasion. When [/] -C N , the chance that two infect- 
eds form a partnership is negligible. This has to do with the lack of clustering in 
the steady/casual model. Unlike square lattices, there is no clustering to interfere 
with the invasion process (notwithstanding the significant presence of higher-order 
correlations which still must be accounted for). This is because any individual can 
form a partnership with any other individual in the population. On the other hand, 
concurrency is still possible in the steady/casual network and this allows the disease 
to invade more easily, so Rq increases as /  decreases.
The other plots deserve some mention as well. The plot of Ro versus am exhibits 
a maximum. This is presumably caused by a balance of two competing effects. 
On the one hand we have a decreasing number of partnerships as we increase am, 
and on the other hand we have an increased partner turnover (thus increasing the 
opportunities for infection spread) as om increases. This maximum is not present in 
the plot of Ro against cjc but probably would be for a different choice of parameters. 
At any rate we cannot draw any epidemiological conclusions from the existence of 
this maximum since changing <7m also changes the total number of partnerships. 
There is no sociological interpretation for this aspect of the model, i.e. there is 
no understanding of the relationship between changing partnership duration and
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Figure 3.1G: Re versus model parameters. Parameters are: p =  0.01, <rm =  0.00012. ac =  0.005, 
/  =  0.90, Am =  0.15, Ac =  0.15, v =  0.001, N  =  1500, except where they are the independent 
variables
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changing the total number of partnerships, or whether altering am would reflect this 
accurately. Finally, the plots of Rq versus Am and Ac exhibit saturation as Ac — ►  oo 
and Am —>• oo, with the plot for Am saturating more quickly for these parameter
choices.
Finally, for the parameters of the simulation data of figure 3.2, equation 3.41 
predicts uc =  0.00137. This is obtained by setting Rq =  1 and solving for v  =  i/c. 
This value is significantly lower than the (approximate) threshold value of vc =  
0.0018 of the simulation data.
In conclusion, although quantitatively the expression 3.41 is not very accurate, 
it at least produces sensible behaviour, and it tells us what happens to Rq as /  
varies. So this derivation can supply many of the same answers of more laborious 
derivations of R q . However it is very heuristic.
3.8 Discussion
In this chapter we defined a stochastic model for disease transmission through a 
network of steady and casual partnerships. We derived several moment closure ap­
proximations and after a discussion of their relative merits, carried out an analysis of 
the model using an ordinary triple approximation. We also derived Rq by exploiting 
the characteristics of invasion in spatial models discussed in chapter 2. The deriva­
tion for R q  is ad-hoc but much simpler than previous derivations for network STD 
models and pair formation STD models.
We saw that pair approximations are not sufficient for the steady/casual model, 
and we hypothesized that this is due to  the nature of the network structure in 
the steady/casual model (particularly the low node degree Q). The data available 
suggest that for the steady/casual model, only triple approximations can capture 
the strong higher-order correlations present at epidemiologically realistic parameter 
values. However triple approximations are complicated and there is still a need for a 
pair approximation with a mechanistic foundation based on insights into dynamics 
of higher-order correlations on networks. HPA is one such example and works well 
for square lattices, but not for the steady/casual model.
We also explored the nature of invasions in dynamic networks and found some 
interesting differences between dynamic network models and static lattice models. In 
the steady/casual network, one still sees the establishment of a pseudo-equilibrium 
in the local structure of invading patches, and these patches slowly spread through 
the rest of the network. However in the case of the steady/casual network, clustering 
does not interfere in epidemic spread as it  does in square lattices. This is because
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of the lack of triangles in the steady/casual network (triangles, as discussed before, 
are network structures where three nodes are mutually connected by three edges). 
However we note that in a real sexual network one would find such structures, for 
instance in core groups.
This work shows that the impact of a sexually transmitted disease can depend 
strongly on a small number of concurrent casual partnerships in a predominantly 
steady population with a slow turnover of steady partnerships. The impact is both 
in terms of the rapidity of disease spread and the final size of the epidemic. As 
the number o f casual partnerships increases (i.e. as the parameter /  decreases) a 
threshold is passed beyond which [/],*, increases quickly. Above the threshold (i.e. 
for fewer casual partnership) we have Rq <  1 and [/]oo =  0. This dependence on 
the parameter /  is caused both by the more rapid turnover of casual partnerships 
and by the fact that they are concurrent to  steady partnerships and to  one another. 
Another interesting result is that decreasing the transmissibility o f the disease in 
casual partnerships, for instance through increased condom usage, is much more 
effective near the critical point. The OTA also seems to reproduce the early time 
evolution of the local network structure, something not possible w ith a mean-field 
model. Finally, this chapter further demonstrates the versatility of moment closure 
models. We have obtained a deterministic approximation which, in lim iting cases, 
produces several deterministic models for STDs similar to  those previously studied 
[2][67][92] Although we have only been able to study a small part o f the parameter 
space in figure 3.2, we have restircted attention to parameters which are biologically 
reasonable. Unfortunately, as noted beforehand, with moment closure approxima­
tions the only way to ascertain their accuracy is by comparison w ith results from 
simulations o f the stochastic model. However the evidence presented in this chapter 
suggests that the OTA provides a more accurate approximation to  the stochastic 
steady/casual model than the OPA can.
In the next chapter we will look at another STD pair approximation, so that we 
may consider in greater depth the issue of concurrency and also to  contrast the MCA 
technique for a different network model to the one we have studied in this chapter.
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Chapter 4
STD Dynamics in a Concurrent 
Partnership Network
T h e m o s t  excitin g  p h ra se to  hear in sc ien ce , th e  o n e  th a t  
heralds th e  m o s t  d iscoveries, is n o t  "E u r e k a !” b u t " T h a t 's
fu n n y "...
-Isaac Asimov
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4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we developed a moment closure approximation for STDs 
spreading through a steady/casual sexual partnership network. One o f the inter­
esting aspects of the model was the concurrency of the casual partnerships to one 
another and to the steady partnerships. We noted that this impacts the STD dy­
namics. This chapter develops further an existing model for concurrency in sexual 
partnership networks by deriving a pair approximation and determining Rq using the 
same method for spatialized invasions that was used in the steady/casual model. 
Although there are no major mathematical differences between deriving MCA for 
the steady/casual model and the concurrency model, in this chapter we consider in 
greater depth the important issue o f concurrency in sexual networks. Also we find 
that which moment closure approximation is best for the concurrency model de­
pends on parameter choices. As w ith  the steady/casual model, the epidemiology is 
o f the SIS type, and we do not account for demographic processes, disease-induced 
mortality or any disease-induced modification of the underlying partnership network 
structure.
Intuitively, one might expect concurrency to increase the severity of a disease 
because, under serial monogamy, an infectious agent must wait for the current 
partnership to  break before spreading the infection to a new partner [45] (see figure 
4.1). This is not surprising if higher concurrency is associated with a general increase 
in the average number Q  of partners per person. It is less clear how concurrency 
changes the invasion process if it is increased w ithout increasing Q. In other words, 
we ask how the distribution of some constant number P  o f partnerships across the 
population affects the disease spread. When the issue is understood in this way it 
is less clear a priori whether concurrency will have a large effect, and what kind of 
effect that will be [68].
Some models for concurrency have already been developed and studied. Dietz 
et al. [28] derive a deterministic concurrency model by extending conventional pair 
models to allow for the case where someone who is paired gains a further single 
partner, thus creating triples. They conclude that the introduction o f concurrency 
in this limited way does not have a large effect on the epidemic for the parameters 
they chose. W atts and May [92] construct a deterministic model w ith random mix­
ing to understand the effect of concurrency on HIV transmission. In random mixing 
the number of partners an individual currently has does not influence the probability 
of gaining further partners. They find that concurrency can bring about complex 
dynamical patterns for HIV, including the existence of two time scales for the spread
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serial monogamy concurrency
Figure 4.1: Diagram describing the effect of concurrency on STD epidemiology
o f the epidemic through a susceptible population: the fast time scale corresponds 
to  the spread of infection through the existing set o f partnerships and the slower 
tim e scale corresponds to spread due to the formation o f new partnerships with sus- 
ceptibles. Altmann has also considered an STD model w ith independent concurrent 
partnerships, similar to  the model of Watts and May [2]. In his model infection 
can be transmitted during a partnership and also when the partnership is initiated. 
Altmann later formulates a model which, like our concurrency and steady/casual 
partnership models, can account for a range of possible sexual behaviours [3], His 
simple formulation amounts to an ordinary pair approximation for STDs (he implic­
it ly  assumes conditional independence in partner disease states). An advantage of 
th is  model is tha t it is very general in its formulation. However there is no discussion 
o f the accuracy of this model and the role of higher-order correlations, and we know 
from the previous chapter that the assumption of conditional independence, partic­
ularly when Q  is low, can render the conventional OPA highly inaccurate. Therefore 
fo r deterministic approximations to  STD network models it is important to apply 
the body of results which have been put forward since Katori [56], and to consider 
carefully which moment closure is best, if our approximations are to be useful.
Kretzschmar, Morris, Chick and others have analyzed stochastic models for con­
currency [16][78], Kretzschmar et al. have also suggested a concurrency measure /c3 
fo r networks [68]. They find concurrency increases the growth rate of the epidemic, 
and conclude that this is due to  the growth in the size of the largest connected 
components as the concurrency is increased. One strength of the model of Kret­
zschmar and Morris is that it allows for a range o f concurrent behaviour between the 
extremes of serial monogamy and random mixing. We consider a model like that of
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compartmenta!
models
H elhcote &  Yorke
serial monogamy
Dietz & Hadelcr
moment closure 
concurrency - r e ­
model
static network 
models
also Altmann 1998
random network
Watts & May 
Altmann 1995
Harris (contact process)
Figure 4.2: Placement of the pair approximation to the concurrency model with respect to the 
current menagerie of epidemic and STD models.
Kretzschmar and Morris but develop a pair approximation for it.
Few other deterministic STD models incorporate the wide range of network struc­
tures which our moment closure approximations for the concurrency and steady/casual 
models can, and this makes them useful tools for studying STDs on networks. Fig­
ure 4.2 summarizes the relationship of the concurrency pair approximation to other 
deterministic models developed thus far for STDs and more generally epidemics on 
networks. The moment closure model is capable of realizing, in four different limits, 
a mean-field compartmental homogeneous mixing model, a static network model, a 
pair formation model with serial monogamy and a model with complete partnership 
independence (the random network). Static network models such as the contact 
process have not to  our knowledge been used specifically for STD modelling.
4.2 Description of Concurrency Model
We begin with a population of N  individuals who form and break-off partnerships 
through which an STD is transmitted. The partnership dynamics are determined by 
the rate p /N  at which any two singles form a partnership, the rate pO/N  at which 
any two individuals, at least one of whom is in a partnership, enter into a further 
partnership (0 <  0 <  1, 0 controls concurrency) and the rate a  o f partnership 
breakup. An infection is transmitted between an infected and a susceptible at rate 
A, and infecteds recover at rate v. Because we are interested in a partnership network
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[ T s ] n u m b e r  o f  s in g le  s u s c e p t ib le  in d iv id u a ls
[ * / ] n u m b e r  o f  s in g le  in fe c t e d  in d iv id u a ls
[SI] n u m b e r  o f  in fe c t e d -s u s c e p t ib le  p a rtn e rsh ip s
[II] tw ic e  th e  n u m b e r  o f  in fe c te d -in fe c te d  p a rtn e rsh ip s
[S S ] tw ice  th e  n u m b e r  o f  s u sc e p t ib le -su s ce p t ib le  p a rtn ersh ip s
m n u m b e r  o f  in fe c te d  in d iv id u a ls
[S] n u m b e r  o f  s u s c e p t ib le  in d iv id u a ls
T a b le  4.1: The dynamical variables of the concurrency model.
p /N ra te  a t w h ic h  a n y  tw o  s in g le s  fo rm  a  p a rtn e rs h ip
pO/N ra te  a t  w h ic h  a n y  tw o  s in g le s , a t lea st  o n e  o f  w h o m  is in  a  p a r tn e rs h ip , 
e n te r  in to  a  p a r tn e rs h ip  ( 0  <  0 <  1 ). 0  c o n tr o ls  co n cu rre n cy .
a p a r tn e rs h ip  s e p a ra t io n  r a t e
\ d isea se  t ra n s m is s io n  ra te  in  a n  S I  p a r tn e rs h ip
V r e c o v e r y  ra te
N p o p u la t io n  s ize
T a b le  4 .2 : The parameters o f the model. 0  =  0  corresponds to monogamy while 0 = 1  corresponds 
to independence of partnerships from one another.
and not some explicit spatial network, the relevant aspect of the network structure 
is which nodes are linked to which other nodes; the length o f the links and their 
relative position are not considered. As with the steady/casual model, we allow the 
partnership dynamics (dictated by p, 0 and a) to equilibrate before the infection is 
inoculated into the population. Then we study the ensuing epidemic.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 summarize the dynamical variables and static parameters 
for the model we have described. Note that the variables [ / / ]  (resp. [SS]) are 
determined by counting each I I  (resp. SS) partnership twice, in keeping with 
previous conventions. Additionally, [/S] = [S/].
Because we consider the partnership dynamics at equilibrium, the following con­
straints apply to  the variables:
2 P  = 2[S7] + [//] + [SS]
X  =  [X S] +  [X ,] (4.1)
where X  is the equilibrium number o f singles and P  is the equilibrium number of 
partnerships. These are calculated in the next subsection.
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4.2.1 Partnership Network Structure and the Index of Concurrency
We derive here the equilibrium structure of the partnership network and obtain 
exact expressions for P  and X .  We use the detailed balance method to calculate 
the proportion nk o f the population with k partners, and hence determine P  and X .
Let Fm,„ be the rate at which individuals move from a state of having m  partners 
to a state of having n partners. In equilibrium, nkFkk+i =  nk + lFk+i tk. Because 
of the appearance of singularities at 0 =  0 and 0 =  1 in the solution of nk for 
0 <  0 <  1, it is convenient to  calculate the equilibrium separately for the three cases 
0 =  0 (serial monogamy), 0 =  1 (randomly distributed network), and 0 <  0 <  1 
(intermediate case). We can write down detailed balance diagrams for these three 
cases and derive the nk distributions, applying the condition that 5Z*>o7r* =  1 to 
get 7r0 :
and finally for 0 =  0, k =  1 we have 7^ ( 0) =  1 —  7r0(0). We can use the 7r* 
distribution to  obtain these expressions for X  and P, valid for all 0:
Kretzschmar and Morris’ index of concurrency «3 [68] is the number o f concurrent 
partnerships divided by the total number of partnerships, i.e. the number of triples 
divided by the number of pairs. It can be shown from the nk distribution of equation 
(4.3) that
0 <  0 <  1 
0 =  1
(4.2)
where 77 =  p /u  and ß  =  exp(770). And for nk, k >  1 we get:
tt*(0) =  gffl(r;0)*(M»)+»y-»°W))
T]ke~r,/ k \
0 0 = 0, k Ï  1 
0 <  0 < 1 
0 =  1
(4.3)
X  =  N  7TO(0)
P (4.4)
«3 =  —  =
G
(4.5)
fo r 0 >  0.
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4.3 Derivation of Master Equations
We employ the usual approach for deriving the master equations, following the 
example of chapters 2 and 3 to derive the equation of motion for [S /]. The network 
events which affect [S7] are:
SS -> SS infection
S I -¥ I I infection
S I  -> SS recovery
I I  -> S I recovery
S +  /  — ► S I partnership formation
S I  -> S +  I partnership dissolution
We now derive the master equation for [S7], using equation (1.12) and taking 
into account those six events which can possibly affect [5 /]. The notation is similar 
to that of the previous chapter:
i* i *  £  s
i« ,= (S ,X ; / ,X ) t« » = (S ,P ;/,P ) U 
(S ,P \1,X )U (S ,X \I,P )
~ E E "+ E "
<ixy=={ S  I )  S x y = ( S  I )  S x y — ( I  I )
+ y  xQ*(n- E aq,(/)
$x y  =  ( . S S )  S x y = { S  I )
Next we apply the substitutions QX( I )  =  Q ( I  | S I)  +  r]x( I  \ S I)  for pairings (x ,y )  
w ith qxy =  (S I)  and QX( I )  =  Q ( I  \ SS) +  t)x ( I  \ SS) for pairings (x ,y )  with 
Cly  =  (SS). We also rearrange the second sum for concurrent partnership formation 
to  get:
to = E £ + { E - E
t , , = ( S ,X | / ,X )  < „ = ( « ; / )  < . , = ( S , X - , 1 ,X ) J
- E E "+ E "
<¡.,=(31) U ,= (S I) <¡.,=(11)
+ Y  HQ(I\SS) +  r,x(I\SS)}
< „ = ( S S )
-  A{Q(/|S/) +  ife(/|S/)}
■ ¡ .,= (S I )
Taking constants out of the sums and evaluating the sums gives us:
[S I] =  ^ [ X s ] ( X , ] + ^ { ( A f  - ( / ] ) [ / ]
+ « /[/ /]  +  X [S S ]Q (I I SS) -  \ [ S I ] Q ( I  I S I) (4.6)
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Thus we have derived the master equations and are left w ith the task of approxi­
mating the third-order correlations Q (I \ S I)  and Q (I \ SS), The master equations 
for [ / / ]  and [SS] are derived similarly:
[/ '/] = £ [ * / ] 2 +  ^ ( [ / ] 2 - [ * / ] 2) - * [ / / ]
— 2i / [ I I ]  +  2 X [S I]Q (I | 57) (4.7)
[SS) = £ [ * s ] 2 +  ^ { ( 7 V  -  [7])2 -  [X s]2} -  <t[SS]
+ 2 p [S7] -  2A [55]Q (7 | SS) (4.8)
For [X /] the derivation is very similar, except for one term which requires us to 
estimate the number of monogamous individuals. In contrast to  the steady/casual 
model it is not possible to get an identity for this:
> l  -  -  E
y  p!L-Yv +
TV TV ^
<«»=(/, X-,X) «.„=(/,X;P) C,=X,
E f 0 if y is not monogamous 11 1 if  y is monogamous |
E 0 if y is not monogamous 1i 1 if y is monogamous |
II 1 r] +  M  -  % [ x , ] ( N  -  X )  -
a  x  (number of monogamous infected individuals)
We approximate the number o f monogamous infected individuals as:
/probability I is monogamous\ f l
([//] +  [5/]) X  ^ given I is in a relationship J Ri ([//] +  [S 7])-—
*0
(4.9)
The further approximation which appears in equation (4.9) is there because the 
variance in node degree in the network guarantees that knowledge of an individual's 
disease status and the disease status of his partners influences his expected node 
degree. For example, infected individuals are more likely to  have a higher node 
degree.
So using approximation (4.9) produces the equation of motion:
J t \ * i \  =  - £ [ * , ] ( * ) - $ * , ] ( * - * ) - « ' [ * / ]
+ a ( [S I] +  [ 7 7 ] ) - ^ -  (4.10)
1 —  7T0
Similarly for [Xs]:
j t [Xs\ =  - £ [ X S](X )  -  % [Xs)(N -  X ) + u[X,) +  a [ 5 / ] r ^ -  (4.11)
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Finally for [/]:
[*] = £  " +  £  A
«-=(/) <.,=(S/)
=  - ! / [ / ] +  A [5 /] (4.12)
4.4 Moment Closures
We now turn to  the task of closing the master equations (4.6) - (4.12). The only 
two higher order quantities we need to approximate are Q ( I  \ S I)  and Q (I \ SS). 
The fact tha t one has only to  approximate these two is general for epidemiological 
systems and means that the analytical treatment of such systems is not as difficult 
as is usually believed. We will present three moment closures: an OPA, an IVPA 
and a new pair approximation called simply heuristic pair approximation (HEPA).
Ordinary P a ir A pp roxim ation
Working from the assumption o f conditional independence we formulate the OPA 
for this system:
where Q  is the average number of partners per person, a function o f p, 9 and o , 
and where Q > j is the expected number of partners of someone who has at least one 
partner. These expressions are derived from the 7r* distribution, equation (4.3):
Q ( I \ S I )  = 1 + | S)
Q ( / | S S )  =  ^ Q ( I \ S ) (4.13)
= %(0 + (l-0)(X/JV)2)
O
Q - N { 1  -  7T0 )
p (0 + ( l -g ) (X / A Q 2)
£7(1 -  7T0 )
(4.14)
Invasory P a ir  A pp rox im ation
We also develop and test an IVPA for the concurrency model:
(4.15)
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For [S]i„„ we take:
[S W  =  [S I] -  [S I](Q ( I  I S I)  -  1) (4.16)
where the negative [S I ](Q ( I \ S I)  —  1) term helps compensate for multiple-counting 
of susceptibles who have more than one infected neighbour. Solving equations (4.15) 
and (4.16) for [S]in„ produces:
H euristic Pair A pproxim ation
Finally we develop what we call the heuristic pair approximation. To derive this 
we start from what we already know about the third-order correlations. Firstly we 
note that Q ( I  \ S I)  >  1 because the susceptible has at least one infected partner. 
We must also determine how many other infected partners the susceptible individual 
has on average. The number of extra (infected or uninfected) partners given that 
the individual has at least one partner is Q>\ —  1. Also, the fraction o f extra 
partners of the susceptible in an S I  pair who are infected is (Q (I \ S I)  —  1 ) / ( Q { I  \ 
S I)  —  1 +  Q (S  | S I) ) .  Combining this with the expression for the total number of 
extra partnerships Q > x —  1 we get:
This assumes no correlation between the total number of partners of an individual 
and the distribution of their disease status. We note that this is a slightly weaker 
assumption than the assumption o f conditional independence used for the OPA. We 
rearrange Q (S  \ S I)  to  get Q (S  \ S I)  =  [S S I] / [S I ]  =  Q ( I  | S S ) [5 5 ]/[S /]. And 
for Q ( I  | SS) we use the OPA calculation:
Solving equation 4.18 for Q (I \ S I)  and using equation 4.19 gives us the moment 
closure for the HEPA:
Although equation 4.20 looks a bit mysterious, we can check partially if it has the
behaviour it should. Firstly define Qs (resp. Q i) as the average number of partners
(4.17)
Q ( I  I S I)  «  1 +
Q ( I  I S I)  -  1 4 -  Q (S  I S I)
Q ( I  I S I)  -  l
(4.18)
Q ( I  I SS) «  I S) (4.19)
Q ( I  I S I)
[.‘?s] + (Q[s]-[ss])g>i
Q[S]
\ SS)
Q>x -  1 [S I] 
Q  [5]
(4.20)
1 2 6
per susceptible (resp. infected). We expect that Qs <  Q and Qi >  Q since having 
more partners means one is more likely to be infected. It easily follows from this and 
the equality [5 / ]  +  [55 ] =  Q s[5] that [S I] +  [55) <  Q [5 ). Applying this inequality 
to equation (4.20) and doing some manipulation confirms th a t Q (I  1 S I)  >  1. Also, 
it can be checked that in the case of serial monogamy, Q ( I  \ S I)  =  1.
Experience from the steady/casual model of chapter 3 tells us that a comparison 
with results from the stochastic model is in order, since we know that pair approx­
imations tend to  fail at low Q  and since the characteristics of the dynamic and 
irregular network of the concurrency model are similar to  those of the steady/casual 
model. More generally, comparison allows us to refine the deterministic model, un­
derstand the stochastic model better, and determine the error introduced by the 
moment closures. Therefore we compare the stochastic model and the three pair 
approximations in the next section.
4.5 Comparison of Stochastic Model and Pair Approxi­
mations
A Monte-Carlo simulation for the underlying stochastic model was run in order to  
compare results with the deterministic model. There are twelve cases, the parame­
ters of which are shown in table 4.3 (in units of day"1). For each case, p =  0.01, 
a  =  0.005 and N  =  1500. Table 4.4 compares [/]oo and [5 /],»  of the pair approxi­
mations and the long-time average of the stochastic model (the averaging starts after 
partnership and infection dynamics have equilibrated). There is only one stochastic 
run for each set of parameters, but the inoculation [ / ] 0 is large. The cases were 
chosen in order to  compare the agreement as a function o f concurrency, of relative 
time scale t//<7 of infection dynamics to partnership dynamics, and of X /v, ratio of 
the rate of transmission to  the rate of recovery (giving us an idea of how likely one 
partner is to  be infected given that the other partner is infected).
Out of the three pair approximations, the IVPA provides the best agreement with 
the stochastic model in cases 1 - 6  (with a slight tendency to overpredict) and fair 
agreement in cases 7 - 1 2  (tending to  underpredict). From looking at the values for 
relative time scale v /o  we can conclude that the IVPA performs best when infection 
dynamics are fast relative to  partnership dynamics. This is usually the case in real 
sexual networks unless one considers a high density of short-lived casual partnerships. 
The OPA and HEPA do not differ significantly from one another but the HEPA 
performs slightly better, as expected on grounds o f the weaker assumptions made
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case e A V « 3 l / / < 7 case e A V « 3 V  !  G
i 0.08 0.10 0.006 0.16 1.2 7 0.08 0.05 0.003 0.16 0.6
2 0.1 0.10 0.006 0.2 1.2 8 0.1 0.05 0.003 0.2 0.6
3 0.15 0.10 0.006 0.3 1.2 9 0.15 0.05 0.003 0.3 0.6
4 0.1 0.20 0.012 0.2 2.4 10 0.1 0.08 0.003 0.2 0.6
5 0.1 0.08 0.006 0.2 1.2 11 0.1 0.04 0.003 0.2 0.6
6 0.1 0.15 0.006 0.2 1.2 12 0.1 0.025 0.0015 0.2 0.3
Table 4.3: Parameter values for comparison of stochastic model and moment closure approxima­
tions.
measure case stoch HEPA OPA IVPA case stoch HEPA OPA IVPA
M i 0 284 291 158 7 674 750 768 648
[si] 0 17.1 17.5 9.5 40.4 45.0 46.1 38.8
M 2 275 469 487 296 8 748 811 840 680
[SI] 16.4 28.1 29.2 17.7 44.7 58.7 50.4 40.8
M 3 542 718 773 422 9 880 911 965 678
[SI] 32.3 43.1 46.4 25.3 52.8 54.6 57.9 40.7
[i] 4 0 111 116 0 10 865 920 963 783
[S /] 0 6.64 6.9 0 32.3 34.5 36.1 29.4
[/] 5 172 342 353 183 11 663 736 757 612
[SI] 12.7 25.6 26.4 13.7 49.5 55.2 56.8 45.9
m 6 378 627 660 442 12 1036 1002 1032 906
[SI] 14.9 25.1 26.4 17.7 61.8 60.1 61.9 54.3
Table 4.4: Comparison of stochastic and moment closure approximations at equilibrium. A zero 
entry in the columns for the simulation results means that the epidemic has died out.
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in its derivation. However both are not very good in comparison with the IVPA 
in general, although their agreement is sufficiently good in cases 7 - 1 2  for faster 
partnership dynamics, and in some cases HEPA and OPA do better than IVPA.
In cases 1,2,3 and cases 7,8,9, the agreement of deterministic and stochastic 
models as a function of K3 is considered. Inspection of these cases shows that the 
agreement between stochastic models and pair approximations increases somewhat 
with increasing concurrency for HEPA and OPA, but not for IVPA.
In cases 2,4,8 and cases 5,11,12 the agreement as a function of the relative 
time scale i//cr is considered. One can see that the agreement is better for lower 
relative time scales u /a  for HEPA and OPA, but that the reverse is true for the 
IVPA. In HEPA and OPA we assumed conditional independence, in some form, of 
the disease status of an individual's several partners. This obviously gives a better 
approximation when the partnership network does not change too slowly, and so 
there is a greater agreement for lower relative time scales is expected for HEPA and 
OPA. The derivation of IVPA, on the other hand, depends on the existence of active, 
correlated patches of infecteds in the partnership network; this spatial structuring is 
lessened when the partnership network changes too quickly and so the agreement 
for the IVPA worsens as the partnership network changes more quickly.
In cases 2,5,6 and cases 8,10,11 we look at the agreement as a function of \/i> . 
For all pair approximations, the agreement is better for higher infectivity, as is usually 
the case for pair approximations further away from the critical point.
We can see tha t the IVPA is best when the partnership dynamics do not change 
too quickly. We usually consider this case when we analyze the model to  answer 
questions about STD epidemiology, and so we will use mostly the IVPA in our 
analysis. When partnership dynamics are too fast the network becomes unimportant, 
and mean-field compartmental models can be used instead. Even for cases 7-12 when 
the partnership dynamics are faster, the IVPA produces agreement which is as good 
as HEPA and OPA, although it tends to underpredict instead of overpredict.
From these observations and the results from the steady/casual model it is clear 
that one must choose carefully which pair approximation to use when dynamic net­
works are considered, in fact more so than with static regular lattices. The data for 
these parameter values suggests tha t we do not have to go to third-order correla­
tions to get an accurate moment closure model, unlike the case of the steady/casual 
model where we had to go to a triple approximation to get good accuracy.
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4.6 Analysis of Equations of Motion under IVPA
Bifurcation diagrams of [/] as a function of parameters 0 and index of concurrency 
k3 were obtained for the IVPA. In considering the variation in endemicity with the 
parameter 0, we need to separate the effects o f increasing concurrency perse from an 
increase accompanied by a larger equilibrium number o f partnerships P, as discussed 
for the steady/casual model in chapter 3. There we did not hold P  constant, but for 
this model, P  is held at some constant value P0 as concurrency is increased; for given 
values of N  and P  there is a unique value o f p /a  such that P (p ,a ,0 , N )  =  Po for 
all 0 on the interval [ 0 , 1]. However this value can only be determined numerically. 
Also, it is clear that if P  is held at the constant value P0 as 0 is increased, then 7r0 
must be monotone increasing in 0, since the proportion of individuals with multiple 
partners goes up as 0 increases. Because o f the monotonicity o f 7r0 in 0, 7r0 ( l )  and 
7r0 ( 0 )  are upper and lower bounds respectively on 7ro ( 0 ) .
Figure 4.3, a bifurcation diagram, shows the most typical behaviour (i.e. for pa­
rameters within a biologically realistic domain) of the [ / ]  versus /c3. As concurrency 
is increased, a transcritical bifurcation occurs. Beyond this threshold the endemicity 
increases rapidly with increasing concurrency. Figure 4.4 shows that as v is de­
creased, the critical point moves closer to  /c3 —  0 . The shape of the nontrivial 
solution branch is mostly unchanged as v> varies, except that the slope at the bi­
furcation increases, and there appears to be a decrease in [/]oo with increasing /c3 
for large k 3 and small v. This could be due to inaccuracy in the IVPA since we 
are dealing with low relative time scale v /a  in this case. However the same kind 
of decrease occurs for cases where u /a  ss 1.5 (figure 4.5) which should be within 
the regime o f accuracy of IVPA. Also we note that HEPA also exhibits a decrease in 
[/Joo in for some cases of low u (figure 4.6). Therefore this decrease could be real.
We suggest this decrease is caused by clustering. As concurrency increases, some 
parts of the network have higher average node degree and some have lower average 
node degree; the infection is restricted to areas of the network with higher average 
node degree where Rq >  1 locally. This effect, in the cases of high endemicity, 
is strong enough to cause a decrease in endemicity overall. This phenomenon is 
basically what happens in core groups. These data illustrate nicely this phenomenon 
and reinforce the theory behind core groups, but unfortunately do not tell us anything 
new about control strategies for STDs.
Figure 4.7 shows three examples for three different values of u where the part­
nership dynamics are very fast (p /v  «  2000). We used the HEPA in these examples 
since v /a  is small. In all three examples, [/]« , is relatively constant as concur-
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Figure 4.3: Bifurcation diagram for [ / ]  versus /c3. The solid line indicates the stable nontrivial 
branch. BP' indicates the branching point where the trivial branch exchanges stability with the 
nontrivial branch. The trivial branch to  the left of the branching point is stable, and to the right 
is unstable, p =  0.01, Pq =  440, A =  0.15, v =  0.005, N =  1500.
Figure 4.4: Bifurcation diagram for [I] versus «3 showing the evolution of the nontrivial branch as v 
is varied. From top branch to  bottom branch the recovery rate is v =  0.0035,0.005,0.0065,0.008. 
Other parameters are p — 0.01, Pq =  440, A =  0.15, N  =  1500. The continuation ends where the 
step size became too small.
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Figure 4.5: Bifurcation diagram for [/] showing a decrease in endemicity with increasing concur­
rency K3. Parameters are: p =  0.01. A =  1, v =  0.006, P0 =  500, N =  1500. The continuation 
ends where the step size became too small.
F i g u r e  4.6: Bifurcation diagram showing the case of decreasing level of endemicity under HEPA
p  =  0.01 , A  = 0.01 , v  = 0.0006, P0 = 442.4, N  =  1500.
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0  0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6
F igu re  4.7: Bifurcation diagram under HEPA for [/] for the case where partnership dynamics 
are fast relative to infection dynamics. Parameters are: p = 0.2, Po = 365.7, X = 0.0005, 
v =  0.0001,0.00015,0.0002 from topmost branch to bottommost branch. N  =  1500.
rency is increased, although it increases or decreases somewhat according to the 
recovery rate. One would not expect network structure to be important to  the 
final epidemic size since in the lim it o f fast partnership dynamics we recover a com- 
partmental model. Thus even when the partnership dynamics are occurring for a 
rapidly changing sexual partnership network, network structure has some impact. It 
is also interesting that the endemicity can either decrease or increase with increasing 
concurrency.
4.7 Calculation and Analysis of R o
We use the method described in chapter 3 for the steady/casual model, accounting 
for the local structure evolution of invading patches. Here we are fortunate in that 
we can write down the equations of motion for the local structure variables Q (S  \ I )  
and Q (I \ I )  and solve explicitly for the steady-state solutions. This is easily done 
for square lattices [60][84] but is more difficult for network models like ours. By 
scaling time and the singleton and pair numbers, one can obtain a set of equations 
that depend only on parameters i) =  p /a , w =  X /a , S =  v /a , and 0. It follows that 
Ro, which is coordinate-independent and independent of the unit o f time, should 
only depend upon such dimensionless parameter combinations. After establishment 
of the localized infection patches at a pseudo-equilibrium we expect that quantities 
of the form Q ( i\ I )  and Q ( i \ j l )  will have reached pseudo-equilibrium values.
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Figure 4.8: Time series of Q(S \ / )  for p =  0.01, a =  0.005, 6 =  0.3, A =  0.1, v =  0.02.
0  125 250  375 500 625 750 »75 10001125 12501375 1500
Figure 4.9: Time series of log [/] for p =  0.01, a =  0.005, 6 =  0.3, A =  0.1, v =  0.02.
Figure 4.8 shows a time series for Q (S  \ I ) ,  illustrating the local structure 
evolution of the HEPA approximation to the concurrency model. The pseudo­
equilibrium is established after the rapid decline o f Q (S  | I )  from its initial value 
of Q (S  | I )  =  Q. Also, we see the gradual change in Q (S  | I )  as the number of 
infected individuals increases. We compare this with figure 4.9 which shows the time 
series for log [/] for the same parameters. Note that immediately after Q (S  | / )  has 
reached the quasi-equilibrium the growth of [/ ] is exponential.
Using the equation d [I]/d t, =  ( — v  -F AQ (S  \ / ) ) [ / ]  we see that after establish­
ment, an infected individual transmits the infection to  others at a rate AQ (S  \ l ) i nv- 
The expected length of time an individual remains infective is \ / v .  Thus we deduce 
that
„  AQ (S  | l ) inv
i  to = ------------------v
We use the master equations (4.6) - (4.12) to derive equations for dQ(S  | I ) /d t ,
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d Q (I | I ) / d t  and dQ /d t where 12 =  [X j ] / [ / ] .  These three quantities are the state 
variables which describe the time evolution of the local network structure. These 
equations still include the terms Q ( I  \ S I)  and Q (S  | S I), but we use the HEPA 
to approximate them. We can then employ the quasi-equilibrium approximation
dQ(S  | I ) / d t  =  d Q ( I  | I ) / d t  =  d Q /d t =  0 and solve for Q (S  \ I ) inv, Q ( I  | I ) inv, 
and
By taking the derivative of Q (S  | I )  =  [S / ] / [ / ]  we get dQ(S  | I ) /d t  =  
( [S / ]_1d [5 / ] /d t  —  [ I)~ l d [I \/d t)Q (S  \ I )  Inserting the expressions for d [I]/d t  and 
d [S I]/d t  from equations (4.12) and (4.6) produces:
[7ISq(5 |/) = & M * i ]  + £((AM J])[/M *sll*/])
=  — ct[S /] -  u[S I] +  v [I I]X [S S ]Q {I  | SS)
=  - A [S / ]Q ( /  | S I)  -  (X Q (S \I) -  v )[S I).
Next we insert the expressions for Q ( I  \ S I)  and Q ( I  \ SS) under HEPA, and also 
make the substitutions [Xg] =  X  —  [X /], [X /] =  12[/], [ / / )  =  Q (I  | / ) [ / ]  and 
[5 /)  =  Q (S  | / ) [ / ]  to  produce equations in terms o f Q (S  | I ) ,  Q ( I  \ / ) ,  i l  and [/]. 
Finally, we make the approximation that [ / ] / X  «  0 (since the number of infecteds 
is initially small) to  produce:
4 Q (S  | I )  =  Ip i lQ X N  +  pOQN2 -  pO Q nX N  -  oQ (S  \ I ) N 2Q 
at 1
+  u Q {I | I ) N 2Q +  4AQ (S  | I ) N Q > iP  -  4AQ (S \ I ) N P  
— \Q (S  | I ) N 2Q Q >i -  XQ(S  | I ) 2N 2Q )] / ( N 2QQ (S \ / ) )
We can derive similar equations for d Q ( I  \ I ) / d t  and d i l /d t .  Thus we have three d if­
ferential equations in three unknowns. At establishment we can set d Q ( S  | I ) / d t  =  
d Q ( I  | I ) / d t  =  d i l / d t  =  0. Then we solve for the unknowns giving us expressions 
for Q ( S  | / ) , „ . .  Q ( I  | /) ,„ „  and n in„ and hence /?o. The solution for Q ( S  \ I ) i nv is 
a large third-order polynomial which is difficult to  simplify except in special cases. 
Because of its length we do not write the full solution here. The complication 
of the solution reflects the complexity of the model rather than any unnecessary 
complication introduced by our method. However we can study it numerically.
Additionally, we are able to obtain a simple analytical expression when partnership 
dynamics are slow (when the o(p) and o(a) o(A) and o(t/)). In this case, Ro 
reduces to:
Ro =  - l - X  +  £ + ^ ( £ - x ) 2 +  2x (4.21)
where x  =  X /u , £ =  1/2 +  X P /(N v ( l -  7r0)), and 7r0 is as in equation (4.2).
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Taking the derivative of fío w ith respect to 7r0 shows that Rq is monotone in­
creasing in 7To Also, previously it  was shown that 7r0 is itself an increasing function 
of 9 on the interval 0 <  9 <  1 ( i f  P  is held constant by adjusting a). Thus, Ro is 
also an increasing function of 9. As the proportion of individuals in the population 
with multiple partners increases, fío also grows and the disease is able to spread more 
quickly through the population. We conclude that concurrency always increases fío 
for slow partnership dynamics.
Because R0 is monotone increasing in 9, we know tha t f í 0 is bounded above and 
below on the interval 0 <  9 <  1 according to the bounds fo r 7r0. It is difficult to infer 
the shape of the f í 0 curve on the 0 <  9 <  1 interval because of the complicated 
dependence o f 7r0 on 9. However numerical results suggest that the dependence of 
f í o  on the index of concurrency k 3  is roughly exponential.
We also carried out some numerical analysis of the fu ll solution for fío. Firstly, 
there is the question of how fast fío grows with increasing concurrency k,3. For the 
parameters of figure 4.10 we see a strong increase in fío  with concurrency in all 
cases, although the shape of the curve depends on the density of partnerships in the 
population. Figure 4.11, for the case of slow partnership dynamics, on the other 
hand suggests exponential growth o f fío with concurrency (at least up to k 3 =  0.8) 
for a range of values o f P. However because we have not compared the expression 
for f í 0 to results from the stochastic model we cannot be sure how accurate our 
expression is. In future, work should be carried out to  compare the expression for 
f í o  to data from simulations.
4.8 Discussion
In this chapter we defined a stochastic model for STD spread through a sexual 
partnership network with concurrency and we obtained three moment closure ap­
proximations for it. We compared the approximations w ith stochastic simulation 
data, analyzed the effect of concurrency using the IVPA and HEPA approximations, 
and used a recently-developed method for deriving fío in spatial systems to get an 
explicit expression for fío for the concurrency model.
As with the steady/casual model, we see that choosing an appropriate moment 
closure approximation for dynamic network models is very important, especially in 
comparison with static lattice models. This is because dynamic networks have added 
complexity on account of the formation and dissolution o f edges. We saw that sev­
eral types of pair approximations have different accuracies in different parameter 
regimes. Based on our experiences with the steady/casual and concurrency models,
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Figure 4.10: Linear-log plot of Rq against «3. p —  0.02, A —  0.05 and r —  0.005. Values for P 
are shown above diagrams.
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F ig u re  4.11: Linear-log plot of K,, against k3 for the special case of slow partnership dynamics 
(see equation (4.21)). Parameters are: p =  0.001, A =  0.12 and «/ =  0.01. Values for P  are shown 
above diagrams.
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it seems each problem should be considered individually in order to  find the opti­
mal moment closure scheme for that problem. Nonetheless there may exist some 
general moment closure scheme for network models which would circumvent this 
complication, although it  may be difficult to find.
Pursuing an accurate moment closure approximation is important, and some­
times OPA simply will not do. We do not have a guarantee that results are robust 
for different moment closures because they make different assumptions about the 
underlying dynamics. If  some important aspect o f the model dynamics is excluded, 
such as conditional dependence or clustering, it is not clear whether or not the 
approximation has anything to do with the model it is intended to reproduce.
For the steady/casual model at least, it appears tha t HEPA and OPA work best 
for fast partnership dynamics, whereas the IVPA works best for slow partnership 
dynamics. Indeed, in network models the IVPA marks a significant improvement 
over the OPA, and it is simple and intuitively appealing. We are able to model 
accurately systems w ith low average node degree w ithout using an OTA as in the 
steady/casual model. This is in contrast to the lesser improvement IVPA provides in 
the case of the contact process (chapter 2). The demonstration of the new method 
for deriving Ro (where we exploit knowledge about the early time evolution of the 
network structure) is also interesting. The concept is a very natural one for such 
systems. We believe th a t this approach will be o f considerable use in a wide range 
of invasion problems in spatial and network models.
Finally, the results show that concurrency in sexual partnership networks greatly 
increases the impact o f an STD, both in terms of endemicity and the basic repro­
duction ratio R0. This increase occurs even when the tota l number of partnerships 
P  is held constant as k 3 is varied.
One possible elaboration of this model would be to  tailor it more closely to partic­
ular STDs. This could be done just by looking at particular areas of the parameter 
space or by introducing elements such as disease-induced mortality, age-structure, 
core groups, etc. Although the sexual network in this model is not sociologically re­
alistic, we believe that the results are robust for the other types of concurrency found 
in real sexual networks. One way to check this would be to introduce other types of 
concurrency models and compare the effect they have on the disease epidemiology.
In the next chapter we move to a completely different application of moment 
closure approximations, namely the search for deterministic approximations o f epi­
demics in populations living in continuous space. Much like the differences in the 
dynamics of network models and the contact process, we will see there are some in­
teresting differences between the continuous space model and network models with
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Chapter 5
Spatial Randomness and 
Epidemic Spread
I h a v e n 't  failed; I 've  fo u n d  1 0 ,0 0 0  w ays th a t d o n 't  work.
-A lbert Einstein
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5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters we considered infectious diseases on dynamic networks. 
These models are spatial in the sense that different individuals 'see' different envi­
ronments. We now turn to moment closure approximations for models which are 
spatial in the more usual sense of the word; i.e. the population is embedded in a two- 
dimensional continuous space where the relative location of individuals influences the 
disease spread.
Our main goals in this preliminary work are a) to devise the simplest moment clo­
sure approximation which can capture certain aspects o f a continuous space model 
and b) to explore the feasibility of applying moment closure approximations to epi­
demics occurring in populations embedded in continuous space, instead of the tradi­
tional lattice-based IPS models. We also want to understand through these models 
how epidemics in randomly-distributed populations are different from epidemics on 
a regular lattice.
5.2 Previous Work on Continuous Space Models
In the real world, individuals do not live on square grids. The spatial distribution 
o f individuals can affect epidemic spread and therefore there is a need for epidemic 
models which incorporate continuous space. Most moment closure approximations 
are intended to  model regular lattices, or perhaps indirectly some generic spatial 
distribution in space. These approximations are simple to  derive, but in real biological 
systems there may be some dependence of disease dynamics on the distance between 
individuals and this is not accounted for explicitly in square lattice models. For 
instance the infection process for a plant disease may be described by a kernel 
function of the distance from the infected individual; the disease vector might be 
a wandering insect. Secondly, there is no possibility for clustering of individual’s 
locations on a square lattice. Although some moment closure approximations for 
network models can get around this to some degree, they still require a constant 
number of neighbours Q  per person.
For instance, Morris et al. [75][84][90] study clustering within the framework of 
pair approximations by taking triangles into account in their moment closure. The 
motivation is that in real networks, two neighbours o f a given individual may also be 
neighbours, thus forming highly-correlated triangles. This can significantly influence 
dynamics and makes conditional independence a less viable assumption. Normally
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the number of triples in the network is approximated as
w * i  -
™  [ j j
however triangles are taken into account by using the closure:
[ i jk ]  = ™  -  1 [ÿ ]U fc] <£ +
4>N [ifc]
m  \j) \  Q  [i][fc ]/
where <t> is the proportion of triples which are triangles. The density of triangles is 
taken to indicate the amount of clustering in the population. O f course there can 
be clustering in a population in more than one sense. This closure can model one 
aspect o f spatial clustering, but clustering can be expressed more explicitly in terms 
of the number of neighbours of an individual and their distance to  that individual. 
To model this kind of clustering we should develop moment closures for networks 
with varying Q  or for continuous spatial models.
Some o f the most interesting work in the area o f spatial modelling in recent years 
is by Bolker and Pacala [12] [13]. They derive a pair approximation in one dimension 
describing the auto- and cross-correlation of species densities at points in continuous 
space a distance x  apart. This tells us the effect a certain density of species A at 
point 2 has on the density of species A, B, etc. at point w, where ||2 —  iu|| =  x. The 
equations are derived by considering the dynamics in discrete space made of units of 
length h, and then taking the lim it h — ► 0 to  obtain a model for continuous space. 
Their application is ecological competition models, but a model describing disease 
spread could also be written down using this framework. In the same vein, Gandhi 
et al. [42] derive moment closure approximations to  RDE models, using a Gaussian 
approximation similar to  that originally used in turbulence [82] which is well-suited 
to populations in a continuous spatial environment. They use the moment closure 
approximation mostly as a supplement to the full RDE model.
Our MCA is similar to  that of Bolker and Pacala in that we want to  find a moment 
closure description of continuous space, except that they consider correlations of 
densities o f species at difference points in space after taking the lim it o f a discrete 
case, whereas our model will retain individual-based measures. Our model can be 
thought o f as a modified network model where the relative location o f individuals in 
two-dimensional Euclidean space determines the strength of interaction.
5.3 Definition of the Stochastic Model
We randomly distribute N  individuals over a two-dimensional Euclidean space o f size 
H  x H  w ith periodic mapping at the edges. Once placed, individuals cannot move.
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Infection dynamics follow an SIS scheme (however for plant diseases for instance one 
should include disease-induced mortality). Infected individuals recover at a rate u. 
We define a distance-dependent infection kernel which determines the rate at which 
an infected individual transmits the disease to a susceptible. In this chapter we take 
an exponentially decaying kernel:
where R is a parameter intended to restrict the distance over which an infected 
can transmit an infection, and where ||a; —  j/|| is the distance between the infected 
individual x  and susceptible individual y. The kernel is truncated for simplicity 
although a discontinuous kernel is probably not natural. However individuals very 
far from the infected individual do not face significant infection risk from him since 
de~kd is small for large distances d, and we can often choose our truncation R 
accordingly. This simplification will make it easier to  run simulations and write 
down a deterministic approximation of this stochastic model.
Individuals w ithin a radius R  o f an individual are called neighbours of that in­
dividual. We can speak of there being an edge in the network sense between an 
individual and his neighbours, but of course this is not an edge in the sense of net­
work models because the distance between individuals matters. The expectation 
value of the number of individuals falling within a circle of radius R  is denoted Q. 
Because this is a Poisson process, Q  is equal to the expected number of neighbours 
per individual. The overall population density N / H 2 is denoted by q =  Q /n R 2.
5.4 Some Preliminary Analysis of the Stochastic Model
Before considering how to capture elements of continuous space in a deterministic 
approximation, we analyze the data from the stochastic model in order to better un­
derstand the process. W ith this information we can formulate a better deterministic 
approximation.
Three probability functions (PFs) are particularly useful in understanding the 
stochastic model: i ls i(m )  is the probability function o f the number m  o f infected 
neighbours per susceptible, and i t ¡ ¡ (m )  and ilss (m ) are similarly defined. We also 
need three probability density functions (PDFs): V 's /M  is the PDF o f the number 
o f infected individuals at a distance /• from a susceptible individual, and ip n (r)  and
II* — vil < R  
II* -  vil > R
( 5 . 1 )
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rpss(r) are similarly defined. The PFs and PDFs follow the usual normalization rules:
ip s i( r ) r  -  1
OO
=  1 (5.2)
m = 0
Finally, we need rp(r), the PDF o f the number of individuals at a distance r  from an 
individual, and fi(m ), the PF of the number of neighbours of an individual. ip(r) 
and i l (m )  are determined by the initial spatial distribution o f the population.
Figures 5.1 through 5.4 show examples of these six functions taken from the 
stochastic model data, in addition to information about [/ ]  at equilibrium and the 
mean /xs / (resp. n ,,. /xss , /x) of the tpSi( r )  (resp. rp u (r), ipss(r). ip (r))  PDF. All 
data represent a long-time average taken after the infection dynamics have equili­
brated.
Roughly speaking, V’s /( r ). V’/ / ( r ) and V’ss(r') are linear in r, although there 
are some interesting deviations. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 in particular show significant 
deviations of tp s i(r)  and t/>/;(r) from the linear regression. Nonlinearity in these 
functions is also just apparent in figure 5.2. Where deviation in tpsi(i') and ip n {r)  
exists it  indicates clustering of infecteds. Since the force o f infection declines with 
distance, we expect to  find that in areas where the local population density is high, 
there are more infected individuals. Hence ipn  should be concave. For a similar 
reason we expect ip s i to  be convex. The reason these effects are more apparent in 
figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 than in figure 5.1 is that the number of neighbours per person 
Q  in the latter case is very high which makes the relative locations of susceptibles 
and infecteds less important. Thus, clustering is less. We can use the nonlinearity 
of the rpsi and ipn  probability density functions as measures of spatial clustering.
Interestingly the nonlinearity is not observable in any of the ipss(r ) data even 
when i t  is obvious in the ip u {r)  and rpsi{r) data. This reflects the fact that SS  
pairs are not created from any neighbour-dependent process but rather from the 
recovery of infected individuals in S I  pairs. Since recovery is a random process w ith 
respect to  population structure, we expect linearity in the ipss(r) PDF. We can use 
this observation in the derivation of a deterministic approximation to reduce the 
dimensionality of the equations of motion.
Clustering is also reflected in the means u s i and n n • The concavity of ips i(r ) 
guarantees that /xs; >  /x always and similarly we know that n n  <  /x. For a linear 
function h r  in r  between 0 and R  and slope h, the mean n  is /x =  2/1/3. Thus 
Uss =  /x =  2 R /3  in all cases. /xs///x or /x////x can serve as a measure of clustering 
of infecteds.
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Figure 5.1: Six distributions from the simulation data; case of high Q and gradual kernel decay. 
Each data point is the average of eight runs. Parameters are k =  0.5, R =  5.0, v =  7.0, p =  1.0, 
N =  20000. The dashed line in graphs on the left is a Poisson distribution with mean equal to 
that o f the stochastic data The dashed line in the graphs on the right is a linear regression fitted 
to simulation data. Bin size for RHS =  R/100.
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# neighbours k distance x from individual
Hsi =  3.348 ILss =3.284
/ / / /  =  3.150 H =3.283
[/] =  9297
Figure 5.2: Six distributions from the simulation data; case of high Q and rapid kernel decay. 
Each data point is the average of eight runs. Parameters are k =  2.5, f t  =  5.0, v =  0.4, g =  1.0, 
N =  20000. The dashed line in graphs on the left is a Poisson distribution with mean equal to 
that of the stochastic data The dashed line in the graphs on the right is a linear regression fitted 
to  simulation data. Bin size for RHS =  f t / 100.
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Figure 5.3: Six distributions from stochastic model data; small Q and rapid kernel decay. Param­
eters are k =  2.5, R =  1.5, v =  0.3, g =  1.0, N =  20000. Each data point is the average of 
eight runs. The dashed line in graphs on the left is a Poisson distribution with mean equal to  that 
of the stochastic data. The dashed line in the graphs on the right is a linear regression fitted to 
simulation data. Bin size for RHS =  R/100.
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fi si — 0 .6 5 7 M ss  =  0 .6 5 7
fin =  0 .631 H =  0 .6 5 5
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F ig u r e  5 .4 : Six distributions from stochastic model data; small Q and rapid kernel decay. Param­
eters are k =  3 .0 , R  =  1 .0 , v =  0 .1 5 , p =  1 .0 , N =  2 0 0 0 0 . Each data point is the average of 
eight runs. The dashed line in graphs on the left is a Poisson distribution with mean equal to that 
of the stochastic data. The dashed line in the graphs on the right is a linear regression fitted to 
simulation data Bin size for RHS =  f l /1 0 0 .
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We can also learn something from the f2s / ( m ) ,  i l / / ( m )  and i l s s ( r a )  probability 
functions. QS/(m ) and f2 //(m ) exhibit flattening relative to a Poisson distribution 
in figures 5.1 and 5.2 even though ipsi(%) and rp n (r)  are more or less linear in 
these cases. In figures 5.3 and 5.4, and are poorly described by a
Poisson distribution although Q //(m ) and Q n {m )  f it a Poisson distribution quite 
well (probably because Q ( I \ / )  >  Q ( I  \ S)). The flattening observed in the 
first two figures suggests the clustering o f infecteds, although it is a clustering in 
terms of numbers of infected neighbours instead of their distribution in space. We 
can thus distinguish between distance clustering where infecteds are closer to one 
another, and number clustering where clustering is reflected in the relative numbers 
of S I,  I I  and SS  edges. Whether or not distance clustering is present depends 
on the relative value o f k and R, which determines the amount o f decline of the 
kernel function between r  =  0 and the truncation r  =  R. The graphs for ips i(r) 
and ip n (r)  in figure 5.1 and 5.2 do not show distance-clustering while the graphs 
for f 2S/(m ) and Q//(m) do show number clustering, showing that it is possible to 
have one form of clustering without the other for the right choice of parameters. In 
figures 5.3 and 5.4 the large deviation from a Poisson distribution is because when Q 
is small, the infection states of an individual's neighbours are highly correlated and 
so the distribution is not well-described by assuming a Poisson distribution, f t s s ( m )  
is modelled by a Poisson distribution very well in all four figures, and this is again 
because the recovery process which generates SS  pairs is independent of network 
structure.
Accounting for the deviation in Q s i(m ) from a Poisson distribution at low Q 
in a deterministic model is the same problem that plagues other moment closure 
models because it has to do with conditional dependence. The truncations used 
for low Q  cases in the chapters on STDs would probably come in useful here (for 
Q <  4). However incorporating the flattening effect seen in cases o f high Q  should 
be easier. For large Q  the distribution is approximately normal. Usually, in deriving 
pair approximations, the mean of the distribution is incorporated into equations of 
motion as a dynamical variable (through terms such as Q ( I \ S) =  [S /]/[S ]). 
In addition to  the mean one could introduce the variance of the distribution as a 
dynamical variable. Since a normal distribution is completely characterized by the 
mean and variance, such a deterministic approximation should be pretty accurate 
while not being too complicated. To our knowledge, incorporating the variance of 
f 2.v/(m) as a state variable in deterministic approximations has not been done for 
ecological systems, although in [82] Orszag considers a Gaussian truncation of a 
hierarchy of moment equations derived from the Navier-Stokes equation). At any
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rate, in this preliminary work we will only try to model the nonlinearity in rpsi(r) 
which represents distance clustering.
5.4.1 Snapshots of the Simulation at Equilibrium
Figure 5.5 shows snapshots of the population after the epidemic has reached equi­
librium. There are two different cases, one with large Q and one with small Q 
(compare to figures 5.1 and 5.3 respectively). It is clear that there is more distance 
clustering in the bottom picture (which has smaller Q ) than the top picture, a fact 
we also gleaned from figures 5.1 through 5.4.
5.5 Derivation of the Pair Approximation
We are trying to find a deterministic approximation to  a network model where the 
force of infection on a susceptible depends on the distance to neighbours as well 
as their number. We also want an approximation w ith the smallest number o f as­
sumptions which can still reproduce the interesting behaviour found in the simulation 
data, and perhaps point out behaviour we missed in the stochastic model. Previously 
in this thesis we looked at network models where the relative location of individuals 
in space does not matter. Here, since the lengths o f edges comes into the picture, 
the obvious choice for our state variables are il>si(r), ip n (r)  and ipss(r) which are 
the probability density functions of the number of 5 7  (resp. I I  and SS) edges of 
length 0 <  r  <  R.
Deriving the equations of motion for these state variables is a slight extension to 
our previous MCA derivations. We start with the variable \S I ]( r ,d r )  which is the 
number of S I edges of length l G [r, r+ d r ] .  Similarly, [ / / ] (r, d r)  (resp. [ 5 5 ] ( r ,  d r))  
is twice the number of I I  (resp. SS) edges of length l G [r, r  +  d r] We will also need 
the usual state variables [5 7 ],  [77] and [5 5 ] .  We denote the force of infection on 
node x  as A«. Also, Qrx'dr( I )  (resp. Q i ‘i r ( 5 ) )  is the number of length / € [r ,  r  +  dr] 
edges o f node x  connecting x  to infected (resp. susceptible) neighbours. Finally, 
M X( I )  denotes the set of infected neighbours of node t, and c* denotes the state 
of node x. Notation such as =  5 7 ri* .  means tha t the pair of nodes x  and y 
are connected by an edge of length l £ [r,r  +  d r\. The equation of motion for
mF ig u r e  5 .5 : Snapshot of stochastic model at equilibrium. Dark gray individuals are infected and 
light gray are susceptible. Size of grid is 100  x  100. Parameters for top picture are k =  0 .5 , 
R =  5 .0 , v =  7 .0 , q =  1 .0 , N =  1 00 0 0 ; [ / ]  =  5923. Parameters for bottom picture are k =  2 .5 , 
R =  1 .5 . v =  0 .2 5 , q =  1 .0 , N =  1 00 0 0 ; [ / ]  =  5448.
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[S /](r , d r)  is:
^ ( S / ] ( r , d r )  =  +  £  " ( + 1)
(,xy — S I T<dr $xy  =  H r ,d r
+  +
<» x y = S  I r ,dr < i y = S S r l(ir
For A* we use:
\ x =  e~kr +  E t,e V .( /) \v e' M l 'Z) for <*» =  S Ir,dr
Ax = E <l6W,(/)e_*d(l’z) for s*y =  SSrjr  (5.3)
where d(a:, z) is the length o f the edge connecting a: and z, and we have written 
down the contribution of node y explicitly and subtracted it from J fx( I )  Inserting 
this into equation (5.3) gives:
^ [ S / ] ( r , d r )  =  Y 1  ' ' ( ~ 1) +  £  I / ( + 1 )
<ixy — S  I r ,d r  S xy= I  ¡r ,d r
£ e - kT  + £  «, - k i ( x , x )  l
**xy — S l f 'd r  \l < / :.€AA( I)\v\ J
£  < £ e - k d ( x , M )  (>(+1) (5.4)
<*xy — S S f ,d r ( t . e M A O J
At this point we have to invoke another substitution for the exponential terms of 
the neighbourhood of x  in terms of means and fluctuations:
e-M(*,x) =  Xgl +  r ,Z f(S I)  for Cx„ =  S Ir,dr
e ~ k d ( x , x )  =  A s ,  +  r / ' * p ( S 7)  f o r  =  S S r ,d r  ( 5.5)
where As; is the force of infection averaged over all S I  edges in the population, and 
r/**p(S /)  is again the deviation of from the average value at node pair xz.
Now we simplify the sums in equation (5.4) which involve the neighbourhoods 
M X( I) ,  applying conditional independence at several points. The first double sum in
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equation  (5 .4 ) is s im plified  as fo llow s:
£ £
e -kd(x,z)
<,€AM/)\V
£  £  (As/ +  vl?(si))
S x y = S I r ,dr  i z € ^ V /x ( /)\ y
Xsi £ £
<* x y z=S  I Ttdr  S z G A fx (.I )\ y
As/ 5 3  ( Q x y ( / ) - l )
< ix y ~ S I Tt<i r
As/ 5Z  W ( /  I SIr+) +  W '  I 5/r,dr) -  1)
*>xy= S  I ridr
X s ,Q ( I \S )  5 3
S x y — S I r . d r
A s/® [5 /](r ,d r ) (5.6)
where Q(I \ SIr,dr) ¡s the expectation value of the number of infected neighbours of 
a susceptible, subject to the condition that the susceptible has at least one neighbour 
a distance l € [r, r +  dr] away. We have applied conditional independence to obtain 
line five. In line five we have used the approximation Q{I \ SIr^ T) «  1 + Q(I \ S) 
on the basis that the number o f neighbours per individual is Poisson-distributed. We 
proceed in similar fashion for the other double sum over SST,dr pairs to  get:
£  £  e -w(^ ) =  A s , [ S S } ( r , d r )
Sxy^SSj-'dr i z € A / x ( / )
[SI]
[5]
(5.7)
Therefore after evaluating the other sums equation (5.4) becomes:
d ,
dt
[5/](r, d r)  =  — i > [S I \ {r ,d r )  +  v [ I I ] ( r , d r )  — e  "r[5/](r, d r )  
- \ S I [ S I ] ( r , d r ) [j ^  +  Xs l [ S S ] ( r , d r ) l- ^ j (5.8)
We want to  consider the PDFs i p s i (x ) ,  i ’n ( x )  and i p s s (x )  which were measured 
for the simulation data in the first part of this chapter. These can be obtained by 
taking the limits:
[S/](r, d r)
■<l>si(r) =  Jim
d r - *  0
4 > n (r )  =  Jim
d r —* 0
V’ssM  =  lim
d r —* 0
[ S I ]
[//](r, d r)
[ I I ]
[55](r,rfr)
[SS]
(5.9)
The state variables V's/(r). V>//(r) and 4>ss(r) am referred to as edge-length vari­
ables, whereas [5/], [ / / ]  and [55] are referred to as edge variables. We divide
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equation (5.8) by [5 / ] ,  rearrange the [S 5 ](r, d r)  and [ I I ] ( r , d r )  terms slightly and 
take the lim it d r  — > 0 to get:
We now derive the constraint for the state variables. We know tha t the initial 
geometry constrains the total number of links, and more specifically, the frequency of 
links of a given length l. Let L ( r ,d r )  be the number of links of length l 6 [ r , r  +  dr\. 
Then:
where ij’ ( r )  is the PDF of the number of links o f length r  and L  is the total number 
of links, i.e. Q N /2 . ip(r) is normalized to one:
The constraint (5.13) reduces the dimensionality by one. We could reduce the
linear always, but because this observation is not well-confirmed we do not attempt 
this in our preliminary study. However it might be possible to  solve exactly the 
equilibrium solutions of rpss(r), ip s i(r)  and ip n (r) , and thus deduce the dependence 
of ipss{r) on r ,  a t least at equilibrium.
If we integrate expression (5.13) we recover the constraint for the total number
(5.10)
For ip n (r) and ipss(r) the derivation is similar:
2 L ( r ,d r )  =  2 [S / ]( r ,d r )  +  [ I l ] ( r , d r )  +  [S S ](r,d r)
Rearranging terms produces:
Taking the lim it as d r —> 0 produces:
2 Lrp(r) =  2(5/]V»s/(f) +  [I I] i/> n (r)  +  [SS}ipss(r) (5.13)
K
dimensionality further by using the empirical observation that ipss(r) seems to be
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o f edges in a ne tw ork (com pare w ith  equation (1 .1 8 )):
2L  /  d rip (r )  =  2 [5 /] dripsi ( r )  +  [ //]  /  d r i p n (r )
=>2 L  =  2 [5 /] +  [ / / ]  +  [SS]
=> Q N  =  2 [5 /] +  [ / / ]  +  [5 5 ] (5.14)
We can calculate ip (r) explicitly from the normalization requirement and the as­
sumption of linearity of ip (r) (which follows from the geometry and the fact that 
the population distribution is uniform and random):
One can take the time derivative of equation (5.13) and use the equations of motion 
(5.10), (5.11) and (5.12), and the equations of motion (5.18) for the edge variables 
(derived in the following paragraphs) to confirm that £ ip ( r)  =  0, as expected.
The most important term in these equations is the e~kTips t ( r )  term because 
it supplies the explicit dependence on the length of edges. The ratio l / Q  is also 
important because it tells us how much of an effect the e~krip s i(r)  term has relative 
to  the population-averaged contributions of A si-
Further dependence on the network structure is introduced by A s i, a quantity we 
now derive. To calculate A s i we need the probability distribution function rpsi(r)'
We know that ip s i(r)  is almost linear (with the nonlinearity due to  clustering) so in 
the first instance we take ip s i(r) =  ip(r) =  2r / R 2\
In future we can increase the accuracy of the approximation by using a perturbation 
expansion o f ip s i(r)  in r ,  but initially we just use equation (5.17).
Now we have a closed set o f equations and the only further requirements are 
to  know the edge variables [5 / ] ,  [ / / ]  and [5 5 ]. To derive these we can integrate 
equation (5.8) and the corresponding equations for [I I ] ( r , d r ) and [5 5 ](r , dr) from
(5.15)
R
(5.16)
(5.17)
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T  =  0  to r  =  R  to  produce:
f t [SI] =  u [ I I \ -  u[SI]  + As/[ S S ] M - A s, [ S J ] ( l  +
5 < "l -  -M//| +  A,,|S/|(i +  ! ^ )
| [ 5 5 ]  =  + .,[S /}  -  Xs,[SS} ( i^ l)  (5.18)
Also, the equation for the total number of infecteds [/ ] is:
j t [I ] =  - v [ I ]  +  A s l [S I] (5.19)
We note that the equations of motion for the edge variables have no dependence on 
the edge-length variables and so the network structure only comes in through A si 
which in turn depends on R  and k.
With our constraints (5.13) and (5.14) we can re-express [SS] and ipss{r) in 
terms of other state variables, giving us four equations o f motion in terms of both 
the edge variables [5 / ]  and [ / / ]  and the edge-length variables ip s i(r)  and V '//(r )- 
The edge-length variables are most important because they contain information on 
the continuous spatial structure. In the next section we analyze this system of 
equations.
5.6 Comparison of Deterministic Results and Simulation 
Data
Figure 5.6 compares the steady-state predictions of the stochastic model and the 
deterministic approximation for various values of the recovery rate v. Shown in table 
5.1 is a comparison for other parameter choices. Surveying table 5.1, we see that 
the error is high in cases where edge length becomes important, i.e. when the value 
o f k is high enough tha t the magnitude of the force o f infection varies significantly 
between r  =  0 and r  =  R. In general the agreement improves as R  increases. This 
is because as Q  increases, each node has more edges and so we move away from the 
regime where higher order correlations are significant and towards the regime where 
the mean field description applies. Interestingly, the agreement in case one is very 
good even though from figure 5.1 we know that the i2 s /(m ) distribution is poorly 
modelled by a Poisson distribution. The worst error occurs for case ten, which has 
both low Q  and high k  relative to R.
We conclude that in cases where k is large for a given R, and in cases where Q 
is low, the pair approximation can be inaccurate and caution must be used in these
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• stochastic 
-------  deterministic
a b
c
Figure 5.6: [/]«> versus v Case a: R =  5. q =  2, N  =  2500, k =  1; Case b: R =  2, g = 2, 
N =  2500, fc =  1; Case c: R =  1.5, g =  1, N  =  5000, k =  1.5. The solid line denotes 
the deterministic prediction. Each circle is an average of eight stochastic runs, and each run is 
a running average after equilibrium has been reached Initial conditions: 2000 infected Total 
number of iterations =  500000. Error bars denote one standard deviation.
case k R V 6 Q [7]oo det. ( [/])  stoch. % err. [I]
i 0.5 5.0 7.0 1.0 78.5 3030.8 3013.0 0.6
2 2.5 5.0 0.4 1.0 78.5 2995.2 2356.7 27.1
3 0.5 5.0 21.0 3.0 235.6 3041.0 3020.9 0.7
4 2.5 5.0 1.2 3.0 235.6 3005.4 2822.9 6.5
5 0.5 1.5 1.6 1.0 7.1 2993.9 2682.4 11.6
6 2.5 1.5 0.3 1.0 7.1 3155.6 2324.5 35.8
7 0.5 1.5 4.5 3.0 21.3 3224.6 3181.4 1.4
8 2.5 1.5 1.0 3.0 21.3 3077.9 2875.6 7.0
9 1.5 1.5 0.5 1.0 7.1 3489.2 3145.5 10.9
10 3.0 1.0 0.12 1.0 3.1 3607.0 2008.1 79.6
Table 5.1: Comparison of [ / ]  at equilibrium for simulation data and pair approximation. N =  5000 
in all cases, number of iterations =  500000, and there is only one stochastic run per case. The 
value of v is varied between cases so that [/]oo is approximately the same in each case: this allows 
for a better comparison.
cases if accuracy is an issue. However the pair approximation still serves fairly well 
for a wide range of parameters.
5.7 Analysis and Discussion of the Pair Approximation
As mentioned, the dynamics of the edge variables do not depend on the dynamics 
of the edge-length variables. This is because the distribution function ips i(r) which 
determines A s i is assumed to be approximately equal to ip (r) instead of using t/>s/(r). 
The dynamics of [S’/ ] , [ / / ]  and [55 ] are therefore not very interesting except insofar 
as A si depends on k and R. The bifurcation diagrams for the edge variables do not 
tell us anything new (see figures 5.9 through 5.11).
On the other hand we find that edge-length variables can capture interesting 
behaviour found in the simulation data. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show plots of tpsi(r) 
against r  which illustrate how the pair approximation correctly reproduces the non­
linear dependence of V’s /( r ) on T• For each plot there is a linear regression to make 
visual estimation of the nonlinearity easier. This nonlinear dependence was inter­
preted as evidence of clustering in the simulation data o f figures 5.1 through 5.4. 
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 also illustrate how clustering depends on parameters k and u. To 
see this let ra denote the value of r  for which the deviation o f ip s i(r) from its linear 
regression is most negative. In figure 5.7 we see that higher k for a given value of R 
will shift rrf left and increase the overall deviation from a linear regression. This is
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Figure 5.7: V 'S /M  versus r  showing effects of clustering for different values of k. Parameters for 
graph a are: k =  4, 1/  =  0.1, N =  5000, R =  1, g =  1. Parameters for graph b are: k =  1, 
1/ — 0.2, N =  5000, R =  1, q  =  1. The solid line is pair approximation data and dashed line is a 
linear regression.
because the decay of the force of infection kernel is stronger, therefore most of the 
deviation occurs where r  is small. More interesting is the effect o f varying u on the 
shape of the plot of t/>S/ ( r )  versus r .  Figure 5.8 shows that when the final size of the 
epidemic is higher (i.e. for lower i/), the plot o f t/> s /(r)  versus r  becomes less linear, 
indicating increased clustering. This seems at firs t to contradict the observations of 
the behaviour o f spatial models studied thus far (in particular regular lattice models) 
which show tha t clustering increases for a lower final epidemic size on account of 
the development of long-range correlations near the critical point [89], The unex­
pected behaviour might be due to some lim itation of the pair approximation for the 
parameters we have chosen, particularly as we have chosen a low Q  and a high k. 
However we feel this is not likely because in this case the PA deviation from linearity 
for high v should be less, not more. A more likely explanation lies in the distinction 
between distance clustering exhibited here and the number clustering which is more 
pervasive near the critical point in network and spatial models. Distance clustering 
and number clustering can be quite independent processes, as figures 5.1 through 5.4 
demonstrate. For future work simulations should be conducted to  see if  this prop­
erty really exists and a more comprehensive analytical framework should be built to 
answer this and other questions. Also, we should investigate more thoroughly the 
relationship between the nonlinearity of ip s i(r)  and distance clustering.
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mFigure 5.8: t l> s i(r )  versus r showing effects of clustering for different values of v. Parameters for 
graph a are: k =  4, v =  0.03, N =  5000, R =  1. Q =  1. [/]oo =  4415. Parameters for graph b 
are: k =  4, v =  0.3, N =  5000, R =  1, p =  1. [/],»  =  622. The solid line is pair approximation 
data and dashed line is a linear regression.
Figure 5.9: Bifurcation diagram of [/] versus R. Other parameters are: k  =  1, N  =  5000, v  —  1,
e = i
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Figure 5.10: Bifurcation diagram of [/] versus k Other parameters are: R =  1, N  =  5000, v =  1, 
6 =  1
F i g u r e  5.11: Bifurcation diagram of [/] versus e  Other parameters are: R  =  1, N  -  5000, v  =  1,
f c -  1.
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5.8 Modifications to the Pair Approximation
The error in the pair approximation comes from two sources: the assumption of 
conditional independence and the approximation of equation 5.17 imposing linearity 
of ip s iif )  in r. Most of the error probably comes from the assumption of condi­
tional independence, and could be partially removed by IPA, IVPA or HPA. The 
error which comes from assuming */>S/ ( r )  is linear could be removed by incorporat­
ing Asi (t) =  / 0R e_*rV 's /(r)d r directly into the equations of motion, producing an 
integro-differential equation. A third approach could be to estimate V’s i( f )  more 
accurately than by assuming a linear distribution. The advantage of this is that we 
would have an ODE formulation instead o f an integro-differential equation formula­
tion.
The third option was implemented by trying to f it a curve to the simulation 
data. We found that data can be fitted quite well with a two-parameter function of 
the form A (eBr —  1). Figure 5.12 shows the data from the il>si(x) distributions in 
figures 5.1 through 5.4 fitted to  such an equation. The curve-fitting formula seems 
to work well and is relatively simple, with only two parameters controlling the shape 
of the curve. Given the mean u s i o f the ip s i(r)  distribution, it should be possible 
to  calculate A  and D  by applying the constraints:
xipsi(x)dx =  usi 
ipsi(x)dx =  1
However to  do so we must solve transcendental equations of the form:
eBK(B R  -  1 -  u s iB ) =  l- B 2R 2 -  1 -  f is lB  -  nSiB 2R  (5.20)
The solution can be arrived at through numerical recursion, and the results can be 
incorporated into the equations o f motion, which are then analyzed numerically. The 
two sides of equation (5.20) are shown in figure 5.13.
We did not implement the approach o f using a numerical solution of the tran­
scendental equation for the pair approximation described in this chapter, but we did 
implement this approach in a deterministic approximation o f the same continuous 
spatial model which tracks the time evolution of means Hsi, Hii and fiss- The 
convergence time was extremely large and thus we decided this scheme was too 
impractical to  determine xpsiix). We also tried using a polynomial approximation 
A(eBz -  1) «  A (B x  +  (B x )2/ 2 +  (B x )3/ 6 +  • • • )  to obtain explicit expressions 
for A and B  when deviations are not large, however the improvements of this ap­
proximation were washed out by the errors caused by the assumption of conditional
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Figure 5.12: Curve-fitting for tpsi(x). Cases A,B,C and D show data from figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 
and 5.4 respectively. The dashed line is the curve-fit and the solid line is the simulation data.
Figure 5.13: Solution branches (LHS and RHS) of equation 5.20. u s i  =  1.01, R  = 1.5.
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independence. Given the difficulties of the curve-fitting approach and the undesir­
ability of introducing two extra parameters which themselves must be estimated, it 
is better in future simply to stick with the integro-differential approach combined 
with IPA, IVPA or HPA, if we want a more accurate model.
5.9 Discussion
In this chapter we derived a simple pair approximation for a randomly-distributed 
population on a plane with SIS infection dynamics. The infection dynamics are 
described by an exponentially decreasing force of infection kernel. The pair approx­
imation tracked the time evolution edge and edge-length variables and was able to 
capture some interesting aspects of the stochastic model's epidemic dynamics, par­
ticularly the nonlinearity in rps i(r) which implies clustering of infecteds. Apparently, 
the stochastic model can exhibit two distinct kinds of clustering: distance clustering 
and number clustering. It is possible to  have one w ithout the other, depending on 
the decay of the kernel k, the radius o f truncation R  and the population density g. 
Our pair approximation is designed to capture distance clustering only. We found 
that distance clustering actually increases as the density of infecteds increases, a 
surprising fact in light of the results about number clustering in other models which 
increases for a lower density of infecteds. Although we have suggested that the 
nonlinearity in ips i(r ) versus r  reflects distance clustering, more work must be done 
to establish this on a firm analytical foundation or reject it.
Although this pair approximation is a small step it shows that pair approximations 
might be applicable to modelling populations living in continuous space as well 
as populations living on networks and square lattices. Our pair approximation is 
simple and makes few assumptions, and yet can capture interesting behaviour. The 
advantages o f developing pair approximations for continuous spatial models instead 
o f using PDE models is that we retain an individual-based description and one can 
describe the neighbourhood o f single individuals. In real ecologies o f course the 
individual is the fundamental unit o f measurement.
For future work it is important to  understand in more depth the relationship 
between the moment closure approximations of Bolker, Gandhi et al. [12] [42] 
which take the lim it from an individual-based model to a density-based model, and 
moment closures such as ours which retain an individual-based formulation. The 
two most important questions are: what is gained and/or lost in taking the limit, 
and what results from one type of model also apply to the other? Also in future 
we need to calculate Rq for this continuous spatial model and compare it to  the
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Figure 5.14: Plot of simulation data; [/ ]  at equilibrium versus spatial randomness D. v — 0.7, 
k =  1.0, p =  0.2, no. iterations =  2000000, N =  2500, d(grid size) =  1. Each point represents a 
long-time average from eight simulation runs.
expressions for Rq in populations based on lattices. The stochastic data of figure
5.6 suggest that the intersection o f the stable solution branches of [/],*, versus u 
should be smooth, unlike what is predicted for most moment closure approximations 
for network models which do not have a background force of infection.
Although we have not paid much attention to the distributions Q s i(k ). il//(fc ) 
and i2ss(/c), an obvious extension would be to derive equations of motion with 
these quantities as state variables. This should be quite easy for cases of high Q  
since inspection o f figures 5.1 through 5.4 suggests that the distributions are well- 
described by a normal distribution and so we can use the variance as a state variable. 
Also, as already discussed, it might be worthwhile to  get more accurate estimates 
for ip s i(r) than th a t of equation (5.17), and we should also cross-apply better pair 
approximations such as IVPA, IPA and HPA to this model.
Finally, models can be developed which vary the network structure in other ways. 
For instance, one could start with a square grid and place one individual at a randomly 
chosen location within a radius D  of each node. Then we could introduce our 
infection kernels as before to produce an epidemic system. Thus we have a single 
parameter D  which controls the amount of randomness in the spatial population.
1 6 0
Figure 5.14 shows an example of data we obtained from a simulation for such a 
model. For D  =  0 we have a regular lattice and for large D  we have a randomly- 
distributed population as in the model we have studied in this chapter. There 
is an increase in the final size of the epidemic as D  is increased. Deterministic 
approximations to such models could be developed to study the dependence of 
epidemic characteristics on D, with applications to  disease control in agriculture. 
Another approach to capturing continuous space using a modified cluster formulation 
is being developed by Kirkilionis and Bauch [8] [65],
In the final chapter we will tie in the results of this chapter w ith the results from 
the rest o f the thesis.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
H e said : “Y ou  're as c lev er  as a m on k ey,
Juggling g re e d ily  with futile n otion s  
A n d  th e  lu xu ry o f  d o u b t ."
I b e c a m e  an idiot, im p overish ed , a lo o s e  en d .
-  Molana Jalal-e-Din Mohammed Molavi Rumi
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6.1 Discussion
The main theme of this work is the extension of moment closure approximations to 
stochastic epidemic models on dynamic networks and in continuous space. This is 
in contrast to the usual application of MCA to regular static networks. We conclude 
that good moment closure approximations can be derived for these systems and can 
serve as valuable tools to  understand the epidemiology of the systems under study. 
This is a fertile and interesting area of research and should be further pursued. Some 
others have also started to cross-apply MCA in new ways, for instance in continuous 
space epidemic models (e g. Bolker and Pacala [13]). However this is the first work 
to  apply MCA specifically to  dynamic network models, which are especially useful 
for infectious diseases such as STDs. We have also designed a few new moment 
closure techniques in this thesis.
Because of the nature of our main theme of research, the body of results is m ulti­
faceted. We have considered several different types of models which are united, for 
the most part, only by being different from conventional regular lattice models. 
However there are also several important sub-themes which run through all the 
chapters and serve to unite them. These include
1. the development of several new, more accurate and generally-applicable mo­
ment closure approximations;
2. the study of the accuracy of moment closure approximations for modelling 
invasion and their behaviour and accuracy near critical points;
3. the study of invasion in spatially structured populations;
4 the phenomenon of clustering and its effect on epidemics.
We have limited ourselves by considering only SIS epidemic models. However 
much of what we have learned in this thesis applies to ecological models generally, 
such as our discussion of spatialized invasion and the new moment closure approx­
imations. Non SIS types o f infection can, as discussed in chapter 1, produce very 
different dynamics from SIS infections such as oscillatory behaviour. Also many real 
diseases are not adequately described by an SIS process. However our major goal 
in this thesis was not to find novel behaviour or predict the course of real diseases, 
but rather to  answer more theoretical questions about the usefulness o f MCA. We 
also limited ourselves by preferring numerical treatment over pen-and-paper analysis. 
Although the possibilities for more rigorous analytical treatment were not explored in 
as much depth as they could have been, in most cases the complexity of the models 
would have made this approach less useful than numerical analysis.
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We found that the new moment closure approximations, particularly IVPA, often 
have significantly improved accuracy. We also found that for some systems, such 
as sexual partnership networks where the number of neighbours Q  per person is 
low, it is essential to  go to a triple approximation to get good agreement, or to 
find much better pair approximations than the ones which are currently in use. Ap­
plying moment closure approximations to  dynamic network models presents extra 
difficulty. Which MCA we choose depends on the interaction of the two dynamical 
processes of disease transmission and partnership network formation, a complicating 
factor not present in static regular lattice models. This complication was illustrated 
in the pair approximations for the concurrency model where different pair approxi­
mations applied in different parameter regimes. However the extra effort necessary 
for deriving MCA for dynamic networks is worthwhile since a mean-field or a static 
network description is inaccurate for many diseases. This is especially true when 
the transmission occurs at timescales similar to the partnership dynamics or when 
repeated contacts are an important features of the social network structure. Another 
apparent difference between the two types of models is the nature of invasion. In 
our network models clustering did not interfere with the spread of the disease as 
it would on a regular lattice because o f the lack of spatially localized patches of 
infecteds in the network model (i.e. no triangles and squares). However both the 
concurrency model and the steady/casual model exhibit the initial establishment of 
a pseudo-equilibrium which determines whether or not the disease can invade, and 
which can be exploited to calculate Rq.
Our approximations for STD network models generally reinforced the hypothesis 
that casual partnerships and concurrency, even in small amounts, significantly impact 
STD growth rate and final size [/]«). and thus require special attention in efforts for 
disease control and eradication. However we found that in some extreme cases the 
moment closure approximations predicted behaviours contrary to  what was expected, 
such as a decrease in final size with an increase in concurrency. The curves we ended 
up w ith in the plots of [/joo versus k3 and [Z]«, versus /  were standard epidemic 
curves, exhibiting a transcritical bifurcation and with a steep slope for the nontrivial 
stable solution. In fact one criticism of our results might be that we have not 
learned anything new since we have ended up with the same standard epidemic 
curve for [/]□<) versus transmissibility. However the significance of our results lies in 
the parameters which are varied in order to produce such curves. The parameters 
we vary have to  do with network structure, and it is not clear a priori how [/],» 
depends on them. W ith this model we discover there is a threshold in STD models 
which depends not on population density in a mean-field treatment, as in Hamer’s
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model for malaria transmission, but on the density-independent network structure. 
This is a new insight.
Our preliminary research on continuous spatial models showed some interesting 
results, with a simple pair approximation capturing the effect of clustering found 
in the simulation data Also, we distinguished between distance clustering and 
number clustering, and found that sometimes one can be present w ithout the other. 
However the research is too undeveloped to draw any concrete conclusions about 
the usefulness of moment closure approximations in this area. Additionally there 
is already a well-established body of research on the same topic using PDE-based 
models [13][80], and the mathematical theory o f PDEs is more well-developed than 
that for ODEs. And a PDE approximation to individual-based models can often be 
found. So the usefulness of MCA network models for capturing aspects of continuous 
spatial structure is less clear.
6.2 Further Research
A common criticism of pair approximations is th a t they are just too complicated for 
practical use and will not gain wide popularity among theoretical epidemiologists. 
There is some truth in this, particularly if  one considers the mathematical bulkiness 
of OTA or the involved derivations of HPA and IVPA Accurate, simple and robust 
closures are a 'holy grail', in the sense that it would make MCA more widely useful 
and accessible (and perhaps also in the sense tha t they might not exist). How­
ever in the long run, as mathematics becomes more and more a familiar tool in the 
biological sciences, arguments against pair approximations on grounds of their com­
plexity will gradually lose ground. Even simple OPA models can provide significant 
improvements over mean-field approximations fo r many ecological systems. Also, 
much practical modelling does not require a heavy mathematical background; often 
user-friendly software is used where one simply has to specify the number and type of 
compartments and the transition rates between them. It would be easy to w rite sim­
ilar software for pair approximations, since the meaning of the state variables and 
model parameters in pair approximations is easily understood and models can be 
readily defined. In many cases the gain in realism of the deterministic approximation 
would be considerable.
Notwithstanding their greater complexity, moment closure approximations con­
tinue to present opportunities for interesting research. MCA especially for dynamic 
networks should be further studied. The rise o f network models and the recognition 
of their usefulness in epidemic modelling has stimulated a need for new analytical
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frameworks to help us interpret what is happening in the simulations. The require­
ment for good analytical frameworks for network models is even more important 
than for regular lattices on account of their greater diversity and generality. Along 
this vein, more research could be done to apply existing results and terminology from 
graph and network theory to  MCA for the dynamic networks we have studied. This 
will speed formulation of good moment closure approximations and will clarify its 
presentation.
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Appendix A
Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used throughout the thesis.
MCA moment closure approximation
OPA ordinary pair approximation
IPA improved pair approximation
IVPA invasory pair approximation
HPA hybrid pair approximation
HEPA heurstic pair approximation
OTA ordinary triple approximation
PDE partial differential equation
RDE reaction-diffusion equation
ODE ordinary differential equation
IPS interacting particle system
CA cellular automata
CP contact process
SEIR susceptible-exposed-infected-removed
SIR susceptible-infected-removed
SIS susceptible-infected
PDF probability density function
PF probability function
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Appendix B
Software and Computation
The numerical analysis of deterministic approximations was done with CONTENT
1.5 and Maple V.
Simulations were written in C and were run on SGI O3 workstations, a Sun Ultra 60 
workstation and an Origin 2000 supercomputer. In the case of the contact process 
and the pair approximation of chapter 5, the space in which the population is em­
bedded always maps toroidally at the edges.
Graphics were produced using XMGR, Maple V and CONTENT 1.5, and gui software 
for simulations was written by Keith Yates in C.
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The gods did not reveal from the beginning 
A ll things to us; bu t in the course o f time 
Through seeking, men found that which is better. 
But as for certain truth, no man has known it, 
Nor w ill he know it ;  neither o f the gods,
Nor yet o f a ll the things o f which I speak.
And even i f  by chance he were to u tte r 
The fina l tru th , he would him self not know it;
For a ll is but a woven web o f guesses.
-  Xenophanes, c. 570 - c. 480 B.C.E.
